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PART IFINANCIAL INFORMATION
Financial Statements.
The unaudited interim financial statements of the registrant are incorporated herein by reference to the enclosed
document. They are prepared in compliance with the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) as issued
by the Financial Reporting Standards Council and adopted by the Philippine SEC. S
ee Exhibit A
.
References to PFRS standards include the application of Philippine Accounting Standards (PAS), Philippine
Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS), and Philippine Interpretations of the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC).
Earnings per share is presented on the face of unaudited statements of income for the six months ended June 30,
2015 and 2014. The accompanying notes to financial statements describe the basis of computation thereof.
The interim financial statements followed the same accounting policies and methods of computations as used in
the December 31, 2014 annual financial statements under Summary of Significant Accounting Policies.
The nature and amount of items affecting assets, liabilities, equity, net income, or cash flows that are unusual
because of their nature, size or incidents are described in Item 2, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of
Financial Condition and Results of Operations.
Issuances, repurchases, and repayments of debt and equity securities, if any, are described in Item 2, Other
Financial Information.
The Parent Company’s (or “FPH”) direct and indirect subsidiaries, First PV Ventures Corporation (First PV)
and First Philec Nexolon Corporation (FPNC) initiated arbitration proceedings against Nexolon Co Ltd
(Nexolon) with the International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) in
2012. The arbitral tribunal rendered the final award in October 2014 which required Nexolon to pay damages
and preaward interest to FPNC in the amount of $24.8 million and a put option price to First PV in the amount
of ₱
2.09 billion (FPNC and First PV are referred to as the “Companies”) . To date, no payments have been
made on the award by Nexolon which is reported to be in rehabilitation proceedings. The Companies have filed
their appropriate claims in Korean rehabilitation courts. At the same time, to mitigate its losses, FPNC is
searching for ways to realize value from its remaining assets.
Also in 2012, First Philippine Electric Corporation (First Philec) and First Philec Solar Corporation (FPSC)
initiated arbitration proceedings against SunPower Philippines Manufacturing Limited (SPML) with the ICC. In
January 2015, a partial award was granted by the arbitral tribunal in favor of First Philec and FPSC which
required SPML to pay FPSC a net sum of $25.2 million as compensation for wafers not taken by SPML and
unpaid services, and First Philec the price of $30.30 million as payment for First Philec’s shares in FPSC.
●

In July 2015, a Second Partial Award was granted to First Philec ordering SPML: (a) to purchase First
Philec’s shares in FPSC for the price of US$23.2 million by August 13, 2015 (subject to any extension
granted by the arbitral tribunal for the purposes of compliance with applicable governmental and/or
regulatory requirements), and (b) within 14 days of the completion of the share transfer, to pay FPSC
the net sum of US$25,239,860. The arbitral tribunal found it appropriate to reduce the purchase price to
be paid by SPML to First Philec for First Philec's shares in FPSC (equal to 74.54% of the total) from
US$30.3 million to US$23.2 million, the reduction of US$7.1 million being approximately equal to the
amount that the Individual Shareholders have committed to accepting from SPML for their 10.97%
stake.
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●

On July 21, 2015, FPH was advised that SPML has filed an application to set aside the first Partial
Award dated 28 January 2015 (First Partial Award) with the Hong Kong Court of First Instance and
intends to file an application to set aside the second Partial Award dated July 14, 2015 (Second Partial
Award). FPH was also advised that SPML has filed a complaint with the Regional Trial Court of Biñan
City, Laguna seeking an order restraining and enjoining: (a) First Philec from transferring its shares in
FPSC to SPML; and (b) First Philec and FPSC from applying for the recognition and enforcement of
the First Partial Award and the Second Partial Award. Furthermore, FPH has been advised that SPML
has filed a complaint with the Regional Trial Court, Branch 2, Batangas City, Special Commercial
Court to compel First Philec and FPSC to produce FPSC's corporate books and records and allow
SPML to inspect the same. As a result of these events, no payments have been received from SPML to
date.

●

In view of these favorable decisions by the arbitral tribunal which makes the sale of the ownership of
FPH (through its subsidiaries) in FPSC and FPNC highly probable, the Group had considered that the
wafer slicing operations of both FPNC and FPSC met the definition of discontinued operations as at
December 31, 2014, and as such, the assets, liabilities and results of operations that can be clearly
distinguished operationally and for financial reporting purposes from the rest of the Group have been
terminated. The Group have not recognize any gains or income arising from the foregoing favorable
Awards.

On May 8, 2014, the BOD of FPH approved the declaration of cash dividends of 
₱
1.0 per common share in
favor of FPH’s common stockholders of record as of May 23, 2014, payable on or before June 18, 2014.
On May 26, 2014, at the meeting of the stockholders, the amendments to Article THIRD and Article SEVENTH
of the Articles of Incorporations were approved.
On the same date, the BOD also approved the issuance of cumulative, nonvoting, nonparticipating,
nonconvertible and pesodenominated, preferred shares with a par value of One Hundred Pesos (
₱
100.00) (the

“Preferred Shares”) via private placement and/or FixedRate Corporate Notes of up to 
₱
7.0 billion (the “Notes”),

in one or more tranches, to finance direct investments and/or acquisitions, or indirectly through any of the
subsidiaries; and to fund other general corporate purposes. The Preferred Shares were to be listed with the
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) within six (6) months.
On June 2, 2014, FPH issued 
₱
1.8 billion worth of preferred shares leaving a balance of 

₱
5.2 billion with respect

to the remaining financing. The Preferred Shares were listed with the PSE on December 15, 2014.
On July 3, 2014, the BOD approved an extension of FPH’s common shares buyback program from July 2014 to
July 2016. The original program was approved by the board on July 8, 2010 and was extended for another two
(2) years, or from July 2012 to July 2014. The program will not involve active and widespread solicitation from
stockholders in general. It is not expected to adversely affect the company’s current projects nor its future
prospects. The program will be executed through the open market by means of the trading facilities of the PSE
and implemented by the Chairman/CEO, the President/COO and/or the EVP/Treasurer/CFO. The program is
intended to strike a balance between enhancing the company’s capital structure and maintaining the ability to
fund a future growth and investments. Buyback transactions will be triggered if the company stock is
substantially undervalued, when there is high volatility in share prices or in any instance where a buyback
should serve to improve shareholder value. The company may still purchase up to 
₱
2.65 billion worth of shares.

The board previously approved a buyback of up to P6.0 billion out of which 
₱
3.345 billion worth of shares has

been purchased.
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On July 6, 2014, EDC disclosed to the PSE the planned outage for its 20 MW BacMan Unit 3 starting July 7,
2014, for approximately one month, to replace the existing turbine generator unit with a brand new one and
other opportunity maintenance works for the balance of plant.
Preparations for the planned outage commenced as early as January 29, 2013, after EDC placed an order for a
replacement generator assembly following the advice of its technical team.
On July 17, 2014, First Gen disclosed the shutdown of both power plants as a result of Typhoon Glenda. The
typhoon severely battered Batangas city, causing flooding at the site. On July 21, 2014, all four units of the
Santa Rita power plant and one of San Lorenzo’s two units resumed operations. Unit 40 of Santa Rita, which
was the subject of disclosures dated February 28, April 7, and July 4, 2014 was returned to operations after
installation and commissioning of the new replacement transformer. On July 22, 2014, both units of the San
Lorenzo power plant resumed operations.
On August 7, 2014, the BOD approved an increase in the amount of the debt fundraising from 
₱
5.2 billion to

₱
6.0 billion. This was due to the very positive response from the funders resulting in an over subscription of

approximately 150%. The total fundraising will thus be in the amount of 
₱
7.8 billion instead of the original

₱
7.0 billion.

On August 11, 2014, FPH received confirmation that the Amendment to Articles III and VII of its Articles of
Incorporation relating to its principal office address and the reduction of its authorized capital stock had been
approved by the SEC.
On August 14, 2014, the company reported the completion of separate loan agreements with BDO Unibank,
BDO Private Bank; Bank of Commerce, Development Bank of the Philippines, Land Bank of the Philippines,
United Coconut Planters Bank, Robinsons Bank and Rizal Commercial Banking Corporation for the total
amount of ₱
6.0 billion.
On September 04, 2014, the BOD approved the participation of FPH, through a consortium, in the bidding for
the Bulacan Bulk Water Supply Project (the “Project”). This is subject to the finalization of definitive
agreements with its potential partner(s), the conduct of due diligence and compliance with the bidding
requirements, among others.
On November 6, 2014, the BOD approved the declaration of cash dividends of 
₱
1.0 per common share in favor

of FPH’s common stockholders of record as of November 21, 2014, payable on or before December 2, 2014.
The Board also approved the declaration of cash dividends of 
₱
13.75 per preferred share in favor of FPH’s

preferred stockholders of record as of November 21, 2014, payable on or before December 02, 2014.
On December 15, 2014, the Executive Committee approved the participation of the company in the private
bidding for the property located at the Philtown Industrial Park, Tanauan, Batangas, consisting of land and
improvements with a total land area of 464,961 square meters. The land is owned by Brilliante Realty
Corporation while Mitsubishi Motors Philippines Corporation owns the improvements. This was disclosed on
January 14, 2015.
On January 20, 2015, FPH agreed to subscribe to 196,751,000 common shares in First Gen Corporation (First
Gen) via a private placement. The issue price was set at 
₱
25.25 per share which represents a 2.9 % discount to

the last traded price of 
₱
26.00 per share. Following the subscription, FPH maintained its 66.2% stake in First

Gen's issued and outstanding common stock.
On March 6, 2015, the BOD approved the appropriation of its retained earnings in the total amount of 26.4
billion for various purposes.
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On April 08, 2015, the BOD approved the investment of up to the amount of 
₱
1.4 billion in its subsidiary, First

Philippine Properties Corporation, for purposes of land and related acquisitions. Part of the funds is intended for
the purchase of the property located at the Philtown Industrial Park as disclosed on January 14, 2015. On the
same date, the BOD approved the declaration of cash dividends of 
₱
13.75 per preferred share in favor of FPH’s

preferred stockholders of record as of May 07, 2015, payable on or before June 02, 2015 and 
₱
1.0 per common

share in favor of FPH’s common stockholders of record as of May 7, 2015, payable on or before June 02, 2015.
The BOD also approved the AFS for the calendar year ended December 31, 2014.
On May 25, 2015, at the meeting of the stockholders, the following resolutions were approved by the
stockholders:
1. Approval of the Minutes of the Annual Stockholders’ Meeting held last May 26, 2014;
2. Approval/Ratification of the December 31, 2014 Reports and the Audited Financial Statements for the
year ended December 31, 2014;
3. Ratification of the Acts of the Board, of the Executive Committee and of the Management; and the
4. Appointment of SGV & Co., as External Auditors.

FPH’s most recent dividend declarations are presented below:
Declaration Date

Record Date

Payment date

Amount

Common Shares

April 8, 2015

May 7, 2015

June 2, 2015

₱1.00 per share

Preferred Shares

April 8, 2015

May 7, 2015

June 2, 2015

₱13.75 per share

Common Shares

November 6, 2014

November 21, 2014

December 2, 2014

₱1.00 per share

Preferred Shares

November 6, 2014

November 21, 2014

December 2, 2014

₱13.75 per share

Certain subsidiaries and associates have contingent liabilities with respect to claims, lawsuits and tax
assessments. The respective management of the subsidiaries and associates, after consultations with outside
counsels, believes that the final resolution of these issues will not materially affect their respective financial
position and results of operations.
There is no seasonality or cyclicality of interim operations during the period.
There are no changes in contingent liabilities or contingent assets since the last annual balance sheet date.
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis or Plan of Operation
The following management’s discussion and analysis of the FPH Group’s (the Group) financial
condition and results of operations should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
consolidated financial statements and the related notes as at June 30, 2015 (unaudited) and
December 31, 2014 (audited) and for the periods ended June 30, 2015 and 2014 (unaudited). This
discussion includes forwardlooking statements, which may include statements regarding future
results of operations, financial condition or business prospects, which are subject to significant risks,
uncertainties and other factors and are based on the Group’s current expectations, some of which are
beyond the Group’s control and are difficult to predict. These statements involve risks and
uncertainties and our actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in these
forwardlooking statements.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
………………………………………………………………… ……
The financial highlights and analysis of account movements for the comparative periods are in
Philippine pesos (unless specifically indicated), which is the Group’s functional currency. 
The
financial statements of the consolidated subsidiaries and associates with functional currency other
than the Philippine peso such as the First Gen group are translated to Philippine peso as follows:
●
●
●

Assets and liabilities using the spot rate of exchange prevailing at financial reporting date;
Components of equity using historical exchange rates; and
Income and expenses using the monthly weighted average exchange rate.

The table below summarizes the relevant exchange rates used throughout the comparative periods:

Whenever necessary, the impact of exchange rate movements are separately discussed in order to
properly explain the movement in account balances in conjunction with business results and
transactions.
Consolidated Statements of Income
For the period ended June 30, 2015 vs. June 30, 2014
Revenues
The Group’s consolidated revenues for the period ended June 30, 2015 had a net increase of ₱
496
million or 1% (from ₱
47.9 billion to ₱
48.4 billion) on account of the following:
●

Sale of electricity is up by ₱
1.3 billion or 3% due primarily to the increase in the volume and
average selling price of electricity sold by Energy Development Corporation (EDC) on the back
of incremental revenues from BacMan, Nasulo and Burgos Wind power generating units
commissioned in the latter part of 2014.

●

Sale of merchandise is up by ₱
107 million or 13% attributed to higher sales volume of distribution
transformers of First Philippine Electric Corporation’s (First Philec) electrical utilities (EU)
sector.
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These increases were offset largely by the decrease in revenues from the Real Estate Sector due to
lower condominium sales of Rockwell Land Corporation (Rockwell) and industrial land sales of First
Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP) for the period.
Net Income
Consolidated net income decreased by ₱
801 million or 11% (from ₱
7.3 billion to ₱
6.5 billion)
primarily due to higher finance costs (up ₱
626 million or 15%) and higher general and administrative
expenses (up ₱
630 million or 10%). Also, last year’s ₱
461 million forex gain was reversed to a ₱
250
million forex loss this year (₱
711 million unfavorable movement).
Net Income Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Net income attributable to equity holders of the Parent increased by ₱
119 million or 5% (from ₱
2.5
billion to ₱
2.6 billion) mainly because of the stronger earnings posted by subsidiaries such as
Rockwell, First Balfour, Inc. (First Balfour) and First Philec where the Parent has higher ownership
share (from 86% to 100%).
Detailed discussions of the changes in the Consolidated Statements of Income are presented in the
succeeding sections of this report.
Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
June 30 2015 vs. December 31, 2014
Assets
Total assets of the Group increased by ₱
12.1 billion or 4% (from ₱
323.3 billion to ₱
335.4 billion) as a
result of the following significant changes:
●

Property, plant and equipment increased ₱
9.0 billion or 8% (from ₱
118.9 billion to ₱
127.9 billion)
from the recognition of capitalized construction costs of San Gabriel and Avion power plants
under First Gen Corporation (First Gen) as well as the drilling activities in Southern Negros and
Unified Leyte under EDC.

●

Other current assets increased by ₱
2.0 billion or 31% (from ₱
6.5 billion to ₱
8.5 billion) due to
additional input VAT of First Gen from higher purchases related to the construction of the San
Gabriel and Avion power plants, increase in EDC’s financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss (FVPL) due to its additional investments for the period and increase in creditable withholding
taxes (CWT). Also, Rockwell and First Balfour’s other current assets grew by a combined ₱
522
million attributed to higher advances to contractors and unbilled receivables, respectively.

●

Investment properties increased ₱
1.5 billion or 12% (from ₱
12.9 billion to ₱
14.4 billion) largely
because of the land acquisitions and building construction of First Philippine Properties
Corporation (FPPC).

●

Investments in equity and debt securities increased by ₱
1.3 billion or 11% (from ₱
11.9 billion to
₱
13.2 billion) mainly due to the ₱
1.6 billion upward marktomarket (MTM) restatement of the
investment in Meralco as closing share price increased from ₱
256.0 as of December 31, 2014 to
₱
291.2 in June 30, 2015.
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The above increases were partially offset by the ₱
1.6 billion or 4% decrease (from ₱
45.9 billion to
₱
44.3 billion) in cash and cash equivalents that was largely attributable to payments made by
Rockwell in 2015 for properties acquired in 2014 and expenditures of First Balfour for equipment
acquisition and working capital. In addition, scheduled principal and interest payments were made by
the Parent, First Gen Group, Rockwell, First Balfour and ThermaPrime Well Services, Inc.
(ThermaPrime) for various loan instruments.
Liabilities and Equity
Total liabilities of the Group increased by ₱
4.8 billion or 2% (from ₱
206.7 billion to ₱
211.5 billion)
primarily due to the following major movements:
●

Trade payables and other current liabilities increased by ₱
3.3 billion or 11% (from ₱
31.4 billion to
₱
34.7 billion) on account of unpaid purchases of liquid fuel requirements of First Gen’s gas
plants during the various natural gas (from Malampaya/ SPEX) curtailment from April to June
2015. In addition, the derivative liabilities increased due to the unfavorable movement in MTM
valuation.

●

Loans payable is up by ₱
1.0 billion (from ₱
1.0 billion to ₱
2.0 billion) due to additional shortterm
loans incurred by First Gen Group for working capital purposes.

●

Longterm debt increased by ₱
7.0 billion or 5% (from ₱
142.2 billion to ₱
149.2 billion)
representing the ₱
8.5 billion termloans obtained by EDC’s Green Core Geothermal, Inc. on
March 18, 2015, and First NatGas Power Corporation’s (FNPC) partial drawdown of its loan
amounting to $94.5 million for the first half of 2015.

The above increases were partially offset by the ₱
6.9 billion or 36% decrease (from ₱
19.0 billion to
₱
12.1 billion) in the current portion of longterm debts due to maturity of EDC’s ₱
8.5 billion Peso
bonds in June 2015. This was further decreased by the principal repayments of various longterm
loans of the Group.
Total equity increased by ₱
7.4 billion or 6% (from ₱
116.6 billion to ₱
124.0 billion) mainly due to the
net income for the current period and increase in unrealized fair value gains on investment in equity
securities due to the revaluation of the remaining Meralco shares held by the Group, partially offset by
cumulative translation losses arising from the foreign exchange movements and dividends declared
during the period.
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DETAILED ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL CHANGES
Consolidated Statements of Income (Results of Operations)
Horizontal and Vertical Analyses of Material Changes for the period ended June 30, 2015 vs. 2014
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Revenues
The Group’s consolidated revenues for the six months ended totaled ₱
48.4 billion, higher by ₱
496
million or 1% compared to the previous period. The significant movements in the Group’s revenues
comprise of:
increased by ₱
1.3 billion or 3% (from ₱
41.7 billion to ₱
42.9 billion) and
Sale of electricity – 
accounted for 89% of the present period total revenues compared to 87% in the previous year. The
increase is attributed to the higher revenue contribution of EDC and its subsidiaries (excluding FG
Hydro) as well as First Gas Power Corporation (FGPC or Sta. Rita). EDC’s consolidated revenues
increased by ₱
1.6 billion mainly due to the increase in revenue contributions from BacMan, Nasulo
and Burgos Wind, following their commercial operations in the latter part of 2014. FGPC’s revenue
contribution increased by ₱
796 million for the first half of 2015, primarily due to a higher dispatch for
the period (
81.2% in 1H 2015 compared to 64.8% in 1H 2014
), following the return of Santa Rita’s Unit
40 in July 2014 after the Unit 40 incident together with the consumption of liquid fuel due to the
scheduled 30day Malampaya outage beginning March 15, 2015.
The higher revenues were partially offset by the ₱
872 million decrease in revenue contribution of FGP
Corp. (FGP or San Lorenzo) mainly due to lower fuel revenues that resulted from a decrease in
average gas prices ($9.9/MMBtu in 1H 2015 as compared to $12.8/MMBtu in 1H 2014). Also, FG
Hydro’s revenues dropped by ₱
318 million due to lower electricity generation in 2015 as compared to
the previous year as a result of the significantly lower water reservoir levels and lower Irrigation
Diversion Requirement, coupled with lower average price of electricity.
Sale of real estate – 
went down by ₱
760 million or 23% (from ₱
3.3 billion to ₱
2.5 billion) and
accounted for 5% of total revenues in 2015 versus 7% in 2014. The decline was largely attributable to
the ₱
727 million drop in Rockwell’s condominium revenues as higher earnings were booked last year
from the substantial completion of The Grove CD, Edades and Alvendia projects. This was
compounded by FPIP’s ₱
79 million decrease in industrial land sales representing the decline in sales
from 8.8 hectares in 2014 to 6.8 hectares in 2015.
is lower by ₱
133 million or 6% (from ₱
2.1 billion to ₱
2.0 billion) and
Contracts and services – 
accounted for 4% of revenues for both periods. The decrease in revenues resulted from lower value of
completion on the construction contracts of First Balfour during the first half of 2015.
Sale of merchandise – 
increased by ₱
107 million or 13% (from ₱
843 million to ₱
950 million) and
accounted for 2% of total revenues for both periods. Higher volume of electrical transformers sold by
the EU sector of First Philec during the current period drove the increase in revenues.
Equity in net earnings of associates and a joint venture  
amounted to ₱
62 million for the period
ended June 30, 2015, higher by ₱
9 million from ₱
53 million for the same period last year mainly
because of the increase in revenues from the the Rockwell Business Center’s (RBC) Tower 3 which
opened in September 2014. RBC is an unincorporated joint venture of Rockwell Land with Meralco.
Costs and expenses
Consolidated cost and expenses increased by ₱
485 million or 1% (from ₱
36.2 billion to ₱
36.6 billion)
and accounted for 76% and 75% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. Details of cost and
expenses line items as well as significant changes for the comparative periods are discussed as
follows:
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Cost of sale of electricity – 
increased by ₱
878 million or 3% (from ₱
25.3 billion to ₱
26.2 billion) and
accounted for 54% and 53% of revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The movement was brought
about by the following:
●

Higher operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses for the period ended June 2015 primarily
due to EDC’s increase in purchased services and utilities for its Burgos, BacMan and Leyte
operations, and its higher plant repairs and maintenance costs incurred by the Leyte field facilities.
The two gas plants also incurred higher O&M expenses brought about by various maintenance
shutdown during the year.

●

Increase in depreciation and amortization attributable to the commercial operations of BacMan,
Nasulo and Burgos Wind during the latter part of 2014.

●

Fuel costs of the gas plants decreased by ₱
538 million from ₱
18.6 billion in the first half of 2014
to ₱
18.1 billion in 2015, mainly due to a decrease in average gas prices ($9.9/MMBtu in 1H 2015
as compared to $12.6/MMBtu in 1H 2014). This was partially offset by the higher dispatch of
Santa Rita in 2015 (81.2% in 1H 2015 compared to 64.8% in 1H 2014), following the return of its
Unit 40 in July 2014, and the slightly higher plant dispatch of San Lorenzo (76.8% in 1H 2015
compared to 76.0% in 1H 2014). Moreover, the effect of the lower average gas prices was
partially offset by the consumption of liquid fuel in this period due to the scheduled 30day
Malampaya outage in March 2015.

Cost of real estate sold – 
decreased by ₱
371 million or 19% (from ₱
2.0 billion to ₱
1.6 billion) and
accounted for 3% and 4% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The decrease was due to
Rockwell’s lower project and capital expenditures for 2015, majority of which pertain to the
Proscenium project. However, FPIP posted an increase in costs despite lower sales volume brought
about by higher development costs on land sold.
Cost of contracts and services – decreased by ₱
719 million or 32% (from ₱
2.2 billion to ₱
1.5 billion)
and accounted for 3% and 5% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The decline reflects
First Balfour’s lower cost of project completion for the current period versus prior period. Also, First
Philippine Industrial Corporation (FPIC) had no direct costs this year due to shut down of both
pipelines versus last year’s costs of ₱
124 million.
Cost of merchandise sold – increased by ₱
67 million or 12% (from ₱
568 million to ₱
635 million) and
accounted for 1% of revenues for both periods. Cost of merchandise sold mostly comprise of
transformer manufacturing costs that increased due to higher volume and unit direct cost for the
current period.
General and administrative expenses – increased by ₱
630 million or 10% (from ₱
6.1 billion to ₱
6.6
billion) and accounted for 14% and 13% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The
increase was caused by First Gen group’s higher staff costs and higher professional fees related to
EDC’s purchased professional and technical services for its Leyte and Palinpinon administrative
activities. These were compounded by Rockwell Land’s ₱
186 million increase in G&A expenses due
to higher manpower costs and expenses for its serviced apartments as well as the Parent Company’s
₱
93 million increase caused by higher manpower costs and professional fees.
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Finance costs
Finance cost increased by ₱
626 million or 15% (from ₱
4.2 billion to ₱
4.8 billion) and accounted for
10% and 9% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. Higher finance costs resulted from the
following major loans obtained during the intervening period:

This was partially offset by scheduled principal payments on the existing loans of the Parent, First
Gen, FGPC, FGP, FG Hydro, EDC, Red Vulcan, Rockwell and Thermaprime.
Finance income
Finance income is up by ₱
70 million or 10% (from ₱
730 million to ₱
800 million) and accounted for
2% of total revenues for both periods. The increase is attributable to higher interest income of EDC on
its investments and shortterm placements due to higher weighted average interest rates and higher
average cash levels in the first half of 2015 compared to the same period in 2014.
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
This account reversed by ₱
711 million or 154% (from ₱
461 million foreign exchange gain to ₱
250
million foreign exchange loss) due to the effect of the depreciation of the Philippine peso against the
US Dollar in 2015 (refer to foreign exchange table above).
Other income  net
The account increased by ₱
523 million or 64% (from ₱
821 million to ₱
1.3 billion) and accounted for
3% and 2% of total revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The increase is mainly due to the
receipt of insurance claims of EDC and FGP in 2015 amounting to ₱
734 million and $8.5 million,
respectively. EDC booked partial insurance claims relating to damages sustained by the Leyte power
plants from Typhoon Yolanda, the Palinpinon plant from Typhoon Sendong and by the BacMan plant
from Typhoon Glenda, while FGP booked the receipt of insurance claims relating to the fire incident
that caused severe damage in San Lorenzo’s Unit 60 main transformer.
Also, higher dividend income from Meralco was recognized by the Parent for the year (₱
378 million
in 2015 versus ₱
287 million in 2014).
Income before income tax
As a result of the foregoing, income before income tax for the period decreased by ₱
733 million or 8%
(from ₱
9.6 billion to ₱
8.9 billion) for the period ended June 30, 2015 compared to last year.
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Provision for income tax
Provision for income tax increased by ₱
239 million or 12% (from ₱
1.9 billion to ₱
2.2 billion) and
accounted for 5% and 4% of revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The movement is largely
attributable to the First Gen group’s ₱
156 million increase due to FGPC’s higher taxable income, the
expiry of FG Hydro’s income tax holiday (ITH) in April 2014, and FGP’s higher taxable income due
to the $8.5 million in insurance claims it booked in 2015. Rockwell Land and the EU sector of First
Philec also both recorded higher taxable income for the period following the increase in their profits.
Net loss from discontinued operations
Net loss from discontinued operations decreased by ₱
171 million or 50% (from ₱
339 million to ₱
168
million) and accounted for 0% and 1% of revenues for 2015 and 2014, respectively. Net loss from
discontinued operations represent losses incurred by First Philec’s investments in photovoltaic
component manufacturing subsidiaries, First Philec Nexolon Corporation (FPNC) and First Philec
Solar Corporation (FPSC), that were classified as held for sale beginning December 2014 due to
receipt of the favorable arbitration decision which makes the transfer of ownership of the shares in
these companies highly probable. The decrease was attributable to lower continuing facilities and
maintenance charges of the FPSC and FPNC plants that are currently on shutdown.
Net income
Net income declined by ₱
801 million or 11% (from ₱
7.3 billion to ₱
6.5 billion) mainly due to the
increase in general and administrative expenses, financing charges and the reversal of foreign
exchange gains. Consequently, net income as percentage of total revenues decreased from 15% to
13%.
Net income attributable to equity holders of the Parent
Net income attributable to equity holders of the Parent increased by ₱
119 million or 5% (from ₱
2.5
billion to ₱
2.6 billion) mainly because of the stronger earnings posted by subsidiaries such as
Rockwell, First Balfour and First Philec where the Parent has higher ownership share (from 86% to
100%).
Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests
Net income attributable to noncontrolling interest dropped by ₱
920 million or 19% (from ₱
4.8 billion
to ₱
3.9 billion) due to the lower net income of First Gen group for the period. The significant portion
of this account pertain to the share of noncontrolling stockholders of EDC and First Gen to the
consolidated net income.
Earnings per share (EPS)
Basic EPS for the current period is ₱
4.702 while diluted EPS is ₱
4.700. Last year’s basic EPS and
diluted EPS were ₱
4.585 and ₱
4.571, respectively. The increase was largely due to the higher net
income available to parent common shareholders this period compared to the previous period.
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Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
For the period ended June 30, 2015 vs. June 30, 2014

Total comprehensive income for the period
Total comprehensive income increased by ₱
1.3 billion or 17% (from ₱
7.7 billion to ₱
9.0 billion). The
major movements in the comprehensive income of the Group were as follows:
(1) Net income decreased by ₱
801 million or 11% (from ₱
7.3 billion to ₱
6.5 billion) due to
factors discussed in the preceding section.
(2) Exchange gain on foreign currency translation increased by ₱
1.1 billion or 352% (from ₱
310
million to ₱
1.4 billion) mainly due to the foreign exchange movements from the translation of
First Gen’s U.S. dollardenominated financial statements into Philippine Peso for
consolidation purposes.
(3) Net losses on cash flow hedge deferred in equity registered a reversal of ₱
205 million or
251% (from ₱
82 million loss to ₱
123 million gain) due to the changes in marktomarket
valuation of First Gen’s FGPC and FGP’s derivative instruments, particularly its interest rate
swap agreements for its Covered and Uncovered facilities.
(4) Unrealized fair value gains on investment in equity securities, which largely pertains to the
movements in fair value of Meralco shares held by the Group, was higher by ₱
910 million or
433% due to the increase in net marktomarket gains on the valuation of such shares during
the intervening period (from ₱
256.0 per share at end2014 to ₱
291.2 per share at June 30,
2015 against ₱
251.0 per share at end2013 to ₱
255.8 per share at June 30, 2014).
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Total comprehensive income for the period attributable to equity holders of the Parent
Total comprehensive income attributable to equity holders of the Parent increased by ₱
1.1 billion or
36% (from ₱
3.1 billion to ₱
4.2 billion) largely due to higher (a) net income attributable to Parent, (b)
unrealized gains on investment in equity securities, and (c) higher share in exchange gains on foreign
currency translation for the period ended June 30, 2015.
Total comprehensive income for the period attributable to noncontrolling interests
Total comprehensive income attributable to the noncontrolling interests increased by ₱
187 million or
4% (from ₱
4.7 billion to ₱
4.9 billion) primarily due to the exchange gains on foreign currency during
the intervening period.
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Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
Horizontal and Vertical Analyses of Material Changes as of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014
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Assets
As of June 30, 2015, the Group’s consolidated assets totaled ₱
335.5 billion, higher by ₱
12.1 billion or
4% compared to the December 31, 2014 consolidated balance of ₱
323.3 billion. Material changes in
asset accounts are discussed as follows:
Cash and cash equivalents – declined by ₱
1.6 billion or 4% (from ₱
45.9 billion to ₱
44.3 billion) and
accounted for 13% and 14% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The decrease is mainly
attributable to Rockwell’s payment of 2014 property acquisitions and other capital expenditures for
ongoing projects together with First Balfour’s equipment purchases during the period. Moreover,
scheduled principal and interest payments were made by the Parent, First Gen Group, Rockwell, First
Balfour and Thermaprime for various loans.
Shortterm investments – decreased by ₱
431 million or 8% (from ₱
5.3 billion to ₱
4.9 billion) and
accounted for 1% and 2% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The drop pertains to a lower
balance of Parent’s cash placements with original maturities of more than three months but less than
one year.
Trade and other receivables – decreased by ₱
805 million or 3% (from ₱
31.8 billion to ₱
31.0 billion)
and accounted for 9% and 10% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The downward
movement was largely due to lower balance of FGPC and FGP receivables from Meralco as the
balance for the 1st quarter of 2015 only includes the March 2015 billing period, while the balance as
of December 31, 2014 includes the November and December 2014 billing periods. Likewise, EDC
had lower receivables in 2015 primarily due to its collection from customers.
Inventories 
– increased by ₱
565 million or 4% (from ₱
15.2 billion to ₱
15.8 billion) and accounted for
5% of total assets for both periods. The increase was caused by Rockwell’s higher land and
development costs as well as First Philec’s greater level of material requirements due to higher
demand. These were partially offset by First Gen’s decrease in inventories caused by the consumption
of liquid fuel by FGPC and FGP as a result of the 30day scheduled Malampaya outage, which started
on March 15, 2015, and the various gas curtailments experienced during the period.
Other current assets 
– increased by ₱
2.0 billion or 31% (from ₱
6.5 billion to ₱
8.5 billion) and
accounted for 3% and 2% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The increase is largely due
to rise in First Gen’s input VAT as a result of higher purchases related to the construction of the San
Gabriel and Avion power plants, increase in EDC’s financial assets at FVPL due to its additional
investments for the period and increase in CWT. These were further increased by the combined ₱
522
million growth in Rockwell and First Balfour’s other current assets attributed to higher advances to
contractors and unbilled receivables, respectively.
Assets from discontinued operations held for sale – decreased by ₱
308 million or 30% (from ₱
1.0
billion to ₱
713 million) due to the decline in cash and the depreciation of remaining PPE. These
represent assets of First Philec subsidiaries, FPNC and FPSC, that were classified as held for sale in
the balance sheets following the issuance of the ICC of the final award for the FPNC arbitration and a
partial award for the FPSC arbitration both in favor of First Philec on October 9, 2014 and January 28,
2015, respectively. On July 14, 2015, the ICC subsequently rendered a second partial award to First
Philec and FPSC.
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Investments in equity and debt securities  
is up by ₱
1.3 billion or 11% (from ₱
11.9 billion to ₱
13.2
billion) and accounted for 4% of total assets for both periods. The increase was mainly due to the ₱
1.6
billion MTM restatement of investment in Meralco as closing share price increased from ₱
256.0 as of
December 31, 2014 to ₱
291.2 at June 30, 2015.
Investment in a joint venture  
increased by ₱
180 million or 5% (from ₱
3.3 billion to ₱
3.5 billion) and
accounted for 1% of total assets for both periods. The additional construction costs of Rockwell’s
RBC Tower 3 caused the growth in this account.
Property, plant and equipment – increased by ₱
9.0 billion or 8% (from ₱
118.9 billion to ₱
127.9
billion) and accounted for 38% and 37% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The increase
was mainly due to the recognition of capitalized construction costs of First Gen’s San Gabriel and
Avion power plants as well as EDC’s drilling activities in Palinpinon and Unified Leyte.
Investment properties – increased by ₱
1.5 billion or 12% (from ₱
12.9 billion to ₱
14.4 billion) and
accounted for 4% of total assets for both periods. The increase is attributable to FPPC’s building
construction and land acquisitions, which includes First Industrial Township’s acquisition of 23.1
hectares of land.
Goodwill and intangible assets 
– decreased by ₱
322 million or 1% (from ₱
54.0 billion to ₱
53.6
billion) and accounted for 16% and 17% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The decline
was due mainly to amortization and translation of First Gen’s U.S. dollardenominated financial
statements into Philippine Peso.
Deferred tax assets 
– increased by ₱
217 million or 11% (from ₱
2.1 billion to ₱
2.3 billion) and
accounted for 1% of total assets for both periods. The increase is mainly attributed to First Balfour’s
higher deductible temporary differences during the first half of 2015.

Other noncurrent assets – increased by ₱
875 million or 6% (from ₱
14.5 billion to ₱
15.4
billion) and accounted for 5% and 4% of total assets for 2015 and 2014, respectively. The
increase is primarily due to EDC’s longterm receivables and the capitalization of FGPC and
FGP’s operations and maintenance (O&M) charges during the period to cover the estimated
cost of turbine blades and vanes that are expected to be replaced in the next scheduled major
maintenance outage of the gas plants.
Liabilities and equity
As at June 30, 2015, the Group’s consolidated liabilities and equity totaled ₱
335.5 billion, higher by
₱
12.1 billion or 4% compared to the December 31, 2014 consolidated balance of ₱
323.3 billion.
Material changes in liability and equity accounts are discussed as follows:
Trade payables and other current liabilities – increased by ₱
3.3 billion or 11% (from ₱
31.3 billion to
₱
34.7 billion) and accounted for 10% of total liabilities and equity for both periods. The increase was
driven by First Gen Group’s higher payables to the liquid fuel suppliers of FGPC and FGP for the
liquid fuel delivered to the gas plants in preparation for the 30day scheduled Malampaya outage from
March to April 2015 as well as EDC’s trade purchases for the period. These were partially offset by
Rockwell and First Balfour’s lower balances due to payment of project related expenditures.
Loans payable – increased by ₱
1.0 billion or 107% (from ₱
975 million to ₱
2.0 billion) and accounted
for 1% and 0% of total liabilities and equity for 2015 and 2014, respectively. This was mostly due to
the loan availed by FGP for the payment of its liquid fuel importation last February 2015.
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Income tax payable – decreased by ₱
267 million or 29% (from ₱
928 million to ₱
661 million)
following payments made by the Group for 2014 yearend taxes during the present period.
Liabilities related to assets from discontinued operations held for sale  
increased by ₱
62 million or
3% (from ₱
2.0 billion to ₱
2.1 billion) and accounted for 1% of total liabilities and equity for both
periods. The increase is attributed to higher accrued expenses and other short term payables. This
account represents the liabilities of First Philec subsidiaries, FPNC and FPSC, that were classified as
held for sale in the balance sheets following the issuance of the ICC of the final award for the FPNC
arbitration and a partial award for the FPSC arbitration both in favor of First Philec on October 9,
2014 and January 28, 2015, respectively. On July 14, 2015, the ICC subsequently rendered a second
partial award to First Philec and FPSC.
Longterm debt, including current portion – increased slightly by ₱
57 million (from ₱
161.2 billion to
₱
161.3 billion) and accounted for 48% and 50% of total liabilities and equity for 2015 and 2014,
respectively. The ₱
6.9 billion shift in the balance of current portion to noncurrent portion accounts of
the longterm debt reflects the the ₱
8.5 billion loan obtained by GCGI on March 18, 2015 that was
used to settle the ₱
8.5 billion Peso bonds that matured during the period. Also, FNPC incurred a $94.5
million additional drawdown during the first half of 2015. These were reduced by the scheduled
payments of the current portion of the Group’s various long term debts.
Derivative liabilities–net of current portion – decreased by ₱
190 million or 13% (from ₱
1.5 billion to
₱
1.3 billion) due to the favorable movements in FGPC and FGP’s derivative instruments, resulting to
a nil value of derivative liabilities recognized in the first half of 2015. This was further supplemented
by a decrease in Burgos Wind’ derivative liabilities as a result of favorable movements in its
derivative instruments.
Deferred tax liabilitiesnet – increased by ₱
146 million or 5% (from ₱
3.1 billion to ₱
3.3 billion) and
accounted for 1% of total liabilities and equity for both periods. The increase is largely attributable to
Rockwell’s temporary differences and revenue recognition for The Grove, Proscenium and 8
Rockwell projects..
– increased by ₱
260 million or 9% (from
Retirement and other longterm employee benefits liability 
₱
3.0 billion to ₱
3.1 billion) and accounted for 1% of total liabilities and equity for both periods. The
increase was due to the expense recognition pertaining to retirement and other longterm employee
benefits during the first half of 2015.
Asset retirement and preservation obligations – increased by ₱
68 million or 5% (from ₱
1.4 billion to
₱
1.5 billion) on account of the accretion and amortization during the six months ended June 30, 2015.
Other noncurrent liabilities – increased by ₱
282 million or 25% (from ₱
1.1 billion to ₱
1.4 billion)
mainly due to higher periodend balances of Rockwell’s retention payable for The Grove, 8 Rockwell
and Alvendia projects.
Total equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent 
–
increased by ₱
3.2 billion or 5% (from ₱
65.5
billion to ₱
68.7 billion) and accounted for 20% of total liabilities and equity for both periods. The
following major items brought about the net increase in the account:
(1) Unrealized fair value gains on investment in equity securities increased by ₱
1.9 billion or 56%
(from ₱
3.3 billion to ₱
5.2 billion), due to the revaluation of the Meralco shares held by the
Group;
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(2) Cumulative translation adjustments decreased by ₱
263 million or 4% (from ₱
6.1 billion to
₱
6.4 billion) due to translation losses arising from the foreign exchange movements during the
period;
(3) Unappropriated retained earnings increased by ₱
2.0 billion or 4% (from ₱
46.0 billion to ₱
48.0
billion) reflecting the net income net of dividend payments for the first half of 2015.
Noncontrolling interests – increased by ₱
4.1 billion or 8% (from ₱
51.2 billion to ₱
55.3 billion) and
accounted for 16% of total liabilities and equity for both periods. Noncontrolling interests represent
the portion of net assets not held by the Group, particularly in First Gen and EDC, Rockwell Land,
FPIP, and FPIC. The increase was mainly due to noncontrolling interests’ share in the Group’s net
earnings for the period.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The following are the key performance indicators of the Group:

Return on average equity decreased from 3.50% in 2014 to 3.43% this year despite the increase in net
income attributable to Parent by ₱
119 million or 5% (from ₱
2.5 billion to ₱
2.6 billion) mainly due to
the ₱
4.9 billion or 7% increase in average stockholder’s equity attributable to parent (from ₱
72.4
billion* in June 2014 to ₱
77.3 billion* in June 2015).
Interest coverage ratio decreased from 3.28:1.00 in 2014 to 2.83:1.00 this year due the ₱
626 million or
15% jump in interest expense (from ₱
4.2 billion to ₱
4.8 billion) offset by the lower consolidated
earnings before interest and taxes by ₱
107 million or 1% (from ₱
13.8 billion to ₱
13.7 billion).
Earnings per common share (diluted) increased from P4.571 to P4.700 as the increase in net income
attributable to equity holders of the Parent resulted into higher net earnings available to common
shareholders for the current year.

The ratio of total assets to total equity decreased from 4.21:1.00 in 2014 to 4.18:1.00 this period
despite the increase in total assets by ₱
12.1 billion or 4% mainly due to the ₱
3.5 billion or 5% increase
in stockholder’s equity attributable to parent (from ₱
76.8 billion* in December 2014 to ₱
80.3 billion*
in June 2015). The ₱
12.1 billion or 1% growth in total assets (from ₱
323.3 billion to ₱
335.5 billion)
was primarily due to the ₱
9.0 billion or 8% increase in Property, Plant and Equipment (from ₱
118.9
billion to ₱
127.9 billion) which represents the recognition of capitalized construction costs of First
Gen’s San Gabriel and Avion power plants as well as EDC’s drilling activities in Palinpinon and
Unified Leyte.
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The ratio of longterm debt (excluding current portion) to total equity increased from 1.85:1.00 in
2014 to 1.86:1.00 in 2015. This was mainly due to higher longterm debt balances following the ₱
8.5
billion termloan obtained by EDC and the $94.5 million additional drawdown by FNPC during the
second half of 2015.
Current ratio and Quick ratio showed an upward movement from 1.95:1.00 in 2014 to 2.04:1.00 and
1.53:1.00 in 2014 to 1.56:1.00 this year, respectively, primarily due to the lower balance of current
liabilities. This was largely attributable to the ₱
6.9 billion decline in the current portion of longterm
debt, which mainly reflects EDC’s settlement of their 
Series 1 Peso Public Bond that matured on

June 4, 2015.

Book value per common share grew from ₱
135.17 in 2014 to ₱
141.67 this year. The increase was
brought about by the ₱
3.5 billion or 5% increase (from ₱
76.8 billion* in December 2014 to ₱
80.3
billion* June 2015) in equity attributable to equity holders of the parent for the current period.

P
erformance Indicator
Return on Average Stockholders’ Equity
Reflects how much the firm has earned on the funds
invested by the shareholders

Interest Coverage Ratio
Indicator of Group’s ability to meet its interest obligations

Formula

Net Income
Average Equity*

Earnings before interest &
taxes
Interest Expense
Net Income

Earnings Per Share
The portion of Group’s profit allocated to each
outstanding share of common stock

Weighted Average Number
of Shares Outstanding

Assets to Equity Ratio
Measures the Group’s financial leverage and expresses
and the total
the relationship between the total assets 
capital contributed by the owners

Total Assets

Longterm Debt to Equity Ratio
Measures the Group’s financial leverage excluding
current portion

Longterm Debt**

Equity*

Equity**
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Current Ratio
Indicator of Group’s ability to pay shortterm obligations

Quick Ratio
Indicator of Group’s ability to pay shortterm obligations
with its most liquid assets (cash and cash equivalents,
shortterm investments and trade and other receivables)

Current Assets
Current Liabilities

Current assets (excluding
inventories and others)
Current Liabilities
Equity*

Book Value Per Share
Measure used by owners of common shares in a firm to
determine the level of safety associated with each
individual share after all debts are paid

Number of Shares
Outstanding at Period End

* E
quity pertains to equity attributable to equity holders of the parent and excludes cumulative
translation adjustments, share in other comprehensive income, effect of equity transaction of
subsidiaries and excess of acquisition cost over carrying value of minority interest
**
 Excluding current portion but including bonds payable

The following are key performance indicators of First Gen group (consolidated):

Key Performance Indicator/ Description
Current Ratio
Calculated by dividing current assets over current liabilities. This ratio
measures the company's ability to pay shortterm obligations.
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Assettoequity ratio (times)
Calculated by dividing total assets over total equity.
Debttoequity ratio (times)
Calculated by dividing total liabilities over total equity. This ratio
expresses the relationship between capital contributed by the creditors
and the owners.
Quick ratio
Calculated by dividing Cash and cash equivalents plus Receivables over
total current liabilities. This ratio measures a company’s solvency.
Return on Assets
Calculated by dividing the consolidated net income for the year by the
average total assets. This ratio measures how the company utilizes its
resource to generate profits.
Return on Equity
Calculated by dividing the consolidated net income for the year by the
average total equity. This ratio measures how much profit a company
earned in comparison to the amount of shareholder equity found on the
balance sheet
Interestbearing debttoequity ratio (times)
Calculated by dividing total interestbearing debt over total equity. This
ratio measures the percentage of funds provided by the lenders/creditors.
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The following are EDC group’s (consolidated) key performance indicators:

Key Performance Indicator/ Description
Current Ratio
Total current assets divided by total current liabilities. This ratio is a rough indication of a company’s
ability to pay its shortterm obligations. Generally, a current ratio above 1.0 is indicative of a
company’s greater capability to settle its current obligations.
DebttoEquity Ratio
Total interestbearing debts divided by stockholders’ equity. This ratio expresses the relationship
between capital contributed by the creditors and the owners. The higher the ratio, the greater the risk
being assumed by the creditors. A lower ratio generally indicates greater longterm financial safety.
NetDebttoEquity Ratio
Total interestbearing debts less cash & cash equivalents divided by stockholders’ equity. This ratio
measures the company’s financial leverage and stability. A negative net debttoequity ratio means
that the total of cash and cash equivalents exceeds interestbearing liabilities.
Return on Assets
Net income (annual basis) divided by total assets (average). This ratio indicates how profitable a
company is relative to its total assets. This also gives an idea as to how efficient management is at
using its assets to generate earnings.
Return on Equity
Net income (annual basis) divided by total stockholders’ equity (average). This ratio reveals how
much profit a company earned in comparison to the total amount of shareholder equity found on the
balance sheet. A business that has a high return on equity is more likely to be one that is capable of
internally generating cash. For the most part, the company’s return on equity is compared with an
industry average. The company is considered superior if its return on equity is greater than the
industry average.
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Interest Rate Coverage Ratio
Earnings before interest and taxes of one period divided by interest expense of the same period. This
ratio determines how easily a company can pay interest on outstanding debt.
AssettoEquity Ratio
Total assets divided by total stockholders’ equity. This ratio shows a company’s leverage, the amount
of debt used to finance the firm.
Solvency Ratio
Net income excluding depreciation and noncash provisions divided by total debt obligations. This
ratio gauges a company’s ability to meet its longterm obligations.

The following are the key performance indicators of the Rockwell:

Key Performance Indicator/ Description
Return on Assets
Net Income/ Average Total Assets
Return on Equity
Net Income/ Average Total Equity
Current Ratio
Current Assets/ Current Liabilities
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Debt to Equity Ratio
Total Interest Bearing Debt/ Total Equity
Net Debt to Equity Ratio
(Total Interest Bearing Debts – Cash and Cash Equivalents)/ Total Equity
Asset to Equity Ratio
Total Assets/ Total Equity
Interest Coverage Ratio
EBIDTA/ Interest Payments
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FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
LONG-TERM DEBT
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014
(Amount in Php millions)

June 30, 2015
Current

December 31, 2014

Long-Term

Current

Long-Term

First Gen Corporation and Subsidiaries

8,486

121,024

14,933

112,330

Rockwell

1,697

13,050

2,419

13,638

Parent Company

1,545

12,125

1,558

13,147

First Philippine Electric Corporation and Subsidiaries

249

872

115

807

First Balfour, Inc.

114

2,091

-

2,249

12,091

149,162

19,025

142,171
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FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
TRADE PAYABLES AND OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIE
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014
(Amount in Php millions)

2015

2014

21,180

16,522

Rockwell

8,186

8,718

First Balfour, Inc.

2,713

3,018

First Philippine Electric Corporation and Subsidiaries

874

-

Parent Company

733

1,101

First Philippine Industrial Corporation

706

417

First Philippine Industrial Park, Inc.

142

221

First Philippine Properties Corporation

107

1,320

First Philippine Capital Resources, Inc.

22

-

Securities Transfer Services, Inc.

4

3

First Philippine Realty Corporation

-

22

34,667

31,342

First Gen Corporation and Subsidiaries
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FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION & SUBSIDIARIES
AGING OF TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
June 30, 2015
(Amount in Php millions)

More than 1 month to
3 months

More than 3 months to 6
months

23,224

2,897

308

2,630

2,258

1,826

228

24

180

31,317

25,050

3,125

332

2,810

(347)

-

-

30,970

25,050

3,125

TOTAL
Trade

Less than 1 month

29,059

Over 6 months

Others

Allowance for doubtful accounts

(347)
332

2,463

0
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FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION
SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULE REQUIRED
UNDER SRC RULE 68, AS AMENDED (2011)
L. List of Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRSs) [which consists of PFRSs, Philippine
Accounting Standards (PASs) and Philippine Interpretations] effective as at June 30, 2015
PHILIPPINE FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS AND
INTERPRETATIONS
Effective as of June 30, 2015

Adopted

Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial
Statements
Conceptual Framework Phase A: Objectives and qualitative characteristics

✓

Not Adopted

PFRSs Practice Statement Management Commentary

Not
Applicable

✓

Philippine Financial Reporting Standards
PFRS 1
(Revised)

PFRS 2

Firsttime Adoption of Philippine Financial Reporting
Standards

✓

Amendments to PFRS 1 and PAS 27: Cost of an
Investment in a Subsidiary, Jointly Controlled Entity or
Associate

✓

Amendments to PFRS 1: Additional Exemptions for
Firsttime Adopters

✓

Amendment to PFRS 1: Limited Exemption from
Comparative PFRS 7 Disclosures for Firsttime Adopters

✓

Amendments to PFRS 1: Severe Hyperinflation and
Removal of Fixed Date for Firsttime Adopters

✓

Amendments to PFRS 1: Government Loans

✓

Amendments to PFRS 1: Borrowing Costs

✓

Amendment to PFRS 1: Meaning of Effective PFRSs

✓

Sharebased Payment

✓

Amendments to PFRS 2: Vesting Conditions and
Cancellations

✓

Amendments to PFRS 2: Group Cashsettled Sharebased
Payment Transactions

✓

Amendment to PFRS 2: Definition of Vesting Condition**
PFRS 3
(Revised)

PFRS 4

Business Combinations

Not Early Adopted
✓

Amendment to PFRS 3: Accounting for Contingent
Consideration in a Business Combination**

Not Early Adopted

Amendment to PFRS 3: Scope Exceptions for Joint
Arrangements**

Not Early Adopted

Insurance Contracts

✓
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Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 4: Financial Guarantee
Contracts
PFRS 5

Noncurrent Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued
Operations

✓

✓

Amendments to PFRS 5: Changes in Methods of
Disposals**

Not Early Adopted

PFRS 6

Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources

✓

PFRS 7

Financial Instruments: Disclosures

✓

Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 7: Reclassification of
Financial Assets

✓

Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 7: Reclassification of
Financial Assets  Effective Date and Transition

✓

Amendments to PFRS 7: Improving Disclosures about
Financial Instruments

✓

Amendments to PFRS 7: Disclosures  Transfers of
Financial Assets

✓

Amendments to PFRS 7: Disclosures – Offsetting
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities

✓

Amendments to PFRS 7: Mandatory Effective Date of
PFRS 9 and Transition Disclosures

✓

PFRS 8

PFRS 9

PFRS 10

Amendments to PFRS 7: Disclosures – Servicing
Contracts**

Not Early Adopted

Amendments to PFRS 7: Applicability of the Amendments
to PFRS 7 to Condensed Interim Financial Statements**

Not Early Adopted

Operating Segments

✓

Amendments to PFRS 8: Aggregation of Operating
Segments and Reconciliation of the Total of the
Reportable Segments’ Assets to the Entity’s Assets**

Not Early Adopted

Financial Instruments *

Not Early Adopted

Amendments to PFRS 9: Mandatory Effective Date of
PFRS 9 and Transition Disclosures*

Not Early Adopted

Amendments to PFRS 9: Hedge accounting and
amendments to PFRS 9, PFRS 7 and PAS 39 (2013
version)**

Not Early Adopted

Amendments to PFRS 9 (2014 version)**

Not Early Adopted

Consolidated Financial Statements

✓

Amendments to PFRS 10, PFRS 12 and PAS 27:
Investment Entities

✓

Amendments to PFRS 10 and PAS 28: Sale or
Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its
Associate or Joint Venture**
PFRS 11

Joint Arrangements

Not Early Adopted

✓
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Amendments to PFRS 11: Accounting for Acquisitions of
Interests in Joint Operations**
PFRS 12

Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

Not Early Adopted
✓

Amendments to PFRS 10, PFRS 12 and PAS 27:
Investment Entities
PFRS 13

✓

Fair Value Measurement

✓

Amendment to PFRS 13: Shortterm Receivables and
Payables

✓

Amendment to PFRS 13: Portfolio Exception**

Not Early Adopted

PFRS 14

Regulatory Deferral Accounts**

Not Early Adopted

PFRS 15

Revenue from Contracts with Customers***

Not Early Adopted

Philippine Accounting Standards
PAS 1 (Revised)

Presentation of Financial Statements

✓

Amendment to PAS 1: Capital Disclosures

✓

Amendments to PAS 32 and PAS 1: Puttable Financial
Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation

✓

Amendments to PAS 1: Presentation of Items of Other
Comprehensive Income

✓

Amendments to PAS 1: Clarification of the requirements
for comparative information

✓

PAS 2

Inventories

✓

PAS 7

Statement of Cash Flows

✓

PAS 8

Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors

✓

PAS 10

Events after the Reporting Period

✓

PAS 11

Construction Contracts

✓

PAS 12

Income Taxes

✓

Amendment to PAS 12  Deferred Tax: Recovery of
Underlying Assets

✓

Property, Plant and Equipment

✓

Amendments to PAS 16: Classification of servicing
equipment

✓

PAS 16

PAS 17

Amendment to PAS 16 and PAS 38: Revaluation Method
– Proportionate Restatement of Accumulated Depreciation
/ Amortization**

Not Early Adopted

Amendment to PAS 16 and PAS 38: Clarification of
Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and Amortization**

Not Early Adopted

Amendment to PAS 16 and PAS 41: Bearer Plants**

Not Early Adopted

Leases

✓
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PAS 18

Revenue

✓

PAS 19

Employee Benefits

✓

Amendments to PAS 19: Actuarial Gains and Losses,
Group Plans and Disclosures

PAS 19
(Amended)

Employee Benefits

✓

✓

Amendments to PAS 19: Defined Benefit Plans: Employee
Contribution**

Not Early Adopted

Amendments to PAS 19: Regional Market Issue
Regarding Discount Rate**

Not Early Adopted

PAS 20

Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of
Government Assistance

PAS 21

The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

✓

Amendment: Net Investment in a Foreign Operation

✓

PAS 23
(Revised)

Borrowing Costs

✓

PAS 24
(Revised)

Related Party Disclosures

✓

✓

Amendments to PAS 24: Key Management Personnel**

Not Early Adopted

PAS 26

Accounting and Reporting by Retirement Benefit Plans

PAS 27

Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements

✓

PAS 27
(Amended)

Separate Financial Statements

✓

✓

Amendments to PFRS 10, PFRS 12 and PAS 27:
Investment Entities

✓

Amendments to PAS 27: Equity Method in Separate
Financial Statements**

Not Early Adopted

PAS 28

Investments in Associates

✓

PAS 28
(Amended)

Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

✓

Amendments to PFRS 10 and PAS 28: Sale or
Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its
Associate or Joint Venture**

Not Early Adopted

PAS 29

Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies

PAS 31

Interests in Joint Ventures

✓

PAS 32

Financial Instruments: Presentation

✓

Amendments to PAS 32 and PAS 1: Puttable Financial
Instruments and Obligations Arising on Liquidation

✓

Amendment to PAS 32: Classification of Rights Issues

✓

Amendments to PAS 32: Offsetting Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities

✓

✓
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Amendments to PAS 32: Tax effect of distribution to
holders of equity instruments

✓

Amendments to PAS 32: Offsetting Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities

✓

PAS 33

Earnings per Share

✓

PAS 34

Interim Financial Reporting

✓

Amendments to PAS 34: Interim financial reporting and
segment information for total assets and liabilities

✓

Amendments to PAS 34: Disclosure of Information
‘Elsewhere in the Interim Financial Report’**
PAS 36

Not Early Adopted

Impairment of Assets

✓

Amendments to PAS 36: Recoverable Amount Disclosures
for NonFinancial Assets

✓

PAS 37

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

✓

PAS 38

Intangible Assets

✓

PAS 39

PAS 40

Amendments to PAS 16 and PAS 38: Revaluation Method
– Proportionate Restatement of Accumulated Depreciation
/ Amortization**

Not Early Adopted

Amendment to PAS 16 and PAS 38: Clarification of
Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and Amortization**

Not Early Adopted

Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement

✓

Amendments to PAS 39: Transition and Initial
Recognition of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities

✓

Amendments to PAS 39: Cash Flow Hedge Accounting of
Forecast Intragroup Transactions

✓

Amendments to PAS 39: The Fair Value Option

✓

Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 4: Financial Guarantee
Contracts

✓

Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 7: Reclassification of
Financial Assets

✓

Amendments to PAS 39 and PFRS 7: Reclassification of
Financial Assets – Effective Date and Transition

✓

Amendments to Philippine Interpretation IFRIC–9 and
PAS 39: Embedded Derivatives

✓

Amendment to PAS 39: Eligible Hedged Items

✓

Amendments to PAS 39: Novation of Derivatives and
Continuation of Hedge Accounting

✓

Investment Property

✓

Amendments to PAS 40: Clarifying the Interrelationship
between PFRS 3 and PAS 40 when Classifying Property
as Investment Property or OwnerOccupied Property**

Not Early Adopted
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PAS 41

Agriculture

✓

Amendment to PAS 16 and PAS 41: Bearer Plants**

Not Early Adopted

Philippine Interpretations
IFRIC 1

Changes in Existing Decommissioning, Restoration and
Similar Liabilities

IFRIC 2

Members’ Share in Cooperative Entities and Similar
Instruments

IFRIC 4

Determining Whether an Arrangement Contains a Lease

IFRIC 5

Rights to Interests arising from Decommissioning,
Restoration and Environmental Rehabilitation Funds

✓

IFRIC 6

Liabilities arising from Participating in a Specific Market
 Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment

✓

IFRIC 7

Applying the Restatement Approach under PAS 29
Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies

✓

IFRIC 8

Scope of PFRS 2

✓

IFRIC 9

Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives

✓

Amendments to Philippine Interpretation IFRIC–9 and
PAS 39: Embedded Derivatives

✓

IFRIC 10

Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment

✓

IFRIC 11

PFRS 2 Group and Treasury Share Transactions

✓

IFRIC 12

Service Concession Arrangements

✓

IFRIC 13

Customer Loyalty Programmes

✓

IFRIC 14

The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding
Requirements and their Interaction

✓

Amendments to Philippine Interpretations IFRIC 14,
Prepayments of a Minimum Funding Requirement

✓

✓

✓

✓

IFRIC 15

Agreements for the Construction of Real Estate*

Not Early Adopted

IFRIC 16

Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation

✓

IFRIC 17

Distributions of Noncash Assets to Owners

✓

IFRIC 18

Transfers of Assets from Customers

✓

IFRIC 19

Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity
Instruments

✓

IFRIC 20

Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface Mine

✓

IFRIC 21

Levies

SIC7

Introduction of the Euro

✓

SIC10

Government Assistance  No Specific Relation to
Operating Activities

✓

SIC12

Consolidation  Special Purpose Entities

✓

Amendment to SIC  12: Scope of SIC 12

✓

✓
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SIC13

Jointly Controlled Entities  NonMonetary Contributions
by Venturers

✓

SIC15

Operating Leases – Incentives

✓

SIC25

Income Taxes  Changes in the Tax Status of an Entity or
its Shareholders

✓

SIC27

Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the
Legal Form of a Lease

✓

SIC29

Service Concession Arrangements: Disclosures

✓

SIC31

Revenue  Barter Transactions Involving Advertising
Services

✓

SIC32

Intangible Assets  Web Site Costs

✓

* Standards and interpretations which will become effective subsequent to December 31, 2014.
** Standards and amendments already approved by the Financial Reporting Standards Council (FRSC)
but still for approval by the Board of Accountancy.
*** Standard issued by International Accounting Standards Board but not yet adopted by FRSC.
Note:
Standards and interpretations tagged as “Not Applicable” are those standards and
interpretations which were adopted but the entity has no significant covered transaction as at and for the
six months ended June 30, 2015.
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.
MAP OF THE COMPANIES WITHIN THE LOPEZ GROUP
June 30, 2015
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FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CORPORATE STRUCTURE
June 30, 2015
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ENERGY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
CORPORATE STRUCTURE
June 30, 2015
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Other Financial Information
(i) Any known trends, demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that will have a material impact on the
issuer’s liquidity.
There are no known trends, demands, commitments, events or uncertainties that will have a material impact
on liquidity except as otherwise disclosed or discussed herein.

(ii) Any events that will trigger direct or contingent financial obligation that is material to the company,
including any default or acceleration of an obligation.
The registrant’s current financing arrangements include standard provisions relating to events of default.
Any breach of the loan covenants or material adverse change may result in an event of default.
(iii) All material offbalance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations (including contingent obligations),
and other relationships of the company with unconsolidated entities or other persons created during the
reporting period.
The company did not enter into any material offbalance sheet transactions, arrangements, obligations
(including contingent obligations), and other relationships with unconsolidated entities or other persons
during the reporting period.
(iv) Any material commitments for capital expenditures, the general purpose of such commitments, and the
expected sources of funds for such expenditures should be described.
There are no material commitments for capital expenditures except as otherwise disclosed or discussed
herein.
(v) Any known trends, events or uncertainties that have had or that are reasonably expected to have a material
impact on net sales or revenues or income from continuing operations.
There are no known trends, events or uncertainties that have had or that are reasonably expected to have a
material impact on net sales or revenues or income from continuing operations except as otherwise
disclosed or discussed herein.
(vi) Any significant elements of income or loss that did not arise from the registrant’s continuing operations.
During the period, there are no significant elements of income or loss that did not arise from the registrant’s
continuing operations. Losses (not significant) arising from discontinued operations were properly
presented and disclosed in the financial statements.

PART IIOTHER INFORMATION
The Company has no other information that needs to be disclosed other than disclosures made under SEC Form
17C or as discussed herein.
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EXHIBIT “A”

COVER SHEET
for
UNAUDITED INTERIM FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
SEC Registration Number

1 9 0 7 3
Company Name
F I R S T

P H I L I P P I N E

H O L D I N G S

C O R P

O R A T I O N

Principal Office (No./Street/Barangay/City/Town/Province)
F l o o r

6 t h

x c h a n g e
e n u e

,

B e n p r e s

,

R o a d

P a s

i g

B u i

c o r n e r
C i

Form Type

l d i n g ,

M e r a l

c o

E
A v

t y

Department requiring the report

Secondary License Type, If Applicable

C F S - U N A U D I T E D
COMPANY INFORMATION
Company’s Email Address

Company’s Telephone Number/s

Mobile Number

InvRel@fphc.com

(02) 631-8024

No. of Stockholders

Annual Meeting
Month/Day

Fiscal Year
Month/Day

12,249

May 25

December 31

CONTACT PERSON INFORMATION

The designated contact person MUST be an Officer of the Corporation
Name of Contact Person

Email Address

Telephone Number/s

Mobile Number

Gemma C. Roque

GCRoque@fphc.com

449-6091

09175874022

Contact Person’s Address

18FT1 St. Francis Towers, ShangriLa Place, Internal Road cor St. Francis Street, Wackwack, Mandaluyong City
Note: In case of death, resignation or cessation of office of the officer designated as contact person, such incident shall be reported to the Commission
within thirty (30) calendar days from the occurrence thereof with information and complete contact details of the new contact person designated.

First Philippine Holdings Corporation
and Subsidiaries
Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements
June 30, 2015 and 2014

(With Comparative Audited Figures as at December 31, 2014)

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
(Amounts in Millions)
(Unaudited)
(Audited)
June 30 December 31
2015
2014

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Trade and other receivables - net
Inventories
Other current assets
Assets of discontinued operations held for sale
Total Current Assets

₱44,264
4,904
30,970
15,783
8,455
104,376
713
105,089

₱45,872
5,335
31,775
15,218
6,473
104,673
1,021
105,694

₱(1,608)
(431)
(805)
565
1,982
(297)
(308)
(605)

-4%
-8%
-3%
4%
31%
0%
-30%
-1%

Noncurrent Assets
Investments in associates
Investments in equity and debt securities
Investment in a joint venture
Property, plant and equipment - net
Investment properties - net
Goodwill and intangible assets
Deferred tax assets - net
Other noncurrent assets - net
Total Noncurrent Assets

46
13,237
3,534
127,851
14,370
53,649
2,281
15,420
230,388

40
11,898
3,354
118,896
12,872
53,971
2,064
14,545
217,640

6
1,339
180
8,955
1,498
(322)
217
875
12,748

15%
11%
5%
8%
12%
-1%
11%
6%
6%

TOTAL ASSETS

₱335,477

₱323,334

₱34,666
2,018
661
12,091
49,436

₱31,342
975
928
19,025
52,270

3,324
1,043
(267)
(6,934)
(2,834)

11%
107%
-29%
-36%
-5%

2,083
51,519

2,021
54,291

62
(2,772)

3%
-5%

₱12,143

4%

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities
Trade payables and other current liabilities
Loans payable
Income tax payable
Current portion of long-term debts
Liabilities related to assets of discontinued operations
held for sale
Total Current Liabilities
(Forward)

(Unaudited)
(Audited)
June 30 December 31
2015
2014
Noncurrent Liabilities
Long-term debts - net of current portion
Derivative liabilities - net of current portion
Deferred tax liabilities - net
Retirement and other long-term employee benefits liability
Asset retirement and preservation obligations
Other noncurrent liabilities
Total Noncurrent Liabilities
Total Liabilities

₱149,162
1,301
3,278
3,281
1,520
1,410
159,952
211,471

₱142,171
1,491
3,132
3,021
1,452
1,128
152,395
206,686

6,092
360
5,494
(3,345)

6,090
360
5,483
(3,345)

5,154
(6,350)
(13,109)

3,299
(6,087)
(12,741)

47,944
26,432

Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Non-controlling Interests
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Common stock
Preferred stock
Capital in excess of par value
Treasury stock
Unrealized fair value gains on investment in equity
securities
Cumulative translation adjustments
Equity reserve
Retained earnings
Unappropriated
Appropriated

Increase (Decrease)
Amount
%
₱6,991
(190)
146
260
68
282
7,557
4,785

2
11
-

5%
-13%
5%
9%
5%
25%
5%
2%

0%
0%
0%
0%
56%
4%
3%

45,968
26,432

1,855
(263)
(368)
1,976
-

68,672
55,334
124,006

65,459
51,189
116,648

3,213
4,145
7,358

5%
8%
6%

₱335,477

₱323,334

₱12,143

4%

4%
0%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
(Amounts in Millions Except Per Share Data)

(Unaudited)
Six Months Ended June 30
2015
2014

REVENUES
Sale of electricity
Sale of real estate
Contracts and services
Sale of merchandise
Equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture

COSTS AND EXPENSES
Costs of sale of electricity
Real estate sold
Contracts and services
Merchandise sold
General and administrative expenses

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSES)
Finance costs
Finance income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Other income - net
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred

NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET INCOME
Attributable To
Equity holders of the Parent
Non-controlling Interests

Increase (Decrease)
Amount Percent (%)

₱42,946
2,506
1,958
950
62
48,422

₱41,673
3,266
2,091
843
53
47,926

₱1,273
(760)
(133)
107
9
496

3%
-23%
-6%
13%
17%
1%

26,215
1,586
1,540
635
6,645
36,621

25,337
1,957
2,259
568
6,015
36,136

878
(371)
(719)
67
630
485

3%
-19%
-32%
12%
10%
1%

(4,835)
800
(250)
1,344
(2,941)
8,860

(4,209)
730
461
821
(2,197)
9,593

(626)
15%
70
10%
(711) -154%
523
64%
(744) -34%
(733)
-8%

2,221
(35)
2,186

2,073
(126)
1,947

148
91
239

7%
72%
12%

6,674
(168)
₱6,506

7,646
(339)
₱7,307

(972)
171
₱(801)

-13%
50%
-11%

₱2,653
3,853
₱6,506

₱2,534
4,773
₱7,307

₱119
(920)
₱(801)

5%
-19%
-11%

(Unaudited)
Six Months Ended June 30
2015
2014

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount Percent (%)

Earnings Per Share for Net Income Attributable to
the Equity Holders of the Parent
Basic
Diluted

₱4.702
4.700

₱4.585
4.571

₱0.117
0.129

3%
3%

Earnings Per Share from Continuing
Operations
Basic
Diluted

₱5.006
5.004

₱5.196
5.181

(₱0.190)
(0.177)

-4%
-3%

(₱0.611)
(0.610)

₱0.307
0.306

-50%
-50%

Loss Per Share from Discontinued Operations
Basic
Diluted

(₱0.304)
(0.304)

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
(Amounts in Millions)

(Unaudited)
Three Months Ended June 30
2015
2014

REVENUES
Sale of electricity
Sale of real estate
Contracts and services
Sale of merchandise
Equity in net earnings of associates and joint venture

COSTS AND EXPENSES
Costs of sale of electricity
Real estate sold
Contracts and services
Merchandise sold
General and administrative expenses

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSES)
Finance costs
Finance income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Other income - net
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAX
PROVISION FOR (BENEFIT FROM) INCOME TAX
Current
Deferred

NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
NET LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
NET INCOME
Attributable To
Equity holders of the Parent
Non-controlling Interests

Increase (Decrease)
Amount Percent (%)

₱20,701
1,205
769
146
34
22,855

₱21,264
1,985
1,005
466
23
24,743

₱(563)
(780)
(236)
(320)
11
(1,888)

-3%
-39%
-23%
-69%
48%
-8%

12,630
723
462
33
3,668
17,516

12,646
1,357
663
310
3,211
18,187

(16)
(634)
(201)
(277)
457
(671)

0%
-47%
-30%
-89%
14%
-4%

(2,444)
391
(262)
969
(1,346)
3,993

(2,024)
326
616
347
(735)
5,821

1,007
2
1,009

1,132
(96)
1,036

(125)
98
(27)

-11%
102%
-3%

2,984
(96)
₱2,888

4,785
(215)
₱4,570

(1,801)
119
₱(1,682)

-38%
55%
-37%

₱992
1,896
₱2,888

₱1,505
3,065
₱4,570

₱(513)
(1,169)
₱(1,682)

-34%
-38%
-37%

(420)
21%
65
20%
(878) -143%
622 179%
(611) -83%
(1,828) -31%

(Unaudited)
Three Months Ended June 30
2015
2014

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount Percent (%)

Earnings Per Share for Net Income Attributable to
the Equity Holders of the Parent
Basic
Diluted

₱1.747
1.746

₱2.723
2.714

(₱0.976)
(0.968)

-36%
-36%

Earnings Per Share from Continuing
Operations
Basic
Diluted

₱1.922
1.921

₱3.112
3.102

(₱1.190)
(1.181)

-38%
-38%

(₱0.389)
(0.388)

₱0.214
0.213

-55%
-55%

Loss Per Share from Discontinued Operations
Basic
Diluted

(₱0.175)
(0.175)

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
(Amounts in Millions)
(Unaudited)

Six Months Ended June 30
2015

NET INCOME
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Other comprehensive income (loss) to be reclassified to profit or loss
in subsequent periods:
Unrealized gains on investment in equity securities
Net gains (losses) on cash flow hedge deferred in equity
- net of tax
Exchange gains on foreign currency translation
Other comprehensive income not to be reclassified to profit or loss
in subsequent periods:
Actuarial loss on retirement benefit asset/liability

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD
Attributable To
Equity holders of the Parent
Non-controlling Interests

2014

₱6,506

₱7,307

1,120

210

123
1,401
2,644

(82)
310
438

(121)

-

Increase/(Decrease)
Amount Percent (%)

₱(801)

-11%

910

433%

205
1,091
2,206

-251%
352%
534%

(121)

100%

₱9,029

₱7,745

1,284

17%

₱4,171
4,858
₱9,029

₱3,074
4,671
₱7,745

₱1,097
187
₱1,284

36%
4%
17%

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
(Amounts in Millions)
(Unaudited)
Common
Stock

Balance at December 31, 2014
Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income
Issuances of shares
Cash dividends
Dividends of subsidiaries
Acquisition of non-controlling interests
Balance at June 30, 2015

₱6,090
2
₱6,092

Preferred
Stock
₱360
₱360

Capital in
Excess of
Par Value
₱5,483
11
₱5,494

Treasury
Stock
₱(3,345)
-

₱3,299
1,855
1,855
-

₱(6,087)
(263)
(263)
-

₱(12,741)
-

₱(3,345)

₱5,154

₱(6,350)

(368)
₱(13,109)

(Unaudited)
Common
Stock
Balance at January 1, 2014
Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income
Issuances of shares
Cash dividends
Dividends of subsidiaries
Acquisition of non-controlling interests
Balance at June 30, 2014

₱6,080
2
₱6,082

Preferred
Stock
₱360
₱360

Capital in
Excess of
Par Value
₱4,013
1,436
₱5,449

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Unrealized Fair
Cumulative
Unappropriated Appropriated
Equity
Value Gains on
Transalation
Retained
Retained
Reserve
Investment in
Adjustments
Earnings
Earnings

Treasury
Stock
₱(3,345)
₱(3,345)

₱45,968
2,653
(74)
2,579
(603)
₱47,944

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Unrealized Fair
Cumulative
Equity
Unappropriated
Value Gains on
Transalation
Reserve Retained Earnings
Investment in
Adjustments
₱3,116
₱(3,879) ₱(12,537)
₱48,843
2,534
211
329
211
329
2,534
(553)
(58)
₱3,327
₱(3,550) ₱(12,595)
₱50,824

₱26,432
₱26,432

Appropriated
Retained
Earnings
₱19,003
₱19,003

Total

₱65,459
2,653
1,518
4,171
13
(603)
(368)
₱68,672

Total
₱61,294
2,534
540
3,074
1,798
(553)
(58)
₱65,555

Non- controlling
Interests
₱51,189
3,853
1,005
4,858
(525)
(188)
₱55,334

Non- controlling
Interests
₱43,380
4,773
(102)
4,671
(938)
(1,090)
₱46,023

Total Equity

₱116,648
6,506
2,523
9,029
13
(603)
(525)
(556)
₱124,006

Total Equity
₱104,674
7,307
438
7,745
1,798
(553)
(938)
(1,148)
₱111,578

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
(Amounts in Millions)
(Unaudited)
Common
Stock

Balance at December 31, 2014
Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income
Issuances of shares
Cash dividends
Dividends of subsidiaries
Acquisition of non-controlling interests
Balance at June 30, 2015

(Audited)

Balance at January 1, 2014
Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income
Issuances of shares
Cash dividends
Appropriations
Acquisition of non-controlling interests
Balance at December 31, 2014

₱6,090
2
₱6,092

Common
Stock

Preferred
Stock
₱360
₱360

Capital in
Excess of
Par Value
₱5,483
11
₱5,494

Preferred
Stock

₱6,080
10
-

Capital in
Excess of
Par Value
₱₱4,013
360
1,470
-

₱6,090

₱360

₱5,483

Treasury
Stock
₱(3,345)
₱(3,345)

Treasury
Stock
₱(3,345)
₱(3,345)

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Unrealized Fair
Cumulative
Unappropriated
Equity
Value Gains on
Transalation
Retained
Reserve
Investment in
Adjustments
Earnings
₱3,299
1,855
1,855
₱5,154

₱(6,087)
(263)
(263)
₱(6,350)

₱(12,741)
(368)
₱(13,109)

Appropriated
Retained
Earnings

₱45,968
2,653
(74)
2,579
(603)
₱47,944

₱26,432
₱26,432

Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent
Unrealized Fair
Cumulative
Equity
Unappropriated
Value Gains on
Transalation
Reserve Retained Earnings
Investment in
Adjustments
₱3,116
₱(3,879) ₱(12,537)
₱48,843
5,632
183
(2,208)
78
183
(2,208)
5,710
(1,156)
(7,429)
(204)
₱3,299
₱(6,087) ₱(12,741)
₱45,968

Appropriated
Retained
Earnings
₱19,003
7,429
₱26,432

Total

₱65,459
2,653
1,518
4,171
13
(603)
(368)
₱68,672

Total
₱61,294
5,632
(1,947)
3,685
1,840
(1,156)
(204)
₱65,459

Non- controlling
Interests
₱51,189
3,853
1,005
4,858
(525)
(188)
₱55,334

Non- controlling
Interests
₱43,380
8,944
447
9,391
(1,521)
(61)
₱51,189

Total Equity

₱116,648
6,506
2,523
9,029
13
(603)
(525)
(556)
₱124,006

Total Equity
₱104,674
14,576
(1,500)
13,076
1,840
(2,677)
(265)
₱116,648

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(Amounts in Millions)
(Unaudited)
Six Months Ended June 30
2015
2014
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income before income tax
Adjustments for:
Finance costs
Depreciation and amortization
Finance income
Retirement benefit expense
Equity in net earnings of associates and a joint venture
Unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) - net
Operating income before working capital changes
Decrease (increase) in:
Short-term investments
Trade and other receivables
Inventories
Other current assets
Assets held for sale
Liabilities related to assets held for sale
Increase (Decrease) in trade payable and other current liabilities
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Unrealized gains in AFS investments
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to:
Property, plant and equipment and investment properties
Exploration and evaluation assets and intangible assets
Financial Assets at FVPL
Intangibles
Decrease (Increase) in:
Short-term investments
Investments in equity and debt securities
Investment in a joint venture
Other noncurrent assets
Increase in Derivative liabilities
(Forward)

₱8,860

₱9,593

4,835
4,768
(800)
258
(62)
250
18,109

4,209
4,803
(730)
200
(53)
(461)
17,561

431
805
(565)
(1,982)
308
62
3,324
20,492
300
(1,120)
(1,832)
17,840

86
(1,459)
(52)
(196)
1,591
17,531
265
(1,411)
16,385

(15,221) (12,038)
(161)
(192)
(498)
(501)
(58)
431
(225)
(180)
(1,092)
190

(799)
(2,385)
-

Dividends received from an associate
Proceeds from sale and incidental income from
testing property, plant and equipment
Contributions to plan assets
Net cash used in investing activities

(Unaudited)
Six Months Ended June 30
2015
2014
378
30
228

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payments of borrowings from banks and other financial institutions
Proceeds from:
Subscriptions to and issuances of shares of capital/preferred stock
Borrowings from banks and other financial institutions
Payments of:
Interest
Cash dividends to preferred and common shareholders
Acquisition of non-controlling interests
Dividends to non-controlling interests
Increase in other noncurrent liabilities
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities
EFFECT OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES
ON CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
NET DECREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING
OF PERIOD
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF PERIOD
See accompanying Notes to Unaudited Consolidated Financial Statements.

(20)
(16,458) (15,657)

(13,621)

(5,740)

2,505
14,953

1,798
-

(4,393)
(1,492)
(556)
(825)
306
(3,123)

(4,067)
(553)
(1,148)
(1,603)
1,433
(9,880)

133

70

(1,608)

(9,082)

45,872

52,755

₱44,264

₱43,673

FIRST PHILIPPINE HOLDINGS CORPORATION AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Corporate Information
First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH or the Parent Company) was incorporated and
registered with the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on June 30, 1961. On
June 29, 2007, the Philippine SEC approved the extension of the Parent Company’s corporate life
for another 50 years from June 30, 2011. Under its amended Articles of Incorporation, its
principal activities consist of investments in real and personal properties including, but not limited
to, shares of stocks, notes, securities and entities in the power generation, real estate development,
manufacturing and construction, financing and other service industries. FPH and its subsidiaries
are collectively referred to as the “Group”.
FPH is 45.91% and 45.92%owned by Lopez Holdings Corporation (Lopez Holdings), a
publiclylisted Philippinebased entity, as at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively.
Majority of Lopez Holdings is owned by Lopez, Inc., a Philippine entity and the ultimate Parent
Company.
The common shares of FPH were listed beginning May 3, 1963 and have since been traded in the
Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). FPH is considered a public company under Section 17.2 of the
Securities Regulation Code.
The registered office address of FPH is 6th Floor, Benpres Building, Exchange Road corner
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City.

2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Preparation
The consolidated financial statements are prepared in compliance with Philippine Financial
Reporting Standards (PFRS).
The consolidated financial statements are prepared on a historical cost convention, except for
derivative financial instruments, financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through
profit or loss (FVPL) and investments in quoted equity and debt securities which are measured at
fair value. The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, FPH’s
functional and presentation currency. All values are rounded to the nearest million peso, except
when otherwise indicated.
The consolidated financial statements provide comparative information in respect of the previous
period.
Basis of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of FPH and its subsidiaries
as at December 31 each year. Control is achieved when the Group is exposed, or has rights, to
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variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns
through its power over the investee. Specifically, the Group controls an investee if and only if the
Group has:
●
●
●

Power over an investee (i.e. existing rights that give it the current ability to direct the relevant
activities of the investee)
Exposure, or rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee; and
The ability to use its power over the investee to affect its returns.

When the Group has less than a majority of the voting rights of an investee, the Group considers
all relevant facts and circumstances in assessing whether it has power over the investee, including:
●
●
●

the contractual arrangements with the other vote holders of the investee
rights arising from other contractual arrangements
the Group’s voting rights and potential voting rights

The Group reassesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and circumstances indicate
that there are changes to one or more of the three elements of control listed above. Consolidation
of a subsidiary begins when the Group obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases when the
Group loses control of the subsidiary. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses of a subsidiary
acquired or disposed of during the year are included in the consolidated statements of
comprehensive income from the date the Group gains control until the date when the Group
ceases to control the subsidiary.
Profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive income are attributed to the owners of
FPH and to the noncontrolling interests even if this results in the noncontrolling interests having
a deficit balance.
When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their
accounting policies in line with the Group’s accounting policies.
All intragroup asset, liabilities, income, expenses and cash flows relating to transactions between
members of the Group are eliminated in full on consolidation.
A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an
equity transaction. Any excess or deficit of consideration paid over the carrying amount of the
noncontrolling interest is recognized as part of “Equity reserve” account in the equity attributable
to the equity holders of the Parent.
If the Group loses control over a subsidiary, it:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Derecognizes the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary
Derecognizes the carrying amount of any noncontrolling interests
Derecognizes the cumulative translation differences recorded in equity
Recognizes the fair value of the consideration received
Recognizes the fair value of any investment retained
Recognizes any surplus or deficit in profit or loss
Reclassifies the parent’s share of components previously recognized in OCI to profit or loss
or retained earnings, as appropriate, as would be required if the Group had directly disposed
of the related assets or liabilities
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Changes in Accounting Policies and Disclosures
The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those of the previous financial year, except
for the adoption of new and amended accounting standards.
The Group applied for the first time standards and amendments below, which are effective for
annual periods, beginning on or after January 1, 2014. This did not have significant impact on the
consolidated financial statements.
●

●

●

●

●

●

, PFRS 12,
Investment Entities (Amendments to PFRS 10, 
Consolidated Financial Statements
Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
, and PAS 27, 
Separate Financial Statements
)—
These amendments provide an exception to the consolidation requirement for entities that
meet the definition of an investment entity under PFRS 10. The exception to consolidation
requires investment entities to account for subsidiaries at fair value through profit or loss.
The amendments must be applied retrospectively, subject to certain transition relief.
Philippine Accounting Standard (PAS) 32
, Financial Instruments: Presentation  Offsetting
(Amendments) — 
These amendments clarify the
Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities 
meaning of “currently has a legally enforceable right to setoff” and the criteria for
nonsimultaneous settlement mechanisms of clearing houses to qualify for offsetting and are
applied retrospectively.
PAS 39, 
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement  Novation of Derivatives and
Continuation of Hedge Accounting 
(Amendments) — 
These amendments provide relief from
discontinuing hedge accounting when novation of a derivative designated as a hedging
instrument meets certain criteria and retrospective application is required.
Philippine Interpretation IFRIC 21, 
Levies (IFRIC 21) — 
IFRIC 21 clarifies that an entity
recognizes a liability for a levy when the activity that triggers payment, as identified by the
relevant legislation, occurs. For a levy that is triggered upon reaching a minimum threshold,
the interpretation clarifies that no liability should be anticipated before the specified minimum
threshold is reached. Retrospective application is required for IFRIC 21.
Annual Improvements to PFRSs (20102012 cycle) — In the 2010 – 2012 annual
improvements cycle, seven amendments to six standards were issued, which included an
amendment to PFRS 13. The amendment to PFRS 13 is effective immediately and it clarifies
those shortterm receivables and payables with no stated interest rates can be measured at
invoice amounts when the effect of discounting is immaterial.
Annual Improvements to PFRSs (20112013 cycle) — In the 2011 – 2013 annual
improvements cycle, four amendments to four standards were issued, which included an
amendment to PFRS 1, 
Firsttime Adoption of Philippine Financial Reporting
Standards–Firsttime Adoption of PFRS. 
The amendment to PFRS 1 is effective
immediately. It clarifies that an entity may choose to apply either a current standard or a new
standard that is not yet mandatory, but permits early application, provided either standard is
applied consistently throughout the periods presented in the entity’s first PFRS financial
statements.

Business Combination and Goodwill
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method. The cost of an acquisition
is measured as the aggregate of the consideration transferred, measured at acquisition date fair
value and the amount of any noncontrolling interest in the acquiree. For each business
combination, the Group elects whether it measures the noncontrolling interest in the acquiree
either at fair value or at the proportionate share of the fair value of the acquiree’s identifiable net
assets. Transaction costs incurred are expensed and included in general and administrative
expenses.
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When the Group acquires a business, it assesses the financial assets and financial liabilities
assumed for appropriate classification and designation in accordance with the contractual terms,
economic circumstances and pertinent conditions as at the acquisition date. This includes the
separation of embedded derivatives in host contracts by the acquiree.
If the business combination is achieved in stages, the acquisition date fair value of the acquirer’s
previously held equity interest in the acquiree is remeasured to fair value at the acquisition date
through profit or loss.
Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer will be recognized at fair value at
the acquisition date. Subsequent changes to the fair value of the contingent consideration that is
deemed to be an asset or liability will be recognized in accordance with PAS 39, either in profit or
loss or as a change to other comprehensive income. If the contingent consideration is classified as
equity, it will not be remeasured. Subsequent settlement is accounted for within equity. In
instances where the contingent consideration does not fall within the scope of PAS 39, it is
measured in accordance with the appropriate PFRS.
Goodwill is initially measured at cost being the excess of the aggregate of the consideration
transferred, the amount recognized for noncontrolling interest over the net identifiable assets
acquired and liabilities assumed. If the fair value of the net assets acquired is in excess of the
aggregate consideration transferred, the Group reassesses whether it has correctly identified all of
the assets acquired and all of the liabilities assumed and reviews the procedures used to measure
the amounts recognized at the acquisition date. If this consideration is still lower than the fair
value of the net assets of the subsidiary acquired, the difference is recognized in consolidated
statement of income.
After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated impairment losses.
For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the
acquisition date, allocated to each of the Group’s cashgenerating units (CGU) or group of CGUs,
that are expected to benefit from the combination, irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities
of the acquiree are assigned to those units.
Where goodwill forms part of a cashgenerating unit (CGU) and part of the operation within that
unit is disposed of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is included in the
carrying amount of the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation.
Goodwill disposed of in this circumstance is measured based on the relative values of the
operation disposed of and the portion of the CGU retained.
Investments in Associates and a Joint Venture
An associate is an entity in which the Group has significant influence. Significant influence is the
power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee, but is not
control or joint control over those policies.
A joint venture is a type of joint arrangement whereby the parties that have joint control of the
arrangement have rights to the net assets of the joint venture. Joint control is the contractually
agreed sharing of control of an arrangement, which exists only when decisions about the relevant
activities require unanimous consent of the parties sharing control.
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The considerations made in determining significant influence or joint control are similar to those
necessary to determine control over subsidiaries.
The Group’s investments in its associates and a joint venture are accounted for using the equity
method.
Under the equity method, the investment is initially recognized at cost. The carrying amount of
the investment is adjusted to recognize changes in the Group’s share of net assets of the associate
or joint venture since the acquisition date. Goodwill relating to the associate or joint venture is
included in the carrying amount of the investment and is neither amortized nor individually tested
for impairment.
The consolidated statement of income reflects the Group’s share of the results of operations of the
associate or joint venture. Any change in OCI of those investees is presented as part of the
Group’s OCI. In addition, when there has been a change recognized directly in the equity of the
associate or joint venture, the Group recognizes its share of any changes, when applicable, in the
consolidated statement of changes in equity. Unrealized gains and losses resulting from
transactions between the Group and the associate or joint venture are eliminated to the extent of
the Group’s interest in the associate or joint venture.
The aggregate of the Group’s share of profit or loss of an associate and a joint venture is
computed based on profit or loss after tax and noncontrolling interests in the subsidiaries of the
associate or joint venture.
The financial statements of the associate or joint venture are prepared for the same reporting
period as the Group. When necessary, adjustments are made to bring the accounting policies in
line with those of the Group.
After application of the equity method, the Group determines whether it is necessary to recognize
an impairment loss on its investment in the associate or joint venture. At each financial reporting
date, the Group determines whether there is objective evidence that the investment in the associate
or joint venture is impaired. If there is such evidence, the Group calculates the amount of
impairment as the difference between the recoverable amount of the associate or joint venture and
its carrying value, then recognizes the impairment loss in the consolidated statement of income.
Upon loss of significant influence over the associate or joint control over the joint venture, the
Group measures and recognizes any retained investment at its fair value. Any difference between
the carrying amount of the associate or joint venture upon loss of significant influence or joint
control and the fair value of the retained investment and proceeds from disposal is recognized in
profit or loss.
Interest in Joint Operations
A joint arrangement is classified as a joint operation if the parties with joint control have rights to
the assets and obligations for the liabilities of the arrangement. For interest in joint operations, the
Group recognizes:
●

Assets, including its share of any assets held jointly;
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●
●
●
●

Liabilities, including its share of any liabilities incurred jointly;
Revenue from the sale of its share of the output arising from the joint operation;
Share of the revenue from the sale of the output by the joint operation; and
Expenses, including its share of any expenses incurred jointly.

The accounting and measurement for each of these items is in accordance with the PFRSs
applicable. The assets and liabilities are presented as “Current Assets of Joint Operations” and
“Current Liabilities of Joint Operations”, respectively, as these consist of individually immaterial
items.
Determination of Fair Value
The Group measures financial instruments, such as, derivatives, and nonfinancial assets such as
investment properties, at fair value at each balance sheet date. Also, fair values of financial
instruments measured at amortized cost are disclosed in Note 33.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value
measurement is based on the presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the
liability takes place either:
●
●

In the principal market for the asset or liability, or
In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability

The principal or the most advantageous market must be accessible to by the Group.
The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants
would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their
economic best interest.
A fair value measurement of a nonfinancial asset takes into account a market participant's ability
to generate economic benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to
another market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.
The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which
sufficient data are available to measure fair value, maximizing the use of relevant observable
inputs and minimizing the use of unobservable inputs.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements
are categorized within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level
input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole:
●
●
●

Level 1  Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
Level 2  Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair
value measurement is directly or indirectly observable
Level 3  Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair
value measurement is unobservable.
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For assets and liabilities that are recognized in the consolidated financial statements on a recurring
basis, the Group determines whether transfers have occurred between Levels in the hierarchy by
reassessing categorization (based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period.
External valuers are involved for valuation of investment properties for disclosure.
For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has determined classes of assets and liabilities
on the basis of the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of the fair
value hierarchy as explained above.
Current versus Noncurrent Classification
The Group presents assets and liabilities in the consolidated statement of financial position based
on current/noncurrent classification. An asset as current when it is:
●
●
●
●

Expected to be realized or intended to be sold or consumed in the normal operating cycle
Held primarily for the purpose of trading
Expected to be realized within twelve months after the reporting period, or
Cash or cash equivalent unless restricted from being exchanged or used to settle a liability for
at least twelve months after the financial reporting date

All other assets are classified as noncurrent. A liability is current when it is:
●
●
●
●

Expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle
Held primarily for the purpose of trading
Due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting date, or
There is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability for at least twelve
months after the reporting date

The Group classifies all other liabilities as noncurrent.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are classified as noncurrent assets and liabilities.
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash includes cash on hand and in banks. Cash equivalents are shortterm, highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible with remaining maturities of three months or less and that
are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.
Shortterm Investments
Shortterm investments are shortterm, highly liquid investments that are convertible to known
amounts of cash with original remaining of more than three months but less than one year from
dates of acquisition.
Financial Instruments
Date of Recognition. 
Financial instruments within the scope of PAS 39 are recognized in the
consolidated statement of financial position when the Group becomes a party to the contractual
provisions of the instrument. Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets
within the time frame established by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized
using the trade date accounting. Derivatives are also recognized on trade date basis.
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Initial Recognition of Financial Instruments. 
All financial instruments are initially recognized at
fair value. The initial measurement of financial instruments includes transaction costs, except for
financial assets and financial liabilities at FVPL. The Group classifies its financial assets in the
following categories: financial assets at FVPL, heldtomaturity (HTM) investments, loans and
receivables, and availableforsale (AFS) financial assets. Financial liabilities are classified as
either financial liabilities at FVPL or other financial liabilities. The classification depends on the
purpose for which the investments were acquired and whether they are quoted in an active market.
The Group determines the classification of financial assets on initial recognition and, where
allowed and appropriate, reevaluates this designation at every financial reporting date.
Where the transaction in a nonactive market is different from the fair value
“Day 1” Difference. 
of other observable current market transactions in the same instrument or based on a valuation
technique whose variables include only data from observable market, the Group recognizes the
difference between the transaction price and fair value (“Day 1” difference) in the consolidated
statement of income unless it qualifies for recognition as some other type of asset. In cases where
data used are not observable, the difference between the transaction price and model value is only
recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the inputs become observable or when
the instrument is derecognized. For each transaction, the Group determines the appropriate
method of recognizing the “Day 1” difference amount.
Financial assets and liabilities at FVPL include
Financial Assets and Liabilities at FVPL. 
financial assets and liabilities held for trading purposes and financial assets and liabilities
designated upon initial recognition as at FVPL.
Financial assets and liabilities are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose
of selling and repurchasing in the near term.
Derivatives are also classified under financial assets and liabilities at FVPL including embedded
derivatives.
Financial assets or liabilities may be designated by management on initial recognition as at FVPL
when the following criteria are met:

●

●

●

The designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or liabilities or recognizing gains or losses on them
on a different basis;
The assets or liabilities are part of a group of financial assets, liabilities or both which are
managed and their performance evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a
documented risk management or investment strategy; or
The financial instrument contains an embedded derivative, unless the embedded derivative
does not significantly modify the cash flows or it is clear, with little or no analysis, that it
would not be separately recorded.

Financial assets and liabilities at FVPL are recorded in the consolidated statement of financial
position at fair value. Subsequent changes in fair value are recognized in the consolidated
statement of income except for derivative designated in an effective hedging relationship. Interest
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earned or incurred is recorded in interest income or expense, respectively, while dividend income
is recorded when the right to receive payment has been established.
FPH’s investment in quoted shares of stock of Cambridge Silicon Radio plc (CSR, a U.K.based
corporation) presented under “Other current assets” is classified as financial assets at FVPL as at
June 30, 2015, 2015 and December 31, 2014.
Classified under financial liabilities at FVPL are Energy Development Corporation’s (EDC)
foreign currency forward contracts and foreign currency swap contracts as at June 30, 2015 and
December 31, 2014.
These derivatives were not designated as hedging instruments by the Group.
HTM Investments. 
HTM investments are quoted nonderivative financial assets with fixed or
determinable payments and fixed maturities for which the Group’s management has the positive
intention and ability to hold to maturity. Where the Group sells other than an insignificant
amount of HTM investments, the entire category is deemed tainted and reclassified as AFS
financial assets.
After initial measurement, these investments are subsequently measured at amortized cost using
the effective interest method, less impairment in value. Amortized cost is calculated by taking
into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are integral part of the effective
interest rate. Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the
HTM investments are derecognized and impaired, as well as through the amortization process.
The effects of restatement on foreign currencydenominated HTM investments are also
recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
The Group has no HTM investments as at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014.
Loans and Receivables. 
Loans and receivables are financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments and fixed maturities and that are not quoted in an active market. They are not entered
into with the intention of immediate or shortterm resale and are not classified or designated as
AFS financial assets or financial assets at FVPL.
After initial measurement, the loans and receivables are subsequently measured at amortized cost
using the effective interest method, less allowance for impairment. Amortized cost is calculated
by taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees that are integral part of
the effective interest rate. Gains and losses are recognized in the consolidated statement of
income when the loans and receivables are derecognized and impaired as well as through the
amortization process.
Classified under loans and receivables are cash and cash equivalents, shortterm investments,
trade and other receivables and restricted cash deposits.
AFS financial assets are those nonderivative financial assets which are
AFS Financial Assets. 
designated as such or do not qualify to be classified in any of the three preceding categories.
These are purchased and held indefinitely, and may be sold in response to liquidity requirements
or changes in market conditions.
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After initial measurement, AFS financial assets are subsequently measured at fair value, with
unrealized gains and losses being recognized as other comprehensive income (losses) until the
investments are derecognized or until the investments are determined to be impaired, at which
time the cumulative gain or loss previously reported as other comprehensive income (losses) is
included in the consolidated statement of income.
AFS financial assets that do not have quoted market prices in an active market and whose fair
values cannot be measured reliably are measured at cost.
Classified under AFS financial assets are quoted and unquoted investments in government
securities, proprietary membership shares and equity shares as at June 30, 2015 and December 31,
2014.
Other Financial Liabilities. 
Financial liabilities are classified in this category if these are not held
for trading or not designated as at FVPL upon the inception of the liability. These include
liabilities arising from operations or borrowings.
Other financial liabilities 
are initially recognized at fair value of the consideration received, less
directly attributable transaction costs. After initial recognition, other financial liabilities are
subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method. Amortized cost is
calculated by taking into account any related issue costs, discount or premium. Gains and losses
are recognized in the consolidated statement of income when the liabilities are derecognized, as
well as through the amortization process.
Debt issuance costs incurred in connection with availment of longterm debts and issuances of
bonds are deferred and amortized using the effective interest method over the term of the loans
and bonds. Debt issuance costs are included in the measurement of the related longterm debts
and bonds payable and are allocated accordingly to respective current and noncurrent portions.
Classified under other financial liabilities are trade payables and other current liabilities, loans
payable, bonds payable and longterm debts as at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014.
Derivative Financial Instruments and Hedge Accounting
The Group enters into derivative and hedging transactions, primarily interest rate swaps, cross
currency swap and foreign currency forwards, as needed, for the sole purpose of managing the
risks that are associated with the Group’s borrowing activities or as required by the lenders in
certain cases.
Derivative financial instruments (including bifurcated embedded derivatives) are initially
recognized at fair value on the date on when the derivative contract is entered into and are
subsequently remeasured at fair value. Derivatives are carried as assets when the fair value is
positive and as liabilities when the fair value is negative. Any gain or loss arising from changes in
fair value of derivatives that do not qualify for hedge accounting is taken directly to the
consolidated statement of income for the current year under “Marktomarket gain on derivatives”
account.
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For purposes of hedge accounting, derivatives can be designated either as cash flow hedges or fair
value hedges depending on the type of risk exposure it hedges.
At the inception of a hedge relationship, the Group formally designates and documents the hedge
relationship to which the Group opts to apply hedge accounting and the risk management
objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge. The documentation includes identification of
the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction, the nature of the risk being hedged and
how the entity will assess the hedging instrument’s effectiveness in offsetting the exposure to
changes in the hedged item’s fair value or cash flows attributable to the hedged risk. Such hedges
are expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting changes in fair value or cash flows and
are assessed on an ongoing basis that they actually have been highly effective throughout the
financial reporting periods for which they were designated.
The Group accounts for its interest rate swap agreements as cash flow hedges of the floating rate
exposure of its longterm debts. The Group also entered into cross currency swap and foreign
currency forwards accounted for as cash flow hedges for its Philippine pesodenominated loans
and Eurodenominated liabilities, respectively.
The Group has no derivatives that are designated as fair value hedges as at June 30, 2015 and
December 31, 2014.
Cash Flow Hedges. Cash flow hedges are hedges of the exposure to variability of cash flows that
are attributable to a particular risk associated with a recognized asset, liability or a highly probable
forecast transaction and could affect profit or loss. The effective portion of the gain or loss on the
hedging instrument is recognized directly as other comprehensive income (loss) under the
“Cumulative translation adjustments” account in the consolidated statement of financial position
while the ineffective portion is recognized as “Marktomarket gain on derivatives” account in the
consolidated statement of income.
Amounts recognized as other comprehensive income (loss) are transferred to the consolidated
statement of income when the hedged transaction affects profit or loss, such as when hedged
financial income or expense is recognized or when a forecast sale or purchase occurs. Where the
hedged item is the cost of a nonfinancial asset or liability, the amounts recognized as other
comprehensive income (loss) are transferred to the initial carrying amount of the nonfinancial
asset or liability.
If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, amounts previously recognized in other
comprehensive income (loss) are transferred to the consolidated statement of income. If the
hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated or exercised without replacement or rollover, or
if its designation as a hedge is revoked, amounts previously recognized in other comprehensive
income (loss) remain in equity until the forecast transaction occurs. If the related transaction is
not expected to occur, the amount is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
The Group accounts for interest rate swap agreements as cash flow hedges of the floating rate
exposure of its longterm debts. The Group also entered into crosscurrency swaps and foreign
currency forwards accounted for as cash flow hedges for its Philippinepeso denominated loans
and Eurodenominated liabilities, respectively.
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In the case of EDC, it has existing cross currency swaps to partially hedge its exposure to foreign
currency and interest rate risks on its floating rate loan that is benchmarked against U.S. London
InterBank Offered Rate (LIBOR).
Embedded Derivatives. 
An embedded derivative is a component of a hybrid (combined)
instrument that also includes a nonderivative host contract with the effect that some of the cash
flows of the combined instrument vary in a way similar to a standalone derivatives.
The Group assesses whether embedded derivatives are required to be separated from host
contracts when the Group first becomes a party to the contract. Reassessment only occurs if there
is a change in the terms of the contract that significantly modifies the cash flows that would
otherwise be required.
Embedded derivatives are bifurcated from their host contracts, when the following conditions are
met:
a. The entire hybrid contracts (composed of both the host contract and the embedded derivative)
are not accounted at FVPL;
b. When their economic risks and characteristics are not closely related to those of their
respective host contracts; and
c. A separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the
definition of a derivative.
Embedded derivatives that are bifurcated from the host contracts are accounted for either as
financial assets or financial liabilities at FVPL. Changes in fair values are included in the
consolidated statement of income.
Derecognition of Financial Assets and Liabilities
Financial Asset. 
A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial asset or part of a
group of financial assets) is derecognized when:
●
●

●

The rights to receive cash flows from the asset expire;
The Group retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an
obligation to pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a “passthrough”
arrangement; or
The Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (a) has
transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) has neither transferred
nor retained the risk and rewards of the asset but has transferred the control of the asset.

Where the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset or has entered into a
“passthrough” arrangement, and has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and
rewards of the asset nor transferred control of the asset, the asset is recognized to the extent of the
Group’s continuing involvement in the asset. Continuing involvement that takes the form of a
guarantee over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of the original carrying amount of the
asset and the maximum amount of consideration that the Group could be required to repay.
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Financial Liability. 
A financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is
discharged, cancelled or has expired.
Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially
different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, such exchange or
modification is treated as a derecognition of the original liability and the recognition of a new
liability, and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognized in the consolidated
statement of income.
Impairment of Financial Assets
The Group assesses at each financial reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a
financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired. A financial asset or a group of financial
assets is deemed to be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a
result of one or more events that has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (an incurred
“loss event”) and that loss event (or events) has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of
the financial asset or the group of financial assets that can be reliably estimated. Objective
evidence of impairment may include indications that the borrower or a group of borrowers is
experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or principal
payments, the probability that they will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization and
where observable data indicate that there is measurable decrease in the estimated future cash
flows, such as changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.
Financial Assets Carried at Amortized Cost. 
For loans and receivables carried at amortized cost,
the Group first assesses whether an objective evidence of impairment (such as the probability of
insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the borrower) exists individually for financial
assets that are individually significant, or collectively for financial assets that are not individually
significant.
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on assets carried at amortized cost has been
incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount
and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses that
have not yet been incurred) discounted using the financial asset’s original effective interest rate.
If there is no objective evidence that impairment exists for individually assessed financial asset, it
includes the asset in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics and
collectively assesses for impairment. Those characteristics are relevant to the estimation of future
cash flows for groups of such assets by being indicative of the debtors’ ability to pay all amounts
due according to the contractual terms of the assets being evaluated. Assets that are individually
assessed for impairment and for which an impairment loss is, or continues to be, recognized are
not included in a collective assessment for impairment.
The carrying amount of the assets is reduced through the use of allowance account and the amount
of loss is recognized in the consolidated statement of income. Interest income continues to be
recognized based on the original effective interest rate of the asset. If in case the receivable is
proven to have no realistic prospect of future recovery, any allowance provided for such
receivable is written off against the carrying value of the impaired receivable.
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If, in a subsequent year, the amount of the estimated impairment loss decreases because of an
event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment loss
is reduced by adjusting the allowance account. Any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is
recognized in the consolidated statement of income, to the extent that the carrying value of the
asset does not exceed its amortized cost at reversal date.
For AFS financial assets, the Group assesses at each financial reporting
AFS Financial Assets. 
date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is
impaired.
In the case of equity investments classified as AFS financial assets, this would include a
significant or prolonged decline in fair value of the investments below its cost. “Significant” is to
be evaluated against the original cost of the investment and “prolonged” against the period in
which the fair value has been below its original cost. When there is evidence of impairment, the
cumulative loss (measured as the difference between the acquisition cost and the current fair
value, less any impairment loss on that financial asset previously recognized in consolidated
statement of income) is removed from other comprehensive income and recognized in the
consolidated statement of income. Impairment losses on equity investments are not reversed in
the consolidated statement of income. Increases in fair value after impairment are recognized
directly in other comprehensive income.
In the case of debt instruments classified as AFS financial assets, impairment is assessed based on
the same criteria as financial assets carried at amortized cost. Future interest income is based on
the reduced carrying amount and is accrued based on the rate of interest used to discount future
cash flows for the purpose of measuring impairment loss. If, in a subsequent year, the fair value
of a debt instrument increases and that increase can be objectively related to an event occurring
after the impairment loss was recognized in the consolidated statement of income, the impairment
loss is reversed through the consolidated statement of income.
Offsetting Financial Instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the consolidated statement
of financial position if, and only if, there is a currently enforceable legal right to offset the
recognized amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis, or to realize the asset and
settle the liability simultaneously.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value (NRV). Costs incurred in
bringing each item of inventory to its present location and conditions are accounted for as follows:
Land and development costs

Property acquired or being constructed for sale
in the ordinary course of business, rather than to
be held for rental or capital appreciation, is held
as inventory.
Cost includes land cost, amounts paid to
contractors for construction and borrowing
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costs, planning and design costs, costs of site
preparation, professional fees, property transfer
taxes, construction overheads and other related
costs.
Fuel inventories

Cost includes the invoice amount, net of trade
and cash discounts. Costs are calculated using
the weighted average method.

Finished goods and work inprocess

Determined on the weighted average basis; cost
includes materials and labor and a proportion of
manufacturing overhead costs based on normal
operating capacity but excluding borrowing
costs

Raw materials and spare parts and supplies

Purchase cost based on moving average method

The NRV is determined as follows:
Finished goods

Land development
inprocess

Estimated selling price in the ordinary course of
business, less estimated costs necessary to make
the sale
costs

and

work

Selling price in the ordinary course of the
business, based on market prices at the reporting
date, less estimated specifically identifiable
costs of completion and the estimated costs of
sale

Fuel inventories

Fuel cost charged to Manila Electric Company
(Meralco), under the respective Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs) of First Gas Power
Corporation (FGPC) and FGP Corp. (FGP) with
Meralco, which is based on weighted average
cost of actual fuel consumed
−
Invoice amount, net of trade and cash
discounts for EDC

Raw materials, spare parts and supplies

Current replacement cost

Other Current Assets
Advances to Contractors and Suppliers. 
Advances to contractors and suppliers represent advance
payments on services to be incurred in connection with the Group’s operations and suppliers.
These are capitalized to projects under “Land and development costs” account in the consolidated
statement of financial position, upon actual receipt of services, which is normally within 12
months or within the normal operating cycle. These are considered as nonfinancial instruments as
these will be applied against future billings from contractors normally within one year.
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Prepayments. 
Prepayments are expenses paid in advance and recorded as asset before these are
utilized. The prepaid expenses are apportioned over the period covered by the payment and
charged to the appropriate accounts in the consolidated statement of income when incurred.
Prepaid Taxes. 
Prepaid taxes are carried at cost less any impairment in value. Prepaid taxes
consist mainly of tax credits that can be used by the Group in the future. Tax credits represent
unapplied certificates for claims from input valueadded tax (VAT) credits received from the
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) and the Bureau of Customs (BOC). Such tax credits may be
used for payment of internal revenue taxes or customs duties.
Input VAT. 
Input VAT represents VAT imposed on the Group by its suppliers and contractors for
the acquisition of goods and services required under Philippine taxation laws and regulations.
Input VAT is recognized as an asset and will be used to offset against the Group’s current output
VAT liabilities and any excess will be claimed as tax credits. Input VAT is stated at its
recoverable amount.
Deferred input VAT related to the unpaid portion of the acquisition cost of the asset expected to
be settled beyond the succeeding year is recognized under “Other noncurrent assets” account in
the consolidated statement of financial position.
Creditable Withholding Taxes (CWT). 
CWT represents the amount withheld by the Group’s
customers in relation to its rent income and management income. These are recognized upon
collection of the related billings and are utilized as tax credits against income tax due as allowed
by the Philippine taxation laws and regulations. CWT is stated at its estimated NRV.
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, plant and equipment, except land, are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation,
amortization and any impairment in value. Land is carried at cost less any impairment in value.
The initial cost of property, plant and equipment, consist of its purchase price including import
duties, borrowing costs (during the construction period) and other costs directly attributable in
bringing the asset to its working condition and location for its intended use. Cost also includes
the cost of replacing the part of such property, plant and equipment when the recognition criteria
are met and the present value of dismantling and removing the asset and restoring the site.
The income generated wholly and necessarily as a result of the process of bringing the asset into
the location and condition for its intended use (e.g., net proceeds from selling any items produced
while testing whether the asset is functioning properly) is credited to the cost of the asset. When
the incidental operations are not necessary to bring an item to the location and condition necessary
for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management, the income and related
expenses of incidental operations are not offset against the cost of the asset but are recognized in
profit or loss and included in their respective classifications of income and expense.
Expenditures incurred after the property, plant and equipment have been put into operation, such
as repairs and maintenance, are normally charged to current operations in the period the costs are
incurred. In situations where it can be clearly demonstrated that the expenditures have resulted in
an increase in the future economic benefits expected to be obtained from the use of an item of
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property, plant and equipment beyond its originally assessed standard of performance, the
expenditures are capitalized as additional costs of property, plant and equipment.
The Group divided the power plants into significant parts. Each part of an item of property, plant
and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the item is depreciated
separately. Depreciation and amortization are computed using the straightline method over the
following estimated useful lives of the assets:
Asset Type

Number of Years

Power plants, buildings, other structures and
leasehold improvements

5 to 30 years or lease term,
whichever is shorter

Production wells

10 to 40 years

Fluid collection and recycling system (FCRS)

13 to 20 years

Transportation equipment

3 to 20 years

Exploration, machinery and equipment

2 to 25 years

Property, plant and equipment also include the estimated rehabilitation and restoration costs of the
EDC’s steam fields and power plants located in the contract areas for which EDC is
constructively liable. These costs are included under “FCRS and production wells” account. It
also includes the asset preservation obligation of First Philippine Industrial Corporation (FPIC)
under “Exploration, machinery and equipment” account. The asset preservation obligations
recognized represent the best estimate of the expenditures required to preserve the pipeline at the
end of their useful lives and to preserve the property and equipment of FPIC.
Construction inprogress represents properties under construction and includes cost of
construction, equipment and other direct costs. Construction inprogress and major spares and
surplus assets available for use are stated at cost and are not depreciated until such time that the
assets are put into operational use.
The useful lives and depreciation and amortization method are reviewed at each financial
reporting date to ensure that the useful lives and method of depreciation and amortization are
consistent with the expected pattern of economic benefits from items of property, plant and
equipment.
Depreciation of an item of property, plant and equipment begins when it becomes available for
use, i.e. when it is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the
manner intended by management. Depreciation ceases at the earlier of the date that the item is
classified as held for sale (or included in a disposal group that is classified as held for sale) in
accordance with PFRS 5, and the date the asset is derecognized. Leasehold improvements are
amortized over the lease term or the economic life of the related asset, whichever is shorter. An
item of property, plant and equipment is derecognized upon disposal or when no future economic
benefits are expected from its use. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the assets
(calculated as the difference between the net disposal proceeds and carrying amount of the asset)
is included in the consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.
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Investment Properties
Investment properties are measured initially at cost, including transaction costs. Subsequent to
initial recognition, investment properties, except land, are stated at cost less accumulated
depreciation and any impairment losses. Land is carried at cost less any impairment in value.
Cost also includes the cost of replacing part of an existing investment property if the recognition
criteria are met and excludes the costs of daytoday servicing of an investment property.
Depreciation is computed using the straightline method over the estimated useful lives of 5 to 20
years. The investment properties’ estimated useful lives and depreciation method are reviewed
and adjusted, as appropriate, at each financial reporting date.
Investment properties are derecognized when either they have been disposed of or when the
investment is permanently withdrawn from use and no future economic benefit is expected from
its disposal. The difference between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the
asset is recognized in the consolidated statement of income in the year of derecognition.
Transfers are made to or from investment property only when there is a change in use. Transfers
into and from investment property do not change the carrying amount of the property transferred.
Concession Rights for Contracts Acquired, Water Rights, Pipeline Rights, and
Intangible Assets (
Other Intangible Assets
)
Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. The cost of
intangible assets acquired in a business combination is the fair value as of the date of acquisition.
Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated amortization
and any impairment losses. Internally generated intangible assets, excluding capitalized
development costs, are not capitalized. Instead, related expenditures are reflected in the
consolidated statement of income in the year the expenditure is incurred.
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite. Intangible assets
with finite lives are amortized using the straightline method over the estimated useful economic
life and assessed for impairment whenever there is an indication that the intangible asset may be
impaired. The amortization period and method for an intangible asset with a finite useful life is
reviewed at least each financial reporting date.
Changes in the expected useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic
benefits embodied in the said intangible asset are accounted for by changing the amortization
period or method, as appropriate, and are treated as changes in accounting estimates. The
amortization expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognized in the consolidated
statement of income in the expense category consistent with the function of the intangible asset.
Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are tested for impairment annually, either
individually or at the cash generating unit level. Such intangibles are not amortized. The useful
life of an intangible asset with an indefinite life is reviewed annually to determine whether the
indefinite life assessment continues to be supportable. If not, the change in the useful life
assessment from indefinite to finite is made prospectively.
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Gains or losses arising from derecognition of an intangible asset are measured as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the asset and are recognized
in the consolidated statement of income in the year the asset is derecognized.
Concession Rights for Contracts Acquired. 
The concession rights for contracts acquired have been
valued based on the expected future cash flows using the Multiple Excess Earnings Method
(MEEM) as of the date of acquisition. MEEM is the most commonly used approach in valuing
customerrelated assets, although it may be used to value other intangible assets as well. The
asset value is estimated as the sum of the discounted future excess earnings attributable to the
asset over the remaining project period.
The cost of water rights of First Gen Hydro Power Corporation (FG Hydro) is
Water Rights. 
measured on initial recognition at cost. Following initial recognition of the water rights, the cost
model is applied requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any accumulated amortization and
accumulated impairment losses, if any. Water rights are amortized using the straightline method
over 25 years, which is the term of the agreement with the National Irrigation Administration
(NIA).
Pipeline Rights. 
Pipeline rights represent the construction cost of the natural gas pipeline facility
connecting the natural gas supplier’s refinery to FGP’s power plant including incidental transfer
costs incurred in connection with the transfer of ownership of the pipeline facility to the natural
gas supplier. The cost of pipeline rights is amortized using the straightline method over 22 years,
which is the term of the Gas Sale and Purchase Agreements (GSPA).
Wind Energy Project Development Costs. 
Project development costs are expensed as incurred
until management determines that the project is technically, commercially and financially viable,
at which time, project development costs are capitalized. Project viability generally occurs in
tandem with management’s determination that a project should be classified as an advanced
project, such as when favorable results of a system impact study are received, interconnected
agreements are obtained and project financing is in place. Following the initial recognition of the
project development cost as an asset, the cost model is applied requiring the asset to be carried at
cost less accumulated amortization and any accumulated impairment losses. 
The wind farm assets
will then be presented as property, plant and equipment upon declaration of commerciality.
During the period in which the asset is not yet available for use, the project development costs are
tested for impairment annually, irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment.

Exploration and Evaluation Assets
EDC follows the full cost method of accounting for its exploration costs determined on the basis
of each service contract area. Under this method, all exploration costs relating to each service
contract are accumulated and deferred under the “Exploration and evaluation assets” account
(included under “Other noncurrent assets” account) in the consolidated statement of financial
position pending the determination of whether the wells has proved reserves. Capitalized
expenditures include costs of license acquisition, technical services and studies, exploration
drilling and testing, and appropriate technical and administrative expenses. General overhead or
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costs incurred prior to having obtained the legal rights to explore an area are recognized as
expense in the consolidated statement of income when incurred.
If tests conducted on the drilled exploratory wells reveal that these wells cannot produce proved
reserves, the capitalized costs are charged to expense except when management decides to use the
unproductive wells, for recycling or waste disposal. Once the technical feasibility and
commercial viability of the project to produce proved reserves are established, the exploration and
evaluation assets shall be reclassified to property, plant and equipment.
Prepaid Major Spare Parts
Prepaid major spare parts (included in the “Other noncurrent assets” account). Prepaid major
spare parts are stated at cost less any impairment in value. Prepaid major spare parts pertain to
advance payments made to Siemens Power Operations, Inc. (SPOI) for major spare parts that will
be replaced during the scheduled maintenance outage of power plants.
Impairment of Nonfinancial Assets
Property, Plant and Equipment, Investment Properties, Concession Rights for Contracts Acquired,
Water Rights, Pipeline Rights, Other Intangible Assets, Exploration and Evaluation Assets,
At each financial
Prepaid Major Spare Parts and Input VAT Claims for Refund/Tax Credits. 
reporting date, the Group assesses whether there is any indication that its nonfinancial assets may
be impaired. When an indicator of impairment exists or when an annual impairment testing for an
asset is required, the Group makes a formal estimate of an asset’s recoverable amount.
Recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.
The recoverable amount is determined for an individual asset, unless the asset does not generate
cash inflows that are largely independent from other assets or groups of assets, in which case the
recoverable amount is assessed as part of the cashgenerating unit (CGU) to which it belongs.
Where the carrying amount of an asset (or CGU) exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset (or
CGU) is considered impaired and is written down to its recoverable amount. In assessing value in
use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pretax discount
rate that reflects current market assessment of the time value of money and the risks specific to
the asset (or CGU). An impairment loss is recognized in the consolidated statement of income in
the year in which it arises.
An assessment is made at each financial reporting date as to whether there is any indication that
previously recognized impairment losses may no longer exist or may have decreased. If such
indication exists, the CGU’s recoverable amount is estimated. A previously recognized
impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the assumptions used to determine
the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognized. The reversal is
limited so that the carrying amount of the asset does not exceed its recoverable amount, nor
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization,
had no impairment loss been recognized for the asset in prior years. Such reversal is recognized
in the consolidated statement of income.
Goodwill. 
Goodwill is reviewed for impairment at least annually regardless whether impairment
indicators are present or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying value may be impaired.
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Impairment is determined for goodwill by assessing the recoverable amount of the CGU (or group
of CGUs) to which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount of the CGU (or group of
CGUs) is less than the carrying amount of the CGU (or group of CGUs) to which goodwill has
been allocated, an impairment loss is recognized immediately in the consolidated statement of
income.
Impairment loss relating to goodwill cannot be reversed for subsequent increases in its
recoverable amount in future periods. The Group performs its annual impairment test of goodwill
at December 31 of each year.
Investments in Associates and a Joint Venture. 
The Group determines whether it is necessary to
recognize an impairment loss on its investments in associates and a joint venture. The Group
determines at each financial reporting date whether there is any objective evidence that the
investments are impaired. If this is the case, the Group calculates the amount of impairment as
being the difference between the recoverable value of the associate or joint venture and the
carrying amount of investment and recognizes the amount of impairment loss in the consolidated
statement of income.
Discontinued Operations
The Group classifies disposal groups as discontinued operations if their carrying amounts will be
recovered principally through a sale rather than through continuing use. Such disposal groups are
measured at the lower of their carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.
The criteria for discontinued operations is regarded as met only when the sale is highly probable
and the disposal group is available for immediate sale in its present condition. Management must
be committed to the sale expected within one year from the date of the classification.
Property, plant and equipment are not depreciated once classified as part of discontinued
operations.
Assets and liabilities classified of disposal groups classified as discontinued operations are
presented separately as current items in the consolidated statement of financial position.
A disposal group qualifies as discontinued operation if it is a component of an entity that either
has been disposed of, or is classified as held for sale, and:
●
●
●

Represents a separate major line of business or geographical area of operations
Is part of a single coordinated plan to dispose of a separate major line of business or
geographical area of operations
Is a subsidiary acquired exclusively with a view to resale

Discontinued operations are excluded from net income from continuing operations and are
presented as a single amount under “Net loss from discontinued operations” account in the
consolidated statement of income.
Borrowing Costs
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Borrowing costs are capitalized if they are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of qualifying assets until such time that the assets are substantially ready for their
intended use or sale, which necessarily takes a substantial period of time. Capitalization of
borrowing costs commences when the activities to prepare the asset are in progress and
expenditures and borrowing costs are being incurred. Borrowing costs are capitalized until the
asset is substantially ready for its intended use. If the resulting carrying amount of the asset
exceeds its recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognized in the consolidated statement of
income. All other borrowing costs are expensed in the year they occur.
Provisions
Provisions are recognized when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive): (a) as a
result of a past event, (b) it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation, and (c) a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of
the obligation. Where the Group expects some or all of the provision to be reimbursed, for
example, under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognized as a separate asset but
only when the reimbursement is virtually certain. The expense relating to any provision is
recognized in the consolidated statement of income, net of any reimbursement. If the effect of the
time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future
cash flows at a pretax rate that reflects current market assessment of the time value of money
and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase
in the provision due to the passage of time is recognized under the “Finance costs” account in the
consolidated statement of income.
The Group recognized provisions arising from legal and/or constructive obligation associated with
the cost of dismantling and removing an item of property, plant and equipment and restoring the
site where it is located. The obligation occurs either when the asset is acquired or as a
consequence of using the asset for the purpose of generating electricity during a particular year.
Dismantling costs are provided at the present value of expected costs to settle the obligation using
estimated cash flows. The cash flows are discounted at a current pretax rate that reflects the risks
specific to the dismantling liability. The unwinding of the discount is expensed as incurred and
recognized in the consolidated statement of income under the “Finance costs” account. The
estimated future costs of dismantling are reviewed annually and adjusted, as appropriate.
Changes in the estimated future costs or in the discount rate applied are added to or deducted from
the cost of the asset.
Contingencies
Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but are disclosed
in the notes to consolidated financial statements unless the possibility of an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits is remote. Contingent assets are not recognized but are disclosed in
the notes to consolidated financial statements when an inflow of economic benefits is probable.
Capital Stock and Capital in Excess of Par Value
Capital stock is measured at par value for all shares issued. When the Group issues more than one
class of stock, a separate class of stock is maintained for each class of stock and the number of
shares issued. Incremental costs incurred directly attributable to the issuance of new shares are
shown in equity as deduction, net of tax, from proceeds when the stocks are sold at premium,
otherwise such are expensed as incurred. Proceeds and/or fair value of considerations received in
excess of par value, if any, are recognized as capital in excess of par value.
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Treasury Stock
Shares of FPH that are acquired by any of the Group entities are recorded at cost in the equity
section of the consolidated statement of financial position. No gain or loss is recognized on the
purchase, sale, reissue or cancellation of the treasury stocks. Upon reissuance of treasury stocks,
the excess of proceeds from reissuance over the cost of treasury stocks is credited to “Capital in
excess of par value.” However, if the cost of treasury stocks exceeds the proceeds from
reissuance, such excess is charged to “Capital in excess of par value” account but only to the
extent of previously set up capital in excess of par for the same class of stock. Otherwise, this is
debited against the “Retained earnings” account.
Retained Earnings
The amount included in retained earnings includes net income attributable to the Group’s equity
holders and reduced by dividends on capital stock. Dividends are recognized as a liability and
deducted from retained earnings when they are declared. Dividends for the year that are approved
after the financial reporting date are dealt with as an event after the financial reporting date.
Dividends on Preferred and Common Stocks
The Group may pay dividends in cash, property or by the issuance of shares of stock. Cash
dividends are subject to the approval of the BOD, while property and stock dividends are subject
to approval by the BOD, at least twothirds of the outstanding capital stock of the shareholders at
a shareholders’ meeting called for such purpose (for stock dividends only), and by the Philippine
SEC. The Group may declare dividends only out of its unrestricted retained earnings.
Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits associated with
the transaction will flow to the Group and the amount of revenue can be measured reliably,
regardless of when the payment is being made. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or receivable, taking into account contractually defined terms of payment
and excluding taxes or duty. The Group has concluded that it is the principal in all of its revenue
arrangements since it is the primary obligor in all the revenue arrangements, has pricing latitude
and is also exposed to inventory and credit risks.
The following specific recognition criteria must also be met before revenue is recognized:
Sale of Electricity
Revenue from sale of electricity (in the case FGP and FGPC) is based on the respective PPAs of
FGP and FGPC. The PPAs qualify as leases on the basis that FGP and FGPC sell all of its output
to Meralco. These agreements call for takeorpay arrangements where payment is made
principally on the basis of the availability of the power plants and not on actual deliveries of
electricity generated. These arrangements are determined to be operating leases as the significant
portion of the risks and benefits of ownership of the assets are retained by FGP and FGPC.
Revenue from sale of electricity is composed of fixed capacity fees, fixed and variable operating
and maintenance fees, fuel, wheeling and pipeline charges, and supplemental fees. The portion
related to the fixed capacity fees is considered as operating lease component and the same fees are
recognized on a straightline basis, based on the actual Net Dependable Capacity (NDC) tested or
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proven, over the terms of the respective PPAs. Variable operating and maintenance fees, fuel,
wheeling and pipeline charges and supplemental fees are recognized monthly based on the actual
energy delivered.
In the case of EDC, Green Core Geothermal Inc. (GCGI) and BacMan Geothermal Inc. (BGI),
revenues from sale of electricity using geothermal energy is consummated whenever the
electricity generated by these companies is transmitted through the transmission line designated
by the buyer, for a consideration. Revenues from sale of electricity are based on selling price.
Sale of electricity using hydroelectric (in the case of FG Hydro) and geothermal power (in the
case of GCGI and BGI) are composed of generation fees from spot sales to the Wholesale
Electricity Spot Market (WESM) and the Power Supply Agreement (PSA) with various electric
companies and is recognized monthly based on the actual energy delivered.
Meanwhile, revenue from sale of electricity through ancillary services to the National Grid
Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP) is recognized monthly based on the capacity scheduled
and/or dispatched and provided.
Real Estate
The Group assesses whether it is probable that the economic benefits
Sale of Condominium Units. 
will flow to the Group when the sales prices are collectible. Collectibility of the sales price is
demonstrated by the buyer’s commitment to pay, which in turn is supported by substantial initial
and continuing investments that give the buyer a stake in the property sufficient that the risk of
loss through default motivates the buyer to honor its obligation to the seller. Collectibility is also
assessed by considering factors such as the credit standing of the buyer, age and location of the
property.
Revenue from sales of completed real estate projects is accounted for using the full accrual
method. In accordance with Philippine Interpretation Committee Q&A No. 200601, the
percentageofcompletion method is used to recognize income from sales of projects where the
Group has material obligations under the sales contract to complete the project after the property
is sold, the equitable interest has been transferred to the buyer, construction is beyond preliminary
stage (i.e., engineering and design work, execution of construction contracts, site clearance and
preparation, excavation, and completion of the building foundation are finished), and the costs
incurred or to be incurred can be reliably measured. Under this method, revenue is recognized as
the related obligations are fulfilled, measured principally on the basis of the estimated completion
of a physical proportion of the contract work.
If any of the criteria under the full accrual or percentageofcompletion method is not met, the
deposit method is applied until all the conditions for recording a sale are met. Pending
recognition of sale, cash received from buyers is recognized as deposits from preselling of
condominium units.
Any excess of collections over the recognized receivables are presented as part of “Trade and
other payables” account in the consolidated statement of financial position.
Cost of real estate sold is recognized consistent with the revenue recognition method applied.
Cost of condominium units sold before completion of the development is determined on the basis
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of the acquisition cost of the land plus its full development costs, which include estimated costs
for future development works, as determined by inhouse technical staff.
The cost of inventory recognized in profit or loss on disposal is determined with reference to the
specific costs incurred on the property, allocated to saleable area based on relative size and takes
into account the percentage of completion used for revenue recognition purposes.
Contract costs include all direct materials and labor costs and those direct costs related to contract
performance. Expected losses on contracts are recognized immediately when it is probable that
the total contract costs will exceed total contract revenue. Changes in contract performance,
contract conditions and estimated profitability, including those arising from contract penalty
provisions, and final contract settlements which may result in revisions to estimated costs and
gross margins are recognized in the year in which the changes are determined.
Other costs incurred during the preselling stage to sell real estate are capitalized as prepaid costs,
and shown as part of prepaid expenses under “Other current assets” account in the consolidated
statement of financial position, if they are directly associated with and their recovery is reasonably
expected from the sale of real estate that are initially being accounted for as deposits. Capitalized
selling costs shall be charged to expense in the period in which the related revenue is recognized
as earned.
Lease. Lease income arising from operating leases on investment properties is accounted for on a
straightline basis over the lease terms or based on the terms of the lease, as applicable.
Revenue is recognized when services are rendered.
Cinema, Mall and Other Revenues. 
Contracts and Services
Revenue from Construction Contracts. Revenue is recognized based on the percentage of
completion method of accounting using surveys of work performed by professionallyqualified
surveyors to measure the stage of completion.
Contract costs include all direct materials, labor costs and indirect costs related to contract
performance. Changes in job performance, job conditions and estimated profitability including
those arising from contract penalty provisions and final contract settlements, which may result in
revisions to estimated costs and gross margins, are recognized in the year in which the revisions
are determined.
Claims for additional contract revenues are recognized when negotiations have reached an
advanced stage such that it is probable that the customer will accept the claim; and the amount
that will be accepted by the customer can be measured reliably. Variation orders are included in
contract revenue when it is probable that the customer will approve the variation and the amount
of revenue arising from the variation can be measured reliably.
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of amounts billed on uncompleted contracts accounted for
under the percentage of completion method are classified as “Costs and estimated earnings in
excess of billings on uncompleted contracts” in the consolidated statement of financial position.
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Pipeline Services. 
Revenues from pipeline services are recognized when services are rendered
using base charges. Adjustments of billings for pipeline services over and above the base charges
are recorded at the time of settlement with shippers.
Sale of Merchandise
Revenue from the sale of merchandise is recognized when the significant risks and rewards of
ownership of the goods have passed to the buyer, usually on delivery of the goods.
Equity in Net Earnings (Losses) of Associates and a Joint Venture
The Group recognizes its share in the net income of associates and a joint venture proportionate to
the equity in the economic shares of such associates and a joint venture, in accordance with the
equity method. If an associate or a joint venture has outstanding cumulative preferred shares that
are held by parties other than the investor and are classified as equity, the Group computes its
share in profits or losses after adjusting for the dividends on such shares, whether or not the
dividends have been declared.
Interest Income
Interest income is recognized as the interest accrues (using the effective interest rate, which is the
rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial
instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset), taking into account the effective
yield on the asset.
Dividends
Dividend income is recognized when the Group’s right to receive the payment is established.
Expense Recognition
Expenses are decreases in economic benefits during the accounting period in the form of outflows
or decrease of assets or incurrence of liabilities that result in decrease in equity, other than those
relating to distributions to equity participants, and are recognized when these are incurred.
Cost of Sale of Electricity
These include expenses incurred by the departments directly responsible for the generation of
revenues from steam, electricity and performance of drilling services (i.e., Plant Operations,
Production, Maintenance, Transmission and Dispatch, Wells Drilling and Maintenance
Department) at operating project locations in the case of EDC. This account also includes the
costs incurred by FGPC and FGP, particularly fuel cost, power plant operations and maintenance,
and depreciation and amortization, which are necessary expenses incurred to generate the
revenues from sale of electricity. These are expensed when incurred.
F
oreign Currency Translations
The consolidated financial statements are presented in Philippine peso, which is FPH’s functional
and presentation currency. All subsidiaries and associates evaluate their primary economic and
operating environment and, determine their functional currency and items included in the
financial statements of each entity are initially measured using that functional currency.
Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded in the
Transactions and Balances. 
functional currency rate prevailing on the period of the transaction. Monetary assets and
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liabilities denominated in foreign currency are retranslated at the functional currency spot rate of
exchange prevailing at the financial reporting date.
All differences are recognized in the consolidated statement of income. Nonmonetary items that
are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange
rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Nonmonetary items measured at fair value in a
foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was
determined.
The financial statements of the consolidated subsidiaries and associates with
Group Companies. 
functional currency other than the Philippine peso are translated to Philippine peso as follows:
Assets and liabilities using the spot rate of exchange prevailing at the financial reporting date;
Components of equity using historical exchange rates; and
Income and expenses using the monthly weighted average exchange rate.
The exchange differences arising on the translation are recognized as other comprehensive income
(loss). Upon disposal of any of these subsidiaries and associates, the deferred cumulative amount
recognized in other comprehensive income (loss) relating to that particular subsidiary or associate
will be recognized in the consolidated statement of income.
Leases
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains, a lease is based on the substance of
the arrangement and requires an assessment of whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is
dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets and the arrangement conveys a right to use the
asset.
A reassessment is made after inception of the lease only if one of the following applies:
a. there is a change in contractual terms, other than a renewal or extension of the arrangement;
b. a renewal option is exercised or extension granted, unless that term of the renewal or
extension was initially included in the lease term;
c. there is a change in the determination of whether fulfillment is dependent on a specified asset;
or
d. there is a substantial change to the asset.
Where a reassessment is made, lease accounting will commence or cease from the date when the
change in circumstances gave rise to the reassessment for scenarios (a), (c) or (d) above, and at
the date of renewal or extension period for scenario (b).
Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset are
classified as operating leases. In cases where the Group acts as a lessee, operating lease payments
are recognized as expense in the consolidated statement of income on a straightline basis over the
lease term. In cases where the Group is a lessor, the initial direct costs incurred in negotiating an
operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized over the lease
term on the same bases as rental income. Contingent rents are recognized as revenue in the year
in which they are earned.
Retirement Costs
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FPH and certain of its subsidiaries have distinct funded, noncontributory defined benefit
retirement plans. The plans cover all permanent employees, each administered by their respective
retirement committee.
The net defined benefit liability or asset is the aggregate of the present value of the defined benefit
obligation at the end of the reporting period reduced by the fair value of plan assets (if any),
adjusted for any effect of limiting a net defined benefit asset to the asset ceiling. The asset ceiling
is the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or
reductions in future contributions to the plan.
The cost of providing benefits under the defined benefit plans is actuarially determined using the
projected unit credit method.
Defined benefit costs comprise the following:
a. Service cost
b. Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset
c. Remeasurements of net defined benefit liability or asset
Service costs which include current service costs, past service costs and gains or losses on
nonroutine settlements are recognized as expense in profit or loss. Past service costs are
recognized when plan amendment or curtailment occurs. These amounts are calculated
periodically by independent qualified actuaries.
Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset is the change during the period in the net
defined benefit liability or asset that arises from the passage of time which is determined by
applying the discount rate based on government bonds to the net defined benefit liability or asset.
Net interest on the net defined benefit liability or asset is recognized as expense or income in
profit or loss.
Remeasurements comprising actuarial gains and losses, return on plan assets and any change in
the effect of the asset ceiling (excluding net interest on defined benefit liability) are recognized
immediately in other comprehensive income in the period in which they arise. Remeasurements
are not reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods.
Plan assets are assets that are held by a longterm employee benefit fund or qualifying insurance
policies. Plan assets are not available to the creditors of the Group, nor can they be paid directly
to the Group. Fair value of plan assets is based on market price information. When no market
price is available, the fair value of plan assets is estimated by discounting expected future cash
flows using a discount rate that reflects both the risk associated with the plan assets and the
maturity or expected disposal date of those assets (or, if they have no maturity, the expected
period until the settlement of the related obligations). If the fair value of the plan assets is higher
than the present value of the defined benefit obligation, the measurement of the resulting defined
benefit asset is limited to the present value of economic benefits available in the form of refunds
from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan.
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The Group’s right to be reimbursed of some or all of the expenditure required to settle a defined
benefit obligation is recognized as a separate asset at fair value when and only when
reimbursement is virtually certain.
Termination Benefit. 
Termination benefits are employee benefits provided in exchange for the
termination of an employee’s employment as a result of either an entity’s decision to terminate an
employee’s employment before the normal retirement date or an employee’s decision to accept an
offer of benefits in exchange for the termination of employment.
A liability and expense for a termination benefit is recognized at the earlier of when the entity can
no longer withdraw the offer of those benefits and when the entity recognizes related restructuring
costs. Initial recognition and subsequent changes to termination benefits are measured in
accordance with the nature of the employee benefit, as either postemployment benefits,
shortterm employee benefits, or other longterm employee benefits.
Employee Leave Entitlement. 
Employee entitlements to annual leave are recognized as a liability
when they are accrued to the employees. The undiscounted liability for leave expected to be
settled wholly before twelve months after the end of the annual reporting period is recognized for
services rendered by employees up to the end of the reporting period.
Sharebased Payment Transactions
Certain employees (including senior executives) of FPH, First Gen group, Rockwell and First
Balfour, Inc. receive remuneration in the form of sharebased payment transactions. Under such
circumstance, the employees render services in exchange for shares or rights over shares
(“equitysettled transactions”).
The cost of equitysettled transactions with employees is measured by reference to the fair value
of the stock options at the date the option is granted. The fair value is determined using the
BlackScholesMerton Option Pricing Model. In valuing equitysettled transactions, no account is
taken of any performance conditions, other than conditions linked to the price of the shares of
FPH (“market conditions”), if applicable.
The cost of equitysettled transactions is recognized, together with a corresponding increase in
equity, over the period in which the performance and/or service conditions are fulfilled, ending on
the date on which the relevant employees become fully entitled to the award (“the vesting date”).
The cumulative expense recognized for equitysettled transactions at each financial reporting date
until the vesting date reflects the extent to which the vesting period has expired and the Group’s
best estimate of the number of equity instruments that will ultimately vest at that date. The charge
or credit to the consolidated statement of income for a period represents the movement in
cumulative expense recognized as of the beginning and end of that year.
No expense is recognized for awards that do not ultimately vest, except for awards where vesting
is conditional upon a market condition, which are treated as vesting irrespective of whether or not
the market condition is satisfied, provided that all other performance conditions are satisfied.
Where the terms of an equitysettled award are modified, the minimum expense recognized is the
expense as if the terms had not been modified, if the original terms of the award are met. An
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additional expense is recognized for any modification that increases the total fair value of the
sharebased payment transaction, or is otherwise beneficial to the employee as measured at the
date of modification.
Where an equitysettled award is cancelled with payment, it is treated as if it had vested on the
date of cancellation, and any expense not yet recognized for the award is recognized immediately.
This includes any award where nonvesting conditions within the control of either the entity or the
counterparty not met. However, if a new award is substituted for the cancelled award, and
designated as a replacement award on the date that it is granted, the cancelled and new awards are
treated as if they were modifications of the original award, as described in the foregoing.
Income Tax
Current Income Tax. 
Current income tax assets and liabilities for the current year are measured at
the amount expected to be recovered from or paid to the taxation authority. The tax rates and tax
laws used to compute the amount are those that are enacted or substantially enacted as at the
financial reporting date.
Deferred Tax. 
Deferred tax is provided using the balance sheet liability method on temporary
differences as at the financial reporting date between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and
their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes.
Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carryforward of
unused tax credits from excess minimum corporate income tax (MCIT) over the regular income
tax and unused net operating loss carryover (NOLCO), to the extent that it is probable that taxable
profit will be available against which the deductible temporary differences, the carryforward of
unused tax credits from MCIT and unused NOLCO can be utilized. Deferred income tax,
however, is not recognized:
●

●

where the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination
and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or
loss; and
in respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries and
associates, deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that the
temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be
available against which the temporary differences can be utilized.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each financial reporting date and
reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to
allow all or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilized. Unrecognized deferred tax assets are
reassessed at each financial reporting date and are recognized to the extent that it has become
probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax relating to items recognized outside profit or loss is recognized outside of profit or
loss. Deferred tax items are recognized in correlation to the underlying transaction either in other
comprehensive income or directly in equity.
Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences, except:
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●

●

Where the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of an asset or
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction,
affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and
In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries,
associates and interests in joint ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the temporary
differences can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse
in the foreseeable future.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current
tax assets against current tax liabilities and the deferred taxes relate to the same taxable entity and
the same taxation authority.
Earnings per Share (EPS)
Basic EPS is calculated by dividing the net income (less preferred dividends, if any) for the year
attributable to common shareholders by the weighted average number of common shares
outstanding during the year, with retroactive adjustment for any stock dividends or stock splits
declared during the year.
Diluted EPS is calculated in the same manner, adjusted for the effects of the outstanding stock
options under FPH’s Executive Stock Option Plan (ESOP). Outstanding stock options will have
dilutive effect under the treasury stock method only when the average market price of the
underlying common share during the period exceeds the exercise price of the option.
Where the EPS effect of the assumed exercise of outstanding options has antidilutive effect,
diluted EPS is presented the same as basic EPS with a disclosure that the effect of the exercise of
the instruments is antidilutive.
Segment Reporting
For purposes of management reporting, the Group is organized and managed separately according
to the nature of the products and services provided, with each segment representing a strategic
business unit. Such business segments are the bases upon which the Group reports its primary
segment information.
Financial information on business segments is presented in Note 4 to the consolidated financial
statements. The Group has one geographical segment and derives principally all its revenues
from domestic operations.
Events After the Financial Reporting Date
Post yearend events that provide additional information about the Group’s financial position at
the financial reporting date (adjusting events) are reflected in the consolidated financial
statements. Post yearend events that are not adjusting events are disclosed in the notes to
consolidated financial statements when material.

3. Significant Accounting Judgments and Estimates
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements requires the Group’s management to
make judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported of revenues,
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expenses, assets and liabilities, and the disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities, at the
financial reporting date. However, uncertainty about these assumptions and estimates could result
in outcomes that require material adjustments to the carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities
affected in future years.
In the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies, management has made the following
judgments, which have the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the consolidated
financial statements.

Judgments
Asset Acquisition. 
In 2014, Rockwell Land acquired 60% ownership interest in ATR KimEng
Land, Inc. (ATRKE Land). Management considered the substance of the assets and activities of
the acquired entity and assessed that the acquisition of a subsidiary does not represent a business,
but rather an acquisition of the undeveloped land, the remaining asset of the subsidiary at the date
of acquisition. The cost of the acquisition is allocated to the assets and liabilities acquired based
upon their relative fair values, and no goodwill or deferred tax is recognized.
The acquisition cost of 60% interest in ATRKE Land substantially allocated to the land amounted
to ₱
561.6 million as at December 31, 2014.
Material Partlyowned Subsidiaries. The consolidated financial statements include additional
information about subsidiaries that have noncontrolling interests that are material to the Group
(see Note 5). Management determined that First Gen Corporation (First Gen) and Rockwell Land
(Rockwell) as material partlyowned subsidiaries based on the following considerations:
●
●

●
●
●
●

The carrying amount of the noncontrolling interest attributable to the subsidiary relative to
the net equity of the Group;
The profit or loss or other comprehensive income of the subsidiary attributable to the
noncontrolling interest relative to the Group’s net income or other comprehensive income for
the year;
Dividends paid by the subsidiary to noncontrolling interest relative to the cash flows of the
Group;
Total revenues and total expenses included in the Group’s consolidated statement of income
relative to the Group’s total revenues and total expenses for the year;
Assets and liabilities of the subsidiary relative to the total assets and total liabilities of the
Group; and
Nature of the activities and their significance to the Group’s activities.

The consolidated financial statements are presented in
Determination of Functional Currency. 
Philippine peso, which is the Parent Company’s functional currency. Each entity or subsidiary in
the Group determines its own functional currency and measures items included in their financial
statements using that functional currency.
The Philippine peso is the currency of the primary economic environment in which FPH and all
other subsidiaries and associates, except for the following:
Subsidiary

Functional Currency
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First Gen
First Sumiden Realty Inc.
First Philippine Solar Corp. (FPSC)
FGHC International
FPH Fund
First PV
First Philippine Nexolon Corp. (FPNC)
EDC Holdings International Limited (EHIL)
EDC Hongkong Limited (EDC HKL)
EDC Chile Holdings SPA
EDC Geotermica Chile
EDC Chile Limitada
EDC Peru Holdings S.A.C.
EDC Geotermica Peru S.A.C.
EDC Quellaapacheta
PT EDC Indonesia
PT EDC Panas Bumi Indonesia

United States dollar
 do 
 do 
 do 
 do 
 do 
 do 
 do 
Hong Kong dollar
Chilean peso
 do 
 do 
Peruvian nuevo sol
 do 
 do 
Indonesian rupiah
 do 

Deferred Revenue on Stored Energy. 
Under its addendum agreements with National Power
Corporation (NPC), EDC has a commitment to NPC with respect to certain volume of stored
energy that NPC may lift for a specified period, provided that EDC is able to generate such energy
over and above the nominated energy for each given year in accordance with the related PPAs.
EDC has made a judgment based on historical information that the probability of future liftings by
NPC from the stored energy is remote and accordingly has not deferred any portion of the
collected revenues. The stored energy commitments are, however, disclosed in Note 34 to the
consolidated financial statements.
The respective PPAs of FGP and FGPC
Operating Lease Commitments  the Group as Lessor. 
qualify as leases on the basis that FGP and FGPC sell all of their output to Meralco. These
agreements call for takeorpay arrangements where payment is made principally on the basis of
the availability of the power plants and not on actual deliveries of electricity generated. These
lease arrangements are determined to be operating leases as the significant portion of the risks and
benefits of ownership of the assets are retained by FGP and FGPC.
Accordingly, the power plant assets are recorded as part of property, plant and equipment and the
fixed capacity fees billed to Meralco are recorded as operating revenues on straightline basis over
the applicable terms of the PPAs.
In the case of EDC, its PPAs and Steam Sales Agreements (SSAs) qualify as a lease on the basis
that EDC sells all its outputs to NPC/Power Sector Assets and Liabilities Management
Corporation (PSALM) and, in the case of the SSAs, the agreement calls for a takeorpay
arrangement where payment is made principally on the basis of the availability of the steam field
facilities and not on actual steam deliveries. This type of arrangement is determined to be an
operating lease where a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership of the assets are
retained by EDC since it does not include transfer of EDC’s assets. Accordingly, the steam field
facilities and power plant assets are recorded as part of the cost of property, plant and equipment
and the capacity fees billed to NPC/PSALM are recorded as operating revenue based on the terms
of the PPAs and SSAs.
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In connection with the installation of Burgos Wind Project’s wind turbines and related
transmission towers, EDC entered into uniform land lease agreements and contracts of easement
of right of way, respectively, with various private landowners. The term of the land lease
agreement starts from the execution date of the contract and ends after 25 years from the
commercial operations of the Burgos Wind Project. The contract of easement of right of way on
the other hand, creates a perpetual easement over the subject property. Both the land lease
agreement and contracts of easement of right of way were classified as operating leases. All
payments made in connection with the agreements as part of “Prepaid expense”. Prepaid lease
will be amortized on a straightline basis over the lease term, whereas prepaid rights of way will
be amortized on a straightline basis over the term of the Wind Energy Service Contract (WESC),
including the extension based on management’s judgment of probability of extension.
Amortizations of both the prepaid lease and prepaid rights of way during the construction period
were capitalized to “Construction in progress” account, and expensed after once it becomes
available for use.
The Group has also entered into commercial property leases on its investment property portfolio.
The Group has determined, based on an evaluation of the terms and conditions of the
arrangements, that it retains all significant risks and rewards of ownership of these properties,
which are leased out under operating lease arrangements
Consolidation of Entities in which the Group Holds Less than Majority of Voting Rights. 
Upon
adoption of PFRS 10 in 2013, management reassessed and determined that First Gen has control
of Prime Terracota, hence, retrospectively consolidated the financial statements of Prime
Terracota Group (through First Gen) in the consolidated financial statements. First Gen has
control over Prime Terracota due to its ability to direct the relevant activities of Prime Terracota
and Red Vulcan and its exposure to variability in returns. First Gen is the single largest holder of
voting rights at 45% as at December 31, 2013, while the rest of the stockholders are widely
dispersed. In 2014, the voting rights of First Gen increased to 73% due to acquisition of voting
preferred shares held by noncontrolling shareholders.
Interest in Joint Arrangements. The Group has assessed that it has joint control in its joint
arrangements and has assessed whether parties have rights to the net assets of the arrangement or
to the specific assets. Under the Joint Venture Agreement, each party’s share in any proceeds,
profits, losses, and other economic value derived under the Venture as well as any economic
benefits and losses derived from the utilization of the access ways and open spaces of the joint
venture property shall be proportional to the respective financial contributions made by each party
Transfers of Investment Properties. 
The Group has made transfers to investment properties after
determining that there is a change in use, evidenced by ending of owneroccupation,
commencement of an operating lease to another party or ending of construction or development.
Transfers are also made from investment properties when, and only when, there is a change in
use, evidenced by commencement of owneroccupation or commencement of development with a
view to sale. These transfers are recorded using the carrying amount of the investment properties
at the date of change in use.
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Discontinued Operations. 
In 2012, First PV and FPNC initiated arbitration proceedings against
Nexolon Co Ltd (Nexolon) with the International Court of Arbitration of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC). The arbitral tribunal rendered the final award in October 2014
which required Nexolon to pay damages and preaward interest to FPNC in the amount of
$24.8 million and a put option price to First PV in the amount of 
₱
2.09 billion. To date, no

payments have been made on the award by Nexolon which is reported to be in rehabilitation
proceedings. The Companies have filed their appropriate claims in Korean rehabilitiation courts.
At the same time, to mitigate losses, FPNC is seeking alternatives to realize value from the
remaining assets of the FPNC.
In 2012, First Philippine Electric Corporation (First Philec) and FPSC initiated arbitration
proceedings against SunPower Philippines Manufacturing Limited (SPML) with the ICC. In
January 2015, a partial award was granted by the arbitral tribunal in favor of First Philec and
FPSC which required SPML to pay FPSC a net sum of $25.2 million as compensation for wafers
not taken by SPML and unpaid services, and First Philec the price of $30.30 million as payment
for First Philec’s shares in FPSC. 
The transfer of First Philippine Electric Corporation’s shares in
FPSC to SPML and the price of those shares are subject to further orders which may be given by
the tribunal in due course in one or more future Awards, which will also deal with the matter of
which party or parties will be responsible for the costs of the arbitration. No payments have been
received from SPML to date.
In view of these favorable decisions by the arbitral tribunal which makes the sale of the ownership
of FPH (through its subsidiaries) in FPNC ans FPSC highly probable, the Group has considered
that the wafer slicing operations of both FPNC and FPSC met the definition of discontinued
operations, and as such, the assets, liabilities and results of operations that can be clearly
distinguished operationally and for financial reporting purposes from the rest of the Group have
been terminated.
The Group exercises judgment in classifying a financial
Classification of Financial Instruments. 
instrument, or its component parts, on initial recognition as either a financial asset, a financial
liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement
and the definition of a financial asset, a financial liability or an equity instrument. The substance
of a financial instrument, rather than its legal form, governs its classification in the consolidated
statement of financial position.
Contingencies. 
The Group has possible claims from or obligation to other parties from past
events and whose existence may only be confirmed by the occurrence or nonoccurrence of one or
more uncertain future events not wholly within its control. Management has determined that the
present obligations with respect to contingent liabilities and claims with respect to contingent
assets do not meet the recognition criteria, and therefore has not recorded any such amounts.
Estimates
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the
financial reporting date, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year, are described below. The
Group based its assumptions and estimates on parameters available when the consolidated
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financial statements were prepared. Existing circumstances and assumptions about future
developments however, may change due to market changes or circumstances arising beyond the
control of the Group. Such changes are reflected in the assumptions when they occur.
Impairment of Nonfinancial Assets (i.e., Investments in Associates and a Joint Venture,
Property, Plant and Equipment, Investment Properties, Concession Rights for Contracts
Acquired, Water Rights, Pipeline Rights, Other Intangible Assets, Prepaid Major Spare Parts and
The Group assesses impairment of these nonfinancial assets
Input VAT Claims/Tax Credits). 
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may
not be recoverable. The factors that the Group consider important, which could trigger an
impairment review include the following:
●
●
●

Significant underperformance relative to expected historical or projected future operating
results;
Significant changes in the manner of use of the acquired assets or the strategy for overall
business; and
Significant negative industry and economic trends.

The Group recognizes an impairment loss whenever the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its
recoverable amount, which is the higher of fair value less cost to sell and valueinuse. The fair
value less cost to sell calculation is based on available data from binding sales transactions in an
arm’s length transaction of similar assets or observable market prices less incremental costs for
disposing of the asset. The value in use calculation is based on a discounted cash flow model
which requires use of estimates of a suitable discount rate and expected future cash inflows.
Recoverable amounts are estimated for individual assets or, if it is not possible, for the
cashgenerating unit to which the assets belong. In the case of Input VAT, where the collection of
tax claims is uncertain, the Group provides an allowance for impairment based on the assessment
of management and the Group’s legal counsel.
The significant impairment losses on property, plant and equipment of the Group come from the
following subsidiaries:
a.

FPNC and FPSC
As a result of the arbitration proceedings of FPNC against Nexolon and of FPSC against
SPML, and the termination of their respective supply agreements, the Group recognized an
impairment loss of ₱
3,919 million in 2012 based on recoverable amount of ₱
875 million
using the assets’ estimated fair value less costs to sell as at December 31, 2012 (see Notes 12
and 35).

b.

EDC
In February 2012, EDC transferred the vacuum pumps from Northern Negros Geothermal
Power Plant (NNGP) to the Palinpinon Power Plant owned by GCGI. Since these
transferred assets were utilized and included in the CGU of the Palinpinon Power Plant,
EDC recognized a corresponding reversal of impairment loss amounting to ₱
64 million
representing the net book value of the assets transferred had no impairment loss been
previously recognized.

To utilize the remaining facilities and fixed assets of NNGP, the BOD of EDC approved in
September 2012 the transfer of the components of the power plant to Nasulo site in Southern
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Negros. This project is expected to generate an incremental 2025MW. The target date for the
start of commercial operations of the power plant in Nasulo is in 2014. As at December 31, 2013,
certain NNGP assets have already been transferred from Northern Negros to Nasulo. Following
the conduct of the testing activities from April 2014 to July 20, 2014, EDC has declared that the
Nasulo Power Plant was already in the status necessary for it to operate as intended by
management effective July 21, 2014. Accordingly, EDC recognized the reversal of previously
impaired NNGP assets amounting to ₱
2,051.9 million, representing the net book value of the
assets transferred had no impairment loss been previously recognized and the corresponding
deferred tax asset of ₱
205.2 million. The recoverable amount of the NNGP assets was ₱
15,579
million based on valueinuse computation (see Notes 12 and 28).
Impairment of Goodwill. 
The Group performs impairment review on goodwill on an annual basis
or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be
impaired. This requires an estimation of the value in use of the CGUs to which goodwill is
allocated. Estimating the value in use requires us to make an estimate of the expected future cash
flows from the CGU and also to choose a suitable discount rate in order to calculate the present
value of those cash flows.
No impairment loss on goodwill was recognized in the consolidated financial statements for each
of the two years in the period ended December 31, 2014. The carrying value of goodwill as at
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014 amounted to₱
48,278 million and to ₱
48,246 million,
respectively.
Exploration and evaluation costs are
Impairment of Exploration and Evaluation Assets. 
recognized as assets in accordance with PFRS 6, 
Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral
Resources
. Capitalization of these costs is based, to a certain extent, on management’s judgment
of the degree to which the expenditure may be associated with finding specific geothermal
reserve. EDC determines impairment of projects based on the technical assessment of its resident
scientists in various disciplines or based on management’s decision not to pursue any further
commercial development of its exploration projects. In 2013, EDC has assessed that its Cabalian
geothermal project located in Southern Leyte is impaired due to issues on productivity and
sustainability of geothermal resources in the area and has recognized an impairment loss of ₱
575
million.
Estimating Useful Lives of Property, Plant and Equipment (except Land), Investment Properties,
Concession Rights for Contracts Acquired, Water Rights and Pipeline Rights and Other
The Group estimated the useful lives based on the periods over which the
Intangible Assets. 
assets are expected to be available for use and on the collective assessment of industry practices,
internal technical evaluation and experience with similar assets and arrangements.
The estimated useful lives are reviewed at each financial reporting date and updated, if
expectations differ from previous estimates due to physical wear and tear, technical or commercial
obsolescence and legal or other limits in the use of these assets. However, it is possible that future
results of operations could be materially affected by changes in the estimates brought about by
changes in the aforementioned factors.
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The amounts and timing of recording the depreciation and amortization for any year would be
affected by changes in these factors and circumstances. A reduction in the estimated useful lives
would increase the depreciation and amortization and decrease the carrying value of the assets.
Impairment of Investments in Equity Securities. 
The Group considers investments in equity
securities as impaired when there has been a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of
such investments below their cost or where other objective evidence of impairment exists. The
determination of what is “significant” or “prolonged” requires judgment. The Group treats
“significant” generally as 20% or more and “prolonged” as greater than 12 months. In addition,
the Group evaluates other factors, including normal volatility in share price for quoted equities
and the future cash flows and the discount factors for unquoted equities.
The Group recognized impairment losses of ₱
39 million, ₱
149 million and ₱
156 million on its
investment in Narra Venture Capital Management II, LLC (Narra Venture) in 2014, 2013 and
2012, respectively.
Investments in equity and debt securities are carried at ₱
13,327 million and 11,898 million as at
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively.
Impairment of Loans and Receivables. 
The Group reviews its loans and receivables at each
financial reporting date to assess whether an allowance for impairment should be recorded in the
consolidated statement of income. In particular, judgment by management is required in the
estimation of the amount and timing of future cash flows when determining the level of allowance
required. Such estimates are based on assumptions about a number of factors and actual results
may differ, resulting in future changes in the allowance.
The Group maintains an allowance for impairment of receivables at a level that management
considers adequate to provide for potential uncollectibility of its trade and other receivables. The
Group evaluates specific balances where management has information that certain amounts may
not be collectible. In these cases, the Group uses judgment, based on available facts and
circumstances, and a review of the factors that affect the collectibility of the accounts including,
but not limited to, the age and status of the receivables, collection experience, and past loss
experience.
The review is made by management on a continuing basis to identify accounts to be provided with
allowance. These specific reserves are reevaluated and adjusted as additional information
received affects the amount estimated.
In addition to specific allowance against individually significant receivables, the Group also
makes a collective impairment allowance against exposures which, although not specifically
identified as requiring a specific allowance, have a greater risk of default than when originally
granted. Collective assessment of impairment is made on a portfolio or group basis after
performing a regular review of age and status of the portfolio/group of accounts relative to
historical collections, changes in payment terms, and other factors that may affect ability to collect
payments.
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Allowance for impairment loss on receivables amounted to ₱
347 million and ₱
491 million as at
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively. The carrying amount of receivables
amounted to ₱
30,970 million and 31,775 million as at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014,
respectively .
Estimating NRV of Inventories. 
Inventories are presented at the lower of cost or NRV. Estimates
of NRV are based on the most reliable evidence available at the time the estimates are made, of
the amount the inventories are expected to realize. A review of the items of inventories is
performed at each financial reporting date to reflect the accurate valuation of inventories in the
consolidated financial statements.
Estimation of Retirement Benefit Liability. 
The cost of defined benefit pension plans and other
postemployment medical benefits as well as the present value of the pension obligation are
determined using actuarial valuations. The actuarial valuation involves making various
assumptions. These include the determination of the discount rates, future salary increases,
mortality rates and future pension increases. Due to the complexity of the valuation, the
underlying assumptions and its longterm nature, defined benefit obligations are highly sensitive
to changes in these assumptions. All assumptions are reviewed at each financial reporting date.
In determining the appropriate discount rate, management considers the interest rates of
government bonds that are denominated in the currency in which the benefits will be paid, with
extrapolated maturities corresponding to the expected duration of the defined benefit obligation.
The mortality rate is based on publicly available mortality tables for the specific country and is
modified accordingly with estimates of mortality improvements. Future salary increases and
pension increases are based on expected future inflation rates for the specific country.
Estimation of Asset Retirement and Preservation Obligations. The asset retirement and
preservation obligations of the Group pertain to the following subsidiaries.
a. FGP, FGPC and FG Bukidnon
Under their respective Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) issued by the
Department of Environmental and Natural Resources (DENR), FGP and FGPC have legal
obligations to dismantle their power plant assets at the end of their useful lives. FG
Bukidnon, on the other hand, has a contractual obligation under the lease agreement with
PSALM to dismantle its power plant assets at the end of the useful lives.
b.

EDC
In 2009, with the conversion of its Geothermal Service Contracts (GSCs) to Geothermal
Renewable Energy Service Contracts (GRESCs), EDC has made a judgment that the
GRESCs are subject to the provision for restoration costs. In determining the amount of
provisions for rehabilitation and restoration costs, assumptions and estimates are required in
relation to the expected cost to rehabilitate and restore sites and infrastructure when such
obligation exists.

c.

FPIC
The Asset preservation obligation (APO) of FPIC represents the net present value of
obligations associated with the preservation of property and equipment that resulted from
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acquisition, construction or development and the normal operation of property and
equipment. FPIC commissions an independent party, as deemed appropriate, to initially
estimate APO. The provision recognized represents the best estimate of the expenditures
required to preserve the assets similar with the requirement of asset retirement obligation.
Such cost estimates are discounted using a pretax rate of 6.0% which management assessed
as reflective of current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific
to the liability.
The asset retirement and preservation obligations recognized represent the best estimate of the
expenditures required to dismantle the power plants at the end of their useful lives and to preserve
the property and equipment of FPIC. Such cost estimates are discounted using a pretax rate that
reflects the current market assessment of the time value of money and the risks specific to the
liability. Each year, the asset retirement obligations are increased to reflect the accretion of
discount and to accrue an estimate for the effects of inflation, with the charges being recognized
under the “Interest expense and financing charges” account in the consolidated statement of
income. While it is believed that the assumptions used in the estimation of such costs are
reasonable, significant changes in these assumptions may materially affect the recorded expense
or obligations in future years.
Asset retirement and preservation obligations amounted to ₱
1,520 million and ₱
1,452 million as at
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014.
Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets. 
The carrying amounts of deferred tax assets at each financial
reporting date are reviewed and reduced to the extent that there are no longer sufficient taxable
profits available to allow all or part of the deferred tax assets to be utilized. The Group’s
assessment of the recognition of deferred tax assets on deductible temporary differences,
carryforward benefits of MCIT and NOLCO is based on the forecasted taxable income of the
following reporting period. This forecast is based on the Group’s past results and future
expectations on revenues and expenses.
Estimating Revenue and Cost of Real Estate Sales
. Rockwell Land’s revenue and cost recognition
policies require management to make use of estimates and assumptions that may affect the
reported amounts of revenues and costs. Rockwell Land’s revenue from real estate contracts
recognized based on the percentage of completion method is measured principally on the basis of
the estimated completion of a physical proportion of the contract work. Cost of real estate sold is
recognized consistent with the revenue recognition method applied. Cost of condominium units
sold before completion of the project is determined based on actual costs and project estimates of
building contractors and technical staff. At each financial reporting date, these estimates are
reviewed and revised to reflect the current conditions, when necessary.
Certain financial assets and financial liabilities are required
Fair Value of Financial Instruments. 
to be carried at fair value, which requires the use of accounting estimates and judgment. While
significant components of fair value measurement are determined using verifiable objective
evidence (i.e., foreign exchange rates, interest rates and volatility rates), the timing and amount of
changes in fair value would differ with the valuation methodology used. Any changes in the fair
value of these financial assets and financial liabilities would directly affect consolidated profit and
loss and consolidated equity.
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When the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities recorded in the consolidated
statement of financial position cannot be derived from active markets, they are determined using a
variety of valuation techniques that include the use of mathematical models. The inputs to these
models are taken from observable markets where possible, but when this is not feasible, a degree
of judgment is required in establishing fair values. The judgments include considerations of
liquidity and model inputs such as correlation and volatility for longer dated financial instruments.
Fair values of the Group’s financial assets and liabilities are set out in Note 33 of the consolidated
financial statements.
The Group is involved in various legal
Legal Contingencies and Regulatory Assessments. 
proceedings and regulatory assessments as discussed in Note 35. The Group has developed
estimates of probable costs for the resolution of possible claims in consultation with inhouse and
external counsels handling the Group’s defense for various legal proceedings and regulatory
assessments and is based upon an analysis of potential results.
The Group, in consultation with its external legal counsels, does not believe that these
proceedings will have a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial statements.
However, it is possible that future results of operations could be materially affected by changes in
the estimates or the effectiveness of management’s strategies relating to these proceedings.
Shortfall Generation. 
EDC’s PPA with NPC requires the annual nomination of capacity that EDC
shall deliver to NPC. EDC bills NPC based on the nominated capacity. At the end of the contract
year, EDC’s fulfillment of the nominated capacity and the parties’ responsibilities for any
shortfall shall be determined. The contract year for the Unified Leyte PPA is for fiscal period
ending July 25 while the contract year for the Mindanao I and II PPAs is for fiscal period ending
December 25 (see Note 34). Assessment is made at every financial reporting date whether the
nominated capacity would be met based on management’s projection of electricity generation
covering the entire contract year. If the occurrence of shortfall generation is determined to be
probable, the amount of estimated reimbursement to NPC is accounted for as a deduction to
revenue for the period and a corresponding liability is recognized. 
Moreover, the amount of
estimations relating to the shortfall generation under the PPA’s covering Unified Leyte, Mindanao
I and Mindanao II could be subsequently adjusted depending on the subsequent reconciliation by
the Technical or Steering Committee established in accordance with the Unified Leyte PPA in
view of the parties’ responsibilities in connection with the consequences of Typhoon Yolanda.

4. Operating Segment Information
Operating segments are components of the Group that engage in business activities from which
they may earn revenues and incur expenses, whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the
Group’s chief operating decisionmaker (the BOD) to make decisions about how resources are to
be allocated to the segment and assess their performances, and for which discrete financial
information is available.
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The Group’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according to the nature
of the products and services, with each segment representing a strategic business unit that offers
different products and serves different markets.
The Group conducts majority of its business activities in the following areas:
●
●

●
●

Power generation – power generation subsidiaries under First Gen
Real estate development – residential and commercial real estate development and leasing of
Rockwell Land and First Philippine Realty Corporation (FPRC), and sale of industrial lots
and readybuilt factories by First Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP)
Manufacturing – manufacturing subsidiaries under First Philec
Construction and other services – investment holdings, oil transporting company,
construction, securities transfer services and financing

Segment income is evaluated based on net income and is measured consistently with net income
in the consolidated statements of income. Segment revenue, segment expenses and segment
performance include transfers between business segments. The transfers are accounted for at
competitive market prices charged to unrelated customers for similar products. Such transfers are
eliminated in consolidation.
Financial information about the business segments follows:

Power
Real Estate
Generation Development
(Php in Millions)
Revenues:
42,946
3,177
External sales
Intersegment sales
Equity in net earnings of
associates and a joint

55
venture
42,946
3,232
Total revenues
(31,639)
(2,523)
Costs and expenses
220
526
Finance income
(4,113)
(238)
Finance costs
Foreign exchange gain
(249)
1
(loss)
1,015
128
Other income (loss)
Income (loss)
before
8,180
1,126
income tax
(1,782)
(295)
Provision for income tax
Net
income
from
6,398
831
continuing operations
Net
loss
from


discontinued operations
6,398
831
Net income

June 30, 2015
Construction
Manufa
and Other
cturing
Services
Eliminations Consolidated

1,052

4,085

(2,899)

48,361
0


1,052
(791)
2
(29)

3,408
7,493
(4,192)
52
(456)

(3,401)
(6,300)
2,523



62
48,423
(36,622)
800
(4,836)

(3)



548


(345)

(251)
1,346

231
(35)

3,445
(100)

(4,122)
26

8,860
(2,186)

196

3,345

(4,096)

6,674

(168)
28


3,345


(4,096)

(168)
6,506
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Power
Real Estate
(Php in Millions)
Generation Development
Revenues:
External sales
41,673
3,498
Intersegment sales


Equity in net earnings of
associates and a joint
venture

47
Total revenues
41,673
3,545
Costs and expenses
(30,021)
(2,852)
Finance income
145
546
Finance costs
(3,683)
(305)
Foreign exchange gain
(loss)
481
(2)
Other income (loss)
649
127
Income (loss) before
income tax
9,244
1,059
Provision for income tax
(1,629)
(236)
Net income from
7,615
823
continuing operations
Net loss from
discontinued operations


Net income
7,615
823

Power
Real Estate
(Php in Millions)
Generation Development
Revenues:
External sales
40,309
3,034
Intersegment sales

17
Equity in net earnings of
associates and a joint


venture
Total revenues
40,309
3,051
Costs and expenses
(30,420)
(2,586)
Finance income
194
404
Finance costs
(3,024)
(134)
Foreign exchange gain
(loss)
(915)
1
Other income (loss)
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Income (loss) before
income tax
6,144
871
Provision for income tax
(1,394)
(222)
Net
income
from
continuing operations
4,750
649
Net
loss
from


discontinued operations
Net income
4,750
649

June 30, 2014
Construction
Manufac
and Other
turing
Services Eliminations Consolidated
957


3,771
2,946

(2,026)
(2,940)

47,873
6


957
(840)
1
1


6,717
(3,871)
38
(275)


(4,966)
1,411

50

47
47,926
(36,173)
730
(4,212)

(11)
8

(7)
698


(663)

461
819

116
(15)

3,300
(73)

(4,168)
7

9,551
(1,946)

101

3,227

(4,161)

7,605

(298)
(197)


3,227


(4,161)

(298)
7,307

June 30, 2013
Construction
Manufac
and Other
turing
Services Eliminations Consolidated
585


1,353
740


(757)

45,281



585
(890)
22
(68)

5
2,098
(2,299)
102
(391)


(757)
606

87

5
45,286
(35,589)
722
(3,530)

43
61

8
4,006


(3,917)

(863)
285

(247)
(29)

3,524
113

(3,981)
(15)

6,311
(1,547)

(276)

3,637

(3,996)

4,764


(276)


3,637


(3,996)


4,764
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5. Subsidiaries, Significant Acquisitions and Discontinued Operations
The accompanying consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of FPH and the following subsidiaries. All subsidiaries, except for
FGHC International Limited (FGHC International), FPH Fund Corporation (FPH Fund), FPH Ventures Corporation (FPH Ventures), Bluespark Management
Limited (Bluespark) [formerly Lisbon Star Management Limited] and certain subsidiaries of Energy Development Corporation (EDC), are incorporated in the
Philippines. FGHC International, FPH Fund and FPH Ventures are registered in the Cayman Islands. Bluespark is incorporated in British Virgin Islands
while certain subsidiaries of EDC are incorporated in Hong Kong, Peru, Chile and Indonesia.
Details of the Group’s subsidiaries as at June 2015 and December 31, 2014 are set out below.
June 30, 2015

Subsidiaries
Power Generation
First Gen Corporation (First Gen)
First Gen Renewables, Inc.
FG Bukidnon Power Corp. (FG Bukidnon)
Unified Holdings Corporation (Unified)
5
FGP Corp. (FGP)
AlliedGen Power Corporation
First NatGas Power Corporation (FNPC)
First Gen Luzon Power Corporation.
First Gen Visayas Hydro Power Corporation (FG Visayas)
First Gen Mindanao Hydro Power Corporation (FG Mindanao)
FGen Northern Mindanao Holdings, Inc. (FNMHI)
FGen Bubunawan Hydro Corporation (FG Bubunawan)
FGen Cabadbaran Hydro Corporation (FG Cabadbaran)
FGen Puyo Hydro Corporation (FG Puyo)
FG Mindanao Renewables Corp. (FMRC)
FGen Tagoloan Hydro Corporation (FG Tagoloan)
FGen Tumalaong Hydro Corporation (FG Tumalaong)

Place of
incorporation
and operation
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

December 31, 2014

Percentage of ownership held by the Group
Direct
Indirect
Direct
Indirect
66.24
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

66.24
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
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First Gen Ecopower Solutions, Inc. (formerly First Gen Geothermal Power
Corporation)
First Gen Energy Solutions, Inc.
First Gen Premier Energy Corporation
First Gen Prime Energy Corporation
First Gen Visayas Energy Corporation
Northern Terracotta Power Corporation (Northern Terracotta)
Blue Vulcan Holdings Corporation
Prime Meridian Powergen Corporation (PMPC)
Bluespark Management Limited (Bluespark) [formerly Lisbon Star
Management Limited]
Goldsilk Holdings Corporation (Goldsilk) [formerly Lisbon Star
Philippines Holdings, Inc.]
Dualcore Holdings, Inc. (Dualcore) [formerly BG Consolidated
Holdings (Philippines), Inc.]
Onecore Holdings, Inc. (Onecore) [formerly BG Philippines Holdings, Inc.]
First Gas Holdings Corporation (FGHC)
First Gas Power Corporation (FGPC)
First Gas Pipeline Corporation
FG Land Corporation
FGEN LNG Corporation (FGEN LNG)
First Gen LNG Holdings Corporation (LNG Holdings)
First Gen Merdian Holdings, Inc. (FGEN Meridian)
FGen Northern Power Corp. (FGEN Northern Power)
FGen Power Ventures, Inc. (FGEN Power Ventures)
FGen Casecnan Hydro Power Corp. (FGEN Casecnan)
FGen Power Holdings, Inc. (Power Holdings)
FGen Prime Holdings, Inc. (Prime Holdings)
FGen Eco Solutions Holdings, Inc. (FGESHI)
FGen Liquefied Natural Gas Holdings, Inc. (Liquefied Holdings)
FGen Reliable Energy Holdings, Inc. (FG Reliable Energy)
FGen Power Solutions, Inc. (FG Power Solutions)
FGen Vibrant Blue Sky Holdings, Inc. (FGVBSHI)

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
British Virgin
Islands

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

Philippines

–

100.00

–

100.00

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
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First Gen Hydro Power Corporation (FG Hydro)
Prime Terracota Holdings Corporation (Prime Terracota)
Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation (Red Vulcan)
Energy Development Corporation (EDC)
EDC Drillco Corporation
EDC Geothermal Corp. (EGC)
Green Core Geothermal Inc. (GCGI)
BacMan Geothermal Inc. (BGI)
Unified Leyte Geothermal Energy Inc. (ULGEI)
Southern Negros Geothermal, Inc. (SNGI)
EDC Mindanao Geothermal, Inc. (EMGI)
BacMan Energy Development Corporation (BEDC)
Kayabon Geothermal Inc. (KGI)
Mount Apo Renewable, Inc. (MAREI)
EDC Wind Energy Holdings, Inc. (EWEHI)
EDC Burgos Wind Power Corporation (EBWPC)
EDC Pagudpud Wind Power Corporation (EPWPC)
EDC Bayog Burgos Power Corporation (EBBPC)
EDC Pagali Burgos Wind Power Corporation (EPBWPC)
EDC Corporation Chile Limitada
EDC Holdings International Limited (EHIL)
Energy Development Corporation Hong Kong Limited (EDC HKL)
EDC Chile Holdings SpA
EDC Geotermica Chile SpA
EDC Peru Holdings S.A.C
EDC Geotermica Peru S.A.C
EDC Quellaapacheta
EDC Geotermica Del Sur S.A.C.
EDC Energia Azul S.A.C.
Geothermica Crucero Peru S.A.C.

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Santiago,
Chile
British Virgin
Islands
Santiago,
Chile
Santiago,
Chile
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
_
_

100.00
73.00
100.00
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
60.00
60.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
_
_

100.00
73.00
100.00
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
60.00
60.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
100.00
100.00
70.00
100.00
100.00
42.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
100.00
100.00
70.00
100.00
100.00
42.00
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EDC Energía Perú S.A.C.
Geothermica Tutupaca Norte Peru S.A.C.
EDC Energía Geotérmica S.A.C.
EDC Progreso Geotérmico Perú S.A.C.
Geothermica Loriscota Peru S.A.C.
EDC Energía Renovable Perú S.A.C.
PT EDC Indonesia
PT EDC Panas Bumi Indonesia
EDC Soluciones Sostenibles Ltd
EDC Energia Verde Chile SpA
EDC Energia de la Tierra SpA
EDC Desarollo Sostenible Ltd
EDC Energia Verde Peru SAC
EDC Bright Solar Energy Holdings, Inc. (EBSEHI)
EDC Bago Solar Power Corporation (EBSPC)
EDC Burgos Solar Corporation (EBSC)
Batangas Cogeneration Corporation (Batangas Cogen)
Manufacturing
First Philippine Electric Corporation (First Philec)
First Sumiden Realty, Inc. (FSRI)
First Electro Dynamics Corporation (FEDCOR)
First Philippine Power Systems, Inc. (FPPSI)
First Philec Manufacturing Technologies Corporation (FPMTC)
First PV Ventures Corporation
First Philec Nexolon Corporation
First Philec Solar Solutions Corporation
Philippine Electric Corporation (PHILEC)
First Philec Solar Corporation
Cleantech Energy Holdings PTE, Ltd.
Real Estate Development
First Philippine Realty Development Corporation (FPRDC)

Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Lima, Peru
Jakarta Pusat,
Indonesia
Jakarta Pusat,
Indonesia
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
42.00
100.00
100.00
42.00
100.00

–
–
–
–
–
–

100.00
42.00
100.00
100.00
42.00
100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
60.00

100.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
–

–
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
60.00

100.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
–

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

100.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
70.00
100.00
99.20
74.54
100.00

100.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
70.00
100.00
99.20
74.54
100.00

Philippines

100.00

–

100.00

–
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First Philippine Realty Corporation (FPRC)
First Philippine Properties Corporation (FPPC)
First Philippine Development Corp. (FPDC)
FPH Land Venture, Inc.
First Industrial Township Inc.
First Industrial Township Water Inc.
First Industrial Township Utilities Inc.
FPH Land Venture, Inc.
FPHC Realty and Development Corporation (FPHC Realty)
Rockwell Land Corporation (Rockwell Land) (see Note 10)
Rockwell Integrated Property Services, Inc.
Rockwell Primaries Development Corporation (formerly, Rockwell Homes,
Inc.)
ATR KimEng Land, Inc.
Rockwell Hotels & Leisure Management Corporation
Stonewell Property Development Corporation
Primaries Properties Sales Specialist Inc.
Rockwell Leisure Club, Inc. (RLCI) (see Note 2)
Retailscapes, Inc.
First Philippine Industrial Park, Inc. (FPIP)
FPIP Property Developers and Management Corporation
FPIP Utilities, Inc.
Grand Batangas Resort Development, Inc.

Terraprime, Inc. 
(Terraprime)
Construction
First Balfour, Inc. (First Balfour)
Therma Prime Wells Services, Inc. (Therma Prime)
Therma One Transport Corporation
Others
First Philippine Utilities Corporation (FPUC, formerly First Philippine Union
Fenosa, Inc.)
Securities Transfer Services, Inc.

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

100.00
100.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
98.00
86.58
–

–
–
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
–
–
100.00

100.00
100.00
–
–
–
–
–
–
98.00
86.58
–

–
–
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
–
–
100.00

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
70.00
–
–
–
–

100.00
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
69.00
100.00
–
100.00
100.00
85.00
100.00

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
70.00
–
–
–
–

100.00
60.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
69.00
100.00
–
100.00
100.00
85.00
100.00

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines

100.00
–
–

–
100.00
100.00

100.00
–
–

–
100.00
–

Philippines
Philippines

100.00
100.00

–
–

100.00
100.00

–
–
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FPH Capital Resources, Inc. (FCRI, formerly First Philippine Lending
Corporation)
FGHC International
FPH Fund
FPH Ventures
First Philippine Industrial Corporation (FPIC)

Philippines
Cayman
Islands
Cayman
Islands
Cayman
Islands
Philippines

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

100.00

–

–
60.00

100.00
–

–
60.00

100.00
–
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6. Investments in Equity Securities
The Group classified its remaining investment in MERALCO shares to investment in equity
securities in accordance to PAS 39, 
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
.
Accordingly, the remaining investment in MERALCO is measured at fair value in the
consolidated statement of financial position and any fair value changes are recognized directly in
equity
The Group’s remaining interest in Meralco was 3.95% as at June 30, 2015 and December 31,
2014.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the carrying amount of the Group’s investment in
Meralco amounted to ₱
12,951 million (valued at ₱
291.2 a share) and ₱
11,362 million (valued at
₱
256 a share), respectively.
Dividend income from Meralco amounted to ₱
376.8 million and ₱
286.3 million for the period
ended June 2015 and 2014, respectively.

7. Earnings Per Share Computation
The following table presents information necessary to compute earnings per share as of June 30,
2015 and 2014 :
2015
2014
(
In Millions, Except Number of Shares and Per Share Data)
Net income attributable to equity holders of the Parent
₱
2,653

₱
2,534
Less dividends on preferred shares
49
–
(a) Net income (loss) available to common shares
2,604
2,534
From Continuing Operations
2,772
2,873
From Discontinued Operations
(168)
(339)
Number of shares:
Common shares outstanding at beginning
552,537,583
of year
553,564,971
Effect of common share issuances
and buyback during the year
169,568
175,181
(b) Adjusted weighted average number of common
shares outstanding  basic
553,734,539
552,713,364
Effect of dilutive potential common shares
under the ESOP
280,481
1,611,326
(c) Adjusted weighted average number of common
shares outstanding  diluted
554,015,020
554,324,690
EPS:
Basic (a/b)
₱
4.702

₱
4.585

From Continuing Operations
5.006
5.196
From Discontinued Operations
(0.304)
(0.612)
Diluted (a/c)
4.700
4.571
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8. Financial Risk Management Objectives and Policies
The Group’s principal financial liabilities consist of loans payable, bonds payable and longterm
debts. The main purpose of these financial liabilities is to raise financing for the Group’s growth
and operations. The Group has other various financial instruments such as cash equivalents,
shortterm investments, trade and other receivables, investments in equity securities, trade
payables and other current liabilities which arise directly from its operations. The Group also
enters into derivative and hedging transactions, primarily interest rate swaps, crosscurrency swap
and foreign currency forwards, as needed, for the sole purpose of managing the relevant financial
risks that are associated with the Group’s borrowing activities and as required by the lenders in
certain cases.
The Group has an Enterprisewide Risk Management Program which aims to identify risks based
on the likelihood of occurrence and impact to the business, formulate risk management strategies,
assess risk management capabilities and continuously monitor the risk management efforts. The
main financial risks arising from the Group’s financial instruments are interest rate risk, foreign
currency risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, credit concentration risk, and equity price risk. The BOD
reviews and approves policies for managing each of these risks as summarized below. The
Group’s accounting policies in relation to derivative financial instruments are set out in Note 2 to
the consolidated financial statements.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates.
The Group’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the
Group’s longterm debts with floating interest rates. The Group policy is to manage interest cost
through a mix of fixed and variable rate debt. On a regular basis, the Finance team of the Group
monitors the interest rate exposure and presents it to management by way of a compliance report.
To manage the exposure to floating interest rates in a costefficient manner, the Group may
consider prepayment, refinancing, or entering into derivative instruments as deemed necessary
and feasible.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, approximately 70% and 69%, respectively, of the
Group’s borrowings are subject to fixed interest rate.
Interest Rate Risk Table. 
The following table set out the carrying amounts, by maturity, of the
Group’s financial instruments that are subject to interest rate risk as at June 30, 2015 and
December 31, 2014.
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Interest Rates
Floating Rate
Parent Company
4,800 million FRCNs

1.5% + 6 months PDST F
rate or BSP overnight
rate, whichever is higher

Power Generation Companies
Uncovered Facility
3.61%
Term Loan Facility
2.59%
Staple Financing
2.95%
PNB and Allied Bank Loan
4.50%
US$80.0 million
2.04%
US$175M Refinanced Syndicated
Term Loan
2.00%  2.06%
$35.5M Commercial Debt Facility 2.34%
$139.0M ECA Debt Facility
2.69%
5.17 B Commercial Debt Facility 6.13% 6.33%
Manufacturing Companies
First Philec’s $20.6 million
Philippine National Bank (PNB)
3 months LIBOR + 3.50%
Loan

Interest Rates
Floating Rate
Parent Company
4,800 million FRCNs

1.5% + 6 months PDST F
rate or BSP overnight rate,
whichever is higher

Power Generation Companies
Uncovered Facility
3.61%
Term Loan Facility
2.59%
Staple Financing
2.95%
PNB and Allied Bank Loan
4.50%
US$80.0 million
2.04%
US$175M Refinanced Syndicated
Term Loan
2.00%  2.06%
$35.5M Commercial Debt Facility 2.34%
$139.0M ECA Debt Facility
2.69%
5.17 B Commercial Debt Facility 6.13% 6.33%
Manufacturing Companies
First Philec’s $20.6 million
Philippine National Bank (PNB)
Loan
3 months LIBOR + 3.50%

Within
1 Year
(In Php Millions)

June 30, 2015
More than
More than
1 Year
3 Years
up to
up to
3 Years
5 Years

More than
5 Years

Total

1,008

2,040

528

–

3,576

373
887
1,311
386
–

598
2,320
3,806
814
180

–
2,866
–
900
3,228

–
7,029
–
1,500
–

971
13,102
5,117
3,568
3,408

789
32
125
104

4,306
136
533
443

–
176
689
574

–
1,299
5,161
4,407

5,095
1,644
6,509
5,528

116

232

232

292

872

December 31, 2014
More than
More than
1 Year
3 Years
up to
up to
Within
3 Years
5 Years
1 Year
(In Php Millions)

More than
5 Years

Total

1,008

2,016

1,056

–

4,080

370
880
1,300
382
–

593
2,301
3,775
808
179

–
2,842
–
893
3,256

–
6,971
–
1,487

963
12,994
5,075
3,570
3,435

783
32
124
103

4,696
135
529
440

–
174
684
569

–
1,246
4,879
4,058

5,479
1,587
6,216
5,170

115

231

231

345

922

Floating interest rates on financial instruments are repriced semiannually on each interest
payment date. Interest on financial instruments classified as fixed rate is fixed until the maturity
of the instrument.
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The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in interest rates
for the years ended June 30, 2015 and 2014, with all other variables held constant, of the Group’s
income before income tax and equity (through the impact of floating rate borrowings, and
derivative assets and liabilities):

Increase/
Decrease
in Basis Points
June 30, 2015
Parent Company  floating rate borrowings
Subsidiaries  floating rate borrowings 
U.S. Dollar
Philippine Peso
June 30, 2014
Parent Company  floating rate borrowings
Subsidiaries  floating rate borrowings 
U.S. Dollar
Philippine Peso

Effect
on Income
Before
Income Tax
(In Millions)

Effect
on Equity

+100
100

(36)
36

–
–

+100
100

(316)
316

310
(597)

+100
100

(142)
142

–
–

+100
100

(41)
41

–
–

+100
100

(124)
124

(254)
(398)

+100
100

(105)
105

–
–

The effect of changes in interest rates in equity pertains to the fair valuation of derivatives
designated as cash flow hedges and is exclusive of the impact of changes affecting the Group’s
consolidated statements of income.
The Group determined the +/ 1% reasonably possible change based on linear estimates of the
future foreign exchange rate based on the previous 12month average monthly foreign exchange
rates.
Foreign Currency Risk
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument
will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates.
Foreign Currency Risk with Respect to U.S. Dollar. 
The Group, except First Gen group, FSRI,
BPPC, FPSC, First PV, FPNC, FGHC International and FPH Fund, is exposed to foreign currency
risk through cash and cash equivalents and shortterm investments denominated in U.S. dollar.
Any depreciation of the U.S. dollar against the Philippine peso posts foreign exchange losses
relating to cash and cash equivalents and shortterm investments.
To better manage the foreign exchange risk, stabilize cash flows, and further improve the
investment and cash flow planning, the Group may consider derivative contracts and other
hedging products as necessary. The U.S.dollar denominated monetary assets are translated to
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Philippine peso using the exchange rate of ₱
45.09 to US$1.00 and ₱
44.72 to US$1.00 as at June
30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively.
Credit Risk Exposure. 
The table below shows the gross maximum exposure to credit risk of the
Group as at:
June 30,
2015
Loans and receivables:
Cash and cash equivalents*
Shortterm investments
Trade and other receivables:
Trade
Others
Special deposits and funds
Other current assets
Total credit exposure

December 31,
2014
(In Php Millions)

44,262
4,904

45,870
5,335

28,712
2,258
100
44
80,280

29,079
2,696
100
44
83,124

* Excluding the Group’s cash on hand amounting to ₱2 million in June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014. The
Group’s deposit accounts in certain banks are covered by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation insurance
coverage.

The Group holds no significant collateral as security and there are no significant credit
enhancements in respect of the above assets.
Aging Analysis of Financial Assets. 
The following tables show the Group’s aging analysis of past
due but not impaired financial assets as at December 31:
June 30, 2015
Neither
Past Due
nor
< 30
Impaired Days
(In Php Millions)
Loans and Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Shortterm investments
Trade and other receivables
Special deposits and funds
Equity securities
Other current assets
Financial asset at FVPL: Derivative
asset
Equity securities
Financial asset accounted for as cash
flow hedge  Derivative asset

Past Due but not Impaired
30–60
61–90
91–120
> 120
Days
Days
Days
Days

Total Impaired Total

44,262
4,904

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

– 44,262
– 4,904

24,558
100
13,237
44

493
–
–
–

355
–
–
–

2,770
–
–
–

332
–
–
–

2,462
–
–
–

6,412
–
–
–

347 31,317
–
100
– 13,237
–
44

1,016
4

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

231
88,356

–
493

–
355

–
2,770

–
332

–
2,462

–
6,412

–
–

1,016
4

–
231
347 95,115
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December 31, 2014
Neither
Past Due
nor
< 30
Impaired Days
(In Php Millions)
Loans and Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Shortterm investments
Trade and other receivables
Special deposits and funds
AFS financial assets
Other current assets
Financial asset at FVPL: Derivative
asset
Equity securities
Financial asset accounted for as
cash flow hedge  Derivative asset

Past Due but not Impaired
30–60 61–90 91–120
> 120
Days
Days
Days
Days

Total Impaired Total

45,870
5,335
26,283
100
11,898
44

–
–
1,599
–
–
–

–
–
1,497
–
–
–

–
–
1,376
–
–
–

–
–
932
–
–
–

–
–
88
–
–
–

–
–
5,492
–
–
–

524
4

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

224
90,282

–
1,599

–
1,497

–
1,376

–
932

–
88

–
5,492

– 45,870
– 5,335
519 32,294
–
100
– 11,898
–
44
–
–

524
4

–
224
519 96,293

Credit Quality of Neither Past Due Nor Impaired Financial Assets
. The payment history of the
counter parties and their ability to settle their obligations are considered in evaluating credit
quality. Financial assets are classified as high grade if the counterparties are not expected to
default in settling their obligations, thus, credit exposure is minimal. These counterparties
normally include banks, related parties and customers who pay on or before due date. Financial
assets are classified as standard grade if the counterparties settle their obligations to the Group
with tolerable delays. Low grade accounts are accounts which have probability of impairment
based on historical trend. These accounts show propensity of default in payment despite regular
followup actions and extended payment terms.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the financial assets categorized as neither past due
nor impaired are viewed by management as high grade.
Concentration of Credit Risk
The Group, through First Gen’s operating subsidiaries namely, FGP and FGPC, earns a
substantial portion of its revenues from Meralco. Meralco is committed to pay for the capacity
and energy generated by the San Lorenzo and Santa Rita power plants under the existing
longterm PPAs which are due to expire in September 2027 and August 2025, respectively.
While the PPAs provide for the mechanisms by which certain costs and obligations including fuel
costs, among others, are passedthrough to Meralco or are otherwise recoverable from Meralco, it
is the intention of First Gen, FGP and FGPC to ensure that the passthrough mechanisms, as
provided for in their respective PPAs, are followed.
EDC’s geothermal and power generation businesses trade with NPC as its major customer. Any
failure on the part of NPC to pay its obligations to EDC would significantly affect EDC’s
business operations.
Under the current regulatory regime, the generation rates charged by FGP and FGPC to Meralco
are not subject to regulations and are complete passthrough charges to Meralco’s customers.
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The Group’s exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparties, with a maximum
exposure equal to the carrying amounts of the receivables from Meralco, in the case of FGP and
FGPC, and the receivables from NPC, in the case of EDC.
The table below shows the risk exposure in respect to credit concentration of the Group as at June
30, 2015 and December 31, 2014.

Trade receivables from Meralco
Trade receivables from NPC
Total receivables
Credit concentration percentage

June 30,
2015
₱
6,513

2,548

December 31,
2014
₱
8,101

3,739

30,970

31,775

29.26%

37.26%

Liquidity Risk
The Group’s exposure to liquidity risk refers to lack of funding needed to finance its growth and
capital expenditures, service its maturing loan obligations in a timely fashion, and meet its
working capital requirements. To manage this exposure, the Group maintains internally generated
funds and prudently manages the proceeds obtained from fundraising in the debt and equity
markets. On a regular basis, the Group’s Treasury Department monitors the available cash
balances. The Group maintains a level of cash and cash equivalents deemed sufficient to finance
the operations.
In addition, the Group has shortterm investments and has available credit lines with certain
banking institutions. FGP and FGPC, in particular, maintain a Debt Service Revenue Account to
sustain the debt service requirements for the next payment period. As part of its liquidity risk
management, the Group regularly evaluates its projected and actual cash flows. It also
continuously assesses the financial market conditions for opportunities to pursue fund raising
activities.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, 19% and 21% respectively, of the Group’s debts will
mature in less than one year, based on the carrying value of borrowings reflected in the
consolidated financial statements.
The tables summarize the maturity profile of the Group’s financial assets used for liquidity
management and liabilities as at June 30 based on contractual undiscounted receipts and
payments.
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June 30, 2015
On
Less than
Demand 3 Months
(In Php Millions)
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Shortterm investments
Trade receivables
Special deposits and funds
Equity securities
Other current assets

44,264
–
24,558
–
13,237
–
82,059

More
than
> 1 to
5 Years 5 Years

3 to 12
Months

–
–
3,618
–
–
–
3,618

–
4,904
2,794
–
–
44
7,742

–
–
–
100
–
–
100

Total

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

44,264
4,904
30,970
100
13,237
44
93,519

June 30, 2015
On
Less than
Demand 3 Months
(In Php Millions)
Financial Liabilities Carried
at Amortized Cost
Loans payable
Trade payables and other current
liabilities
Longterm debts, including current
portion

More
than
> 1 to
5 Years 5 Years

3 to 12
Months

–

1,275

743

–

–

2,018

2,165

11,683

9,321

8,119

–

31,288

419
2,584

417
13,375

11,255
21,319

71,354
79,473

77,808
77,808

161,253
194,559

December 31, 2014
> 1 to
On
Less than 3 to 12
5
Demand 3 Months Months Years
(In Php Millions)
Financial Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Shortterm investments
Trade receivables
Special deposits and funds
Equity securities
Other current assets

Total

45,872
–
26,283
–
11,898
–
84,053

More
than
5 Years

Total

–
–
4,472
–
–
–
4,472

–
5,335
1,020
–
–
44
6,399

–
–
–
100
–
–
100

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

45,872
5,335
31,775
100
11,898
44
95,024

–

615

359

–

–

974

1,840

9,928

7,920

8,101

– 27,789

659
2,499

657
11,200

17,709 53,358
25,988 61,459

88,813 161,196
88,813 189,959

(In Millions)
Financial Liabilities Carried
at Amortized Cost
Loans payable
Trade payables and other current
liabilities
Longterm debts, including current
portion

Equity Price Risk
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The Group’s quoted equity securities are susceptible to market price risk arising from
uncertainties about future values of the investment in equity securities. The Group manages the
equity price risk through diversification and by placing limits on individual and total equity
instruments. The Group’s BOD reviews and approves all equity investment decisions.
The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonably possible change in share price,
with all other variables held constant:

Investment in equity securities
June 30, 2015
December 31, 2014

Change in
Equity Price*

Effect on
Equity

15%
(15%)

1,943
(1,943)

9%
(9%)

1,023
(1,023)

*
The sensitivity analysis includes the Company’s quoted equity securities with amounts adjusted by the specific
beta for these investments as of reporting date.

Capital Management
The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong
credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its business, comply with its financial
loan covenants and maximize shareholder value.
The Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in
business and economic conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may
adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or issue new shares.
No changes were made in the objectives, policies or processes during the years ended June 30,
2015 and December 31, 2014.
The Group monitors capital using a debttoequity ratio, which is total debt divided by equity
attributable to equity holders of the Parent (excluding unrealized fair value gains on investment in
equity securities, cumulative translation adjustments, and equity reserve). The Group’s practice is
to keep the debttoequity ratio not more than 2.50:1.
December 31,
2014
(In Php Millions)
161,253
161,196
161,253
161,196

June 30, 2015
Longterm debts
Total debt
Equity attributable to the equity holders of the Parent
Debttoequity ratio

82,977
1.94:1

80,989
1.99:1

The Parent Company and certain of its subsidiaries are obligated to perform certain covenants
with respect to maintaining specified debttoequity and minimum debtservicecoverage ratios, as
set forth in their respective agreements with the creditors (see Note 20).
9
.F
inancial Instruments
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Set out below is a comparison by category of carrying amounts and fair values of all of the
Group’s financial instruments in the consolidated financial statements as at June 30, 2015 and
December 31, 2014.
June 30, 2015
December 31, 2014
Carrying Value Fair Value Carrying Value Fair Value
(In Php Millions)
Financial Assets
Derivative assets accounted for as cash flow
hedges
Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets
Equity securities
Loans and receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Shortterm investments
Receivables:
Trade
Cost and estimated earnings
Others
Longterm receivables
Special deposits and funds
Other current assets
AFS Financial assets:
Total Financial Assets
Financial Liabilities
Financial liabilities carried at amortized cost 
Longterm debts, including current portion
Retention payable (including noncurrent
portion)
Derivative liabilities accounted for as
cash flow hedges
Total Financial Liabilities

231

231

224

224

1,016
4
1,020

1,016
4
1,020

524
4
528

524
4
528

44,264
4,904

44,264
4,904

45,872
5,335

45,872
5,335

28,365
2,286
319
278
100
44
80,560
13,237
95,048

28,365
2,286
319
278
100
44
80,560
13,237
95,048

28,588
1,424
1,763
278
100
44
83,404
11,898
96,054

28,588
1,424
1,763
278
100
44
83,404
11,898
96,054

161,253

171,434

161,196

185,268

632

596

674

653

1,301
163,186

1,301
173,331

1,491
163,361

1,491
187,412

The fair values of cash and cash equivalents, shortterm investments, trade and other receivables,
restricted cash deposits, loans payable, trade payables, and other current liabilities approximate
the carrying amounts at financial reporting date due to the shortterm nature of the accounts.
The fair values of investments in equity securities and FVPL financial assets are based on quoted
market prices as at financial reporting date. For equity instruments that are not quoted, the
investments are carried at cost less allowance for impairment losses due to the unpredictable
nature of future cash flows and the lack of suitable methods of arriving at a reliable fair value.
FGP and FGPC longterm debts
The fair values of longterm debts were computed by discounting the instruments’ expected future
cash flows using the prevailing credit adjusted U.S. dollar interest rates ranging from 0.3213% to
2.2470% and 0.2523% to1.6590% as at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively.
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First Gen’s and FNPC’s longterm debts
The fair values of the First Gen U.S. dollardenominated longterm debts were computed by
discounting the instruments’ expected future cash flows using the prevailing credit adjusted U.S.
dollar interest rates on June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014 ranging from 0.189% to 2.567% and
0.066% to 3.291%, respectively.
Longterm debts of Red Vulcan, EDC and FG Hydro
The fair values for EDC’s and FG Hydro’s longterm debts are estimated using the discounted
cash flow methodology with the applicable rates ranging from 
1.75% to 5.40% on June 30, 2015
and 1.76% to 6.71% on December 31, 2014. The fair value of Red Vulcan’s Staple Financing
was computed by discounting the instrument’s expected future cash flows using the prevailing
creditadjusted PDSTF interest rates ranging from 2.22% to 3.37% on June 30, 2015 and 2.54%
to 3.45% on December 31, 2014.
Interestbearing Loans and Borrowings of Rockwell Land
●
Fixed Rate
:
The fair values of fixed rate loans were calculated by discounting the expected future cash flows
at prevailing credit adjusted PDEx interest rates ranging from 3.4% to 4.8% as of June 30, 2015
and 2.4% to 4.7% as of December 31, 2014.
●
Floating Rate
The fair values of floating rate loans approximate the carrying values as of financial reporting date
due to the monthly and quarterly repricing of interest rates.
The fair value of installment payable were calculated by
Installment Payable of Rockwell Land. 
discounting the expected cash flows at prevailing credit PDEx interest rates ranging from 3.4% to
4.8% as of June 30, 2015 and 2.4% to 4.7% as of December 31, 2014.
Retention Payable. 
The fair values were calculated by discounting the expected future cash flows
at prevailing credit adjusted PDEx interest rates ranging from 3.4% to 4.9% as of June 30, 2015
and 2.4% to 4.1% as of December 31, 2014.

Fair Value Hierarchy of Financial Assets and Liabilities
The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial
instruments by valuation technique:
●
●
●

Level 1: quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2: valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair
value measurement is directly or indirectly observable; and
Level 3: valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair
value measurement is unobservable.
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June 30, 2015
Level 2
Level 3
(In Php Millions)

Level 1
Financial Assets
Longterm receivables
AFS financial assets:
Equity securities
Derivative assets accounted for
as cash flow hedges
Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets
Equity securities
Total Financial Assets

–

–

278

278

12,951

–

286

13,237

–

231

–

231

–
–
12,951

1,016
–
1,247

–
–
564

1,016
–
14,762

–

1,301

–

1,301

Financial Liabilities
Derivative liabilities accounted for as
cash flow hedges

December 31, 2014
Level 2
Level 3
(In Php Millions)

Level 1
Financial Assets
Longterm receivables
AFS financial assets:
Equity securities
Derivative assets accounted for
as cash flow hedges
Financial assets at FVPL:
Derivative assets
Equity securities
Total Financial Assets
Financial Liabilities
Derivative liabilities accounted for as
cash flow hedges

Total

Total

–

–

278

278

11,788

–

–

11,788

–

224

–

224

–
–
11,788

524
–
748

–
–
278

524
–
12,814

–

1,491

–

1,491

As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2
fair value measurements and there were no transfers into and out of Level 3 fair value
measurements.
Derivative Financial Instruments
The Group, through First Gen group, enters into derivative transactions such as interest rate swaps
to hedge its interest rate risks arising from its floating rate borrowings, cross currency swap and
foreign currency forwards to hedge the foreign exchange risk arising from its loans and payables.
These derivatives (including embedded derivatives) are accounted for either as Derivatives not
designated as accounting hedges or Derivatives designated as accounting hedges.
The table below shows the fair value of First Gen group’s outstanding derivative financial
instruments, reported as assets or liabilities, together with their notional amounts as at
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014 (amounts in millions). The notional amount is the basis
upon which changes in the value of derivatives are measured.
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June 30, 2015
Derivative
Assets
Derivatives
Designated
as
Accounting Hedges
Freestanding
derivatives:
Interest rate
swaps
Crosscurrency
swaps
Foreign
currency forwards
Derivatives not
Designated as
Accounting Hedges
Freestanding
derivatives 
Foreign
currency forwards
Total derivatives
Presented as:
Current
Noncurrent
Total derivatives

December 31, 2014
Derivative
Derivative
Assets
Liabilities

Derivative
Liabilities

Notional
Amount

Notional
Amount

₱
38

₱1,303

$523.3

₱70

₱1,306

$398.11

194

–

110.00

154

169

110.00

–
232

–
1,303

–

–
224

16
1,491

8.00

–
232

–
1,303

–

–
224

–
1,491

–

30
202
₱
232

2
1,301
₱1,303

–
–
$–

22
202
₱224

19
1,472
₱1,491

–
–
$–

Derivatives Designated as Accounting Hedges
The Group (through First Gen Group) has entered into interest rate swaps accounted for as cash
flow hedges for its floating rate loans and crosscurrency swaps and foreign currency forwards
accounted for as cash flow hedges of its Philippine peso and U.S. dollar denominated borrowings
and Euro denominated payables, respectively. Under a cash flow hedge, the effective portion of
changes in fair value of the hedging instrument is recognized as cumulative translation
adjustments in other comprehensive income (loss) until the hedged item affects earnings.
Interest Rate Swaps – FGPC.
On November 14, 2008, FGPC entered into 8 interest rate swap agreements with the following
hedge providers namely: Société Générale (Singapore Branch), Bayerische Hypound
Vereinsbank AG (Hong Kong Branch), Calyon and Standard Chartered Bank. On the same date,
FGPC designated the interest rate swaps as hedges of the cash flow variability in the Covered and
Uncovered Facilities, attributable to the movements in the 6month U.S. LIBOR (see Note 20).
Under the four interest rate swap agreements that hedge 100% of the Covered Facility, FGPC
pays a fixed rate of 4.4025% and receives a 6month U.S. LIBOR on the aggregate amortizing
notional amount of $312.0 million, simultaneous with the interest payments every May and
November on the hedged loan. The notional amounts of the interest rate swaps are amortizing
based on the repayment schedule of the hedged loan. The interest rate swap agreements have a
term of 12 ½ years and will mature on May 10, 2021 (coinciding with the maturity of the hedged
loan).
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Under the four interest rate swap agreements that hedge 75% of the Uncovered Facility, FGPC
pays a fixed rate of 4.0625% and receives a 6month U.S. LIBOR on the aggregate amortizing
notional amount of $141.0 million, simultaneous with the interest payments every May and
November on the hedged loan. The notional amounts of the interest rate swaps are amortizing
based on the repayment schedule of the hedged loan. The interest rate swaps have a term of 8 ½
years and will mature on May 10, 2017 (coinciding with the maturity of the hedged loan).
As 
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014
, the aggregate negative fair value of the interest rate
swaps that was deferred to “Cumulative translation adjustments” account in the consolidated
statements of financial position amounted to ₱
825 million, net of related deferred tax effect of
₱
417 million ($18.3 million, net of related deferred tax effect of $7.8 million) and ₱
1,306 million,
net of related deferred tax effect of ₱
394 million ($29.2 million, net of related deferred tax effect
of $8.8 million), respectively.
Interest Rate Swaps – FGP
In April 2013, FGP entered into two interest rate swap agreements with ING Bank and Standard
Chartered Bank to hedge its floating rate exposure on $80.0 million of its $420.0 million term
loan facility. Under the interest rate swap agreements, FGP pays a fixed rate of 1.425% and
receives a floating rate of U.S. LIBOR, on a semiannual basis, simultaneous with the interest
payments every June and December on the hedged loan.
In May 2013, FGP entered into another interest rate swap agreement with RCBC to hedge its
floating rate exposure on another $20.0 million of the $420.0 million term loan facility. Under the
interest rate swap agreement, FGP pays a fixed rate of 1.28% and receives a floating rate of U.S.
LIBOR, on a semiannual basis, simultaneous with the interest payment every June and December
on the hedged loan. The notional amounts of interest rate swap is amortizing based on the
repayment schedule of the hedged loan. The interest rate swaps were designated as cash flow
hedges and will mature on June 10, 2020.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014,the positive fair value of the interest rate swaps that
was deferred to “Cumulative translation adjustments” account in the consolidated statements of
financial position amounted ₱
9 million, net of related deferred income tax effect of ₱
27 million
($0.6 million, net of related deferred income tax effect of $0.3 million) and ₱
71.6 million, net of
related deferred income tax effect of ₱
49 million ($1.6 million, net of related deferred income tax
effect of $1.1 million), respectively.
There was no ineffective portion recognized in the consolidated statements of income for the
years ended June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014.
The outstanding aggregate notional amount and the related cumulative marktomarket gains and
losses of the interest rate swaps designated as cash flow hedges as of December 31 are as follows:
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Notional amount
Cumulative marktomarket losses
Cumulative marktomarket gains

June 30,
2015
$373,303
(1,178)
38

December 31,
2014
$398,106
(1,306)
70

The net movements in the fair value of interest rate swaps of FGPC and FGP are as follows:
June 30,
2015
Fair value at beginning of year
Fair value changes taken into equity during the year
Fair value changes realized during the year
Foreign exchange differences
Fair value at end of year
Deferred tax effect on cash flow hedges
Fair value deferred into equity

(
₱
1,236)

(182)
288
(10)
(1,140)
342
(
₱
798)


December 31,
2014
(
₱
1,394)

(445)
602
1
(1,236)
371
(
₱
865)


Fair value changes during the year, net of deferred income tax, are recorded in the consolidated
statements of comprehensive income and under the “Cumulative translation adjustments” account
in the consolidated statements of financial position. The fair value change realized during the
year was taken into “Finance costs” account in the consolidated statements of income. This
pertains to the net difference between the fixed interest paid/accrued and the floating interest
received/accrued on the interest rate swap agreements as at financial reporting date.
For the six months ended June 30, 2015 and 2014
, fair value changes taken to the consolidated
statements of income amounted to ₱
289 million ($6.6 million) and ₱
164 million ($3.7 million),
respectively.
Cross Currency Swaps  EDC
In 2014 and 2012, EDC entered into 6 and an additional 6 nondeliverable crosscurrency swap
(NDCCS) agreements with an aggregate notional amount of ₱

2,907 million ($65.0 million) and

₱
1,998 million ($45.0 million), respectively, to partially hedge the foreign currency and interest
rate risks on its Refinanced Syndicated Term Loan that is benchmarked against US LIBOR and
with flexible interest reset feature that allows EDC to select what interest reset frequency to apply
(i.e., monthly, quarterly, or semiannually). As it is EDC’s intention to reprice the interest rate on
the hedged loan quarterly, EDC utilizes NDCCS with quarterly interest payments and receipts.
Under the NDCCS agreements, EDC receives floating US$ interest based on 3month US LIBOR
plus 175 basis points and pays fixed peso interest. On specified dates, EDC also receives specified
U.S. dollar amounts in exchange for specified peso amounts based on the agreed swap rates.
These U.S. dollar receipts correspond with the expected interest and fixed principal amounts due
on the hedged loan. Effectively, the 12 NDCCS converted 62.86% of the hedged loan into a fixed
rate peso loan.
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Pertinent details of the NDCCS are as follows:

Notional
amount
(in million)

Trade
Date

Effective Maturity
Date
Date

$15.00
$10.00

03/26/12
04/18/12

03/27/12 06/17/17
06/27/12 06/17/17

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50

05/03/12
06/15/12
07/17/12
10/29/12
05/14/14
05/14/14
06/09/14
06/09/14
07/10/14
07/09/14

06/27/12
06/27/12
09/27/12
12/27/12
06/27/14
06/27/14
06/27/14
06/27/14
9/27/14
9/27/14

06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17
06/17/17

Swap
rate

Fixed
rate

Variable rate

P43.05
42.60

4.87%
4.92%

3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps

42.10
42.10
41.25
41.19
43.60
43.57
43.55
43.55
43.29
43.37

4.73%
4.73%
4.58%
3.44%
3.80%
3.80%
3.60%
3.60%
3.50%
3.68%

3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps
3month LIBOR + 175 bps

The maturity date of the 12 NDCCS coincides with the maturity date of the hedged loan.
As of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the outstanding aggregate notional amount of EDC’s
NDCCS amounted to 
₱
4,917 million (
$110.0 million). The aggregate fair value changes on these
NDCCS amounting to 
₱
49 million ($1.1 million) gain and 

₱
9 million (
$0.2 million) loss, were
recognized by EDC under “Cumulative translation adjustments” account in the unaudited interim
consolidated statements of financial position as of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014,
respectively.
Interest Rate Swap Contracts – EDC
In the last quarter of 2014, EBWPC entered into four (4) interest rate swaps (IRS) with aggregate
notional amount of 
₱
6,705 million (

$150.0 million). This is to partially hedge the interest rate
risks on its ECA and Commercial Debt Facility (the Foreign Facility) that is benchmarked against
U.S. LIBOR and with flexible interest reset feature that allows EBWPC to select what interest
reset frequency to apply. Under the IRS agreement, EBWPC will receive semiannual interest of
6month USDLIBOR and will pay fixed interest. EBWPC designated the IRS as hedging
instruments in cash flow hedge against the interest rate risk arising from the Foreign Facility.

Pertinent details of the IRS are as follows:
Notional
amount
(in million)
US$62.00
40.00
39.00
9.00

Trade
Effective Date
Date
10/20/14
12/15/14
10/20/14
12/15/14
12/11/14
12/15/14
10/20/14
12/15/14

Maturity
Date
10/23/29
10/23/29
10/23/29
10/23/29

Fixed
rate
2.635%
2.635
2.635
2.508

Variable rate
6month LIBOR
6month LIBOR
6month LIBOR
6month LIBOR

The maturity date of the four IRS coincides with the maturity date of the Foreign Facility.
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As of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the outstanding aggregate notional amount of
EBWPC's IRS amounted to 
₱
6,705 million (US$150 million). The aggregate fair value changes

on these IRS amounted to 
₱
125 million ($2.8 million) and 

₱
169 million (

$3.8 million) loss as of
June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, respectively.
Hedge Effectiveness Results
Since the critical terms of the hedged loan and the NDCCS match, except for one to two days
timing difference on the interest reset dates, the hedges were assessed to be highly effective. 
As
such, the aggregate fair value changes on these IRS/NDCCS amounting to 
₱
31 million (
$0.7
million) and 
₱
3,952 million (
$89.1 million) loss as of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014,
respectively, were recognized under s of the hedged loan and the IRS/NDCCS match, except
consolidated statements of financial position. No ineffective portion was recognized in the
unaudited interim consolidated statements of income for the six months ended June 30, 2015 and
year ended December 31, 2014.
As at June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the net movement of changes made to “Cumulative
translation adjustment” account for EDC’s cash flow hedges are as follows:

Balances at beginning of year
Fair value change taken into equity during the year
Fair value change realized during the year
Deferred income tax effect on cash flow hedges
Balances at end of year

June 30, 2015
December 31, 2014
(
₱
134)

(
₱
56)

(31)
(3,762)
132
3,649
(33)
(169)
(1)
(15)
(
₱
34)

(
₱
184)


Foreign Currency Forwards  FGPC and FGP
On October 31, 2014, FGPC and FGP both entered into several currency forwards with ING Bank
N.V. Manila Branch (ING) to purchase European Euro at fixed Euro to U.S. dollar exchange
rates. FGPC and FGP designated these derivatives as effective hedging instruments that will
address the risk on variability of cash flows due to foreign exchange fluctuations in Euro to
U.S. dollar exchange rates related to its Euro denominated liabilities arising from the monthly
operations and maintenance fees to SPOI.
Under the agreements, FGPC and FGP are obligated to buy Euro from ING amounting to 
₱
135.8
million (€2.5 million) and 
₱
81.5 million (
€1.5 million), respectively, based on the agreed strike
exchange rates. The settlement of each of the forward contract is from January 6, 2015 up to
February 3, 2015 which coincides with the settlement of the outstanding and forecasted monthly
payables to SPOI.
As of June 30, 2015 and December 31, 2014, the outstanding notional amount of the foreign
currency forward contracts designated as cash flow hedges amounted to nil and 
₱
434.7 million
(€8.0 million), respectively. The aggregate negative fair value of the foreign currency forward
contracts that was deferred to “Cumulative translation adjustments” account in the consolidated
statements of financial position amounted to nil and 
₱
8.9 million ($0.2 million) [net of related
deferred income tax effect of 
₱
4.4 million (
$0.1 million)] for the six months ended June 30, 2015
and for the year ended December 31, 2014, respectively..
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.
The net movements in the fair value changes of foreign currency forwards of FGPC and FGP are
as follows (amount in thousands):
Euro/USD
Notional amount
Marktomarket loss
Fair value at beginning of year
Fair value change taken into other comprehensive income
during the year
Fair value change realized during the year
Fair value at end of year
Less deferred income tax effect
Fair value at end of year deferred into equity

Php
€–
–

($345)
(437)
782
–
–
$–

₱
–

–

(15,556)
(19,704)
35,260
–
–
₱
–


10. Event After the Financial Reporting Period
Declaration of Cash Dividends
RLC
On July 01, 2015, the BOD of the Rockwell approved the declaration of the following cash
dividends to shareholders of record as of July 15, 2015 payable on or before August 10, 2015
a.) Cash dividend of ₱

0.0511 per share to all common shareholders

b.) 6% per annum cumulative dividend from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 amounting to
₱
1,650,000 or ₱
0.0006 per share to all preferred shareholders
FGEN
On July 22, 2015, the BOD of the FGEN approved the declaration of cash dividends on its issued
and outstanding common stocks at the rate of 
₱
0.35 a share with record date of August 5, 2015

and payment date of August 20, 2015.
MERALCO
On July 27, 2015, MERALCO’s BOD approved the declaration of cash dividend amounting to
₱
6.76 per share to all common shareholders of record as at August 26, 2015 payable on September
18, 2015, representing interim regular cash dividends of 
₱
5.164 per share or 50% of first half

2015 Consolidated Core Net Income; and 
₱
1.596 per share representing an additional 10% special

dividend out of the unrestricted retained earnings attributable to the 2014 Consolidated Core Net
Income
Incorporation of new subsidiaries
On July 21, 2015, the Philippine SEC approved the issuance of Certificate of Incorporation to
FGEN Power Operations, Inc. The company has an authorized capital stock of 
₱
40 million

divided into 40 million shares with a par value of ₱
1.00 per share.
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11. 
O
ther Matters
Explanatory comments about the seasonality or cyclicality of interim operations
● Except for FG Hydro’s and FG Bukidnon’s sale of electricity coming from hydroelectric
power/operations, seasonality or cyclicality of interim operations is not applicable to First
Gen Group’s type of business because of the nature of its contracts with Meralco and NPC,
which includes guaranteed volume under the applicable takeorpay, minimum energy
offtake or contracted energy provisions. GCGI’s sales to cooperatives and industries are also
not subject to seasonality or cyclicality.
●

For EDC’s Burgos Wind, higher revenue and operating profits are expected in the last quarter
of the year based on the generation profile of Burgos. Meanwhile, the solar power plant is
expected to generate its highest revenue during the summer months.

The nature and amount of items affecting assets, liabilities, equity, net income, or cash flows that
are unusual because of their nature, size or incidence
● There are no assets, liabilities, equity, net income or cash flows that are unusual because of
their nature, size or incidence during the current period.
The nature and amount of changes in estimates of amounts reported in prior interim periods of
the current fiscal year or changes in estimates of amounts reported in prior financial years, if
those changes have a material effect in the current interim period.
● The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation used in the
preparation of the unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements are
consistent with those followed in the preparation of First Gen Group’s annual consolidated
financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2014.
The effect of changes in the composition of the issuer during the interim period, including
business combinations, acquisition or disposal of subsidiaries and longterm investments,
restructurings, and discontinuing operations.
● There are no material changes in the composition of the issuer during the interim period.
Changes in contingent liabilities or contingent assets since the last annual reporting date
● There are no material changes in the contingent liabilities or contingent assets since the last
annual financial reporting date.
Existence of material contingencies and any other events or transactions that are material to an
understanding of the current interim period
● There are no material contingencies and any other events or transactions during the period.
* * * * *
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